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n the biggest reduction in 28
years, the Government on
Friday slashed corporate tax by
almost 10 percentage points as
it looked to pull the economy
out of a six-year low growth
and a 45-year high unemployment rate by reviving private investments with a C1.45lakh crore tax break.
Two-and-a-half-months
after presenting her maiden
Budget that was hailed as
“development-friendly” and
“future-oriented”, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
announced cutting corporate
tax rate to 25.17 per cent to
bring them at par with other
Asian countries such as China
and South Korea but at the
possibility of breaching the 3.3
per cent fiscal deficit target.
In the fourth tranche of
post-budget economic stimulus measures, she cut base
corporate tax for existing companies to 22 per cent from current 30 per cent; and for new
manufacturing firms, incorporated after October 1, 2019
and starting operations before
March 31, 2023, to 15 per cent
from current 25 per cent.
This will be subject to the
condition that these companies will not avail any other
incentive or concession such as
tax holiday enjoyed by units in
Special Economic Zones (SEZ)
and accelerated depreciation.
The effective tax rate for
existing units, after consider-

ing surcharges and cess such as
Swachh Bharat cess and education cess — which are levied
on top of the income and corporate tax rates, will be 25.17
per cent as compared to 34.94
per cent now. For new units, it
will be 17.01 per cent as
against 29.12 per cent now.
The new tax structure,
which will lead to Government
losing C1.45 lakh crore in revenue annually, is effective from
April 1, 2019, and will bring
Indian corporate tax rate at par
with Asian peers in a bid to
attract investments.
The reduction in corporate tax, which India Inc hailed
as the one which will revive
growth and investment, is the
single biggest cut in tax rates
since India opened up its
economy in 1991.
India had the highest
effective corporate tax rate of
38.05 per cent in 1997.
Companies in China,
South Korean and Indonesia
pay 25 per cent tax, while
those in Malaysia pay 24 per
cent. Only Japan has a higher
tax than India at 30.6 per
cent. Hong Kong has the lowest corporate tax rate of 16.5
per cent, Singapore has 17 per
cent, Thailand and Vietnam
levy 20 per cent tax.
Sitharaman said the latest
measures will promote growth
and investment, but sidestepped questions on its
impact on fiscal deficit. “We
are conscious of the impact all
this will have on our fiscal

deficit, and will reconcile the
numbers,” she said adding the
changes in tax rate are being
done by promulgating an ordinance to amend the Income
Tax Act.
The Government had
budgeted C16.5 lakh crore as
tax revenue in fiscal to March
31, 2020. Sitharaman also said
no tax will be charged on share
buyback by listed companies
that announced such a move
prior to July 5.
Also, super-rich tax by
way of enhanced surcharge on
income will not apply to capital gains arising on equity sale
or equity-oriented funds liable
to securities transaction tax
with a view to stabilise flow of
funds into capital markets.
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Panaji: The all-powerful GST
Council on Friday doubled the
tax on caffeinated beverages
and slashed the rate on hotel
room tariffs. GST on caffeinated beverages has been hiked to
28 per cent plus additional cess
of 12 per cent as against the current 18 per cent.
For hotels, nil tax for those
with tariffs of up to C1,000 per
night. Those charging C1,001 to
C7,500 per night room, GST
would be 12 per cent as against
the existing 18 per cent.
Detailed copy on P10
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arkets roared back to life
on Friday, with the
Sensex posting its biggest single-day jump in over a decade
at 1,921 points and investors’
wealth soaring by a staggering
C6.8 lakh crore, after the
Finance Minister delivered a
surprise cut in corporate tax
rates. Bulls took over the market soon after the announcements.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
soared 2,284.55 points to a
peak of 38,378.02 intra-day,

8]eTbc^abaTPRcPbcWThfPcRWcWTbc^RZ_aXRTb^]PSXVXcP[bRaTT]Pc1B4QdX[SX]VX]
<d\QPX^]5aXSPh
?C8

before settling 1,921.15 points
or 5.32 per cent higher at
38,014.62.
Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty zoomed 569.40 points or
5.32 per cent to end at
11,274.20.
The market capitalisation
of BSE-listed companies
jumped to C145,37,378 crore,
from C138,54,439 crore on
Thursday. Cash-market equity turnover on BSE and NSE
nearly tripled to nearly C90,000
crore, while derivatives
turnover also zoomed to about
C2.4 lakh crore.

?=BQ =4F34;78

escribing the step to cut
corporate tax as “hisD
toric”, Prime Minister

Narendra Modi on Thursday
said it would result in a “winwin for 130 crore Indians”. But
the Opposition felt otherwise. The Congress termed
the move a “stock market
bump” with the PM’s “Howdy
Modi” event in the US in
mind and the CPI(M) said it
was intended “to enrich the
corporate and heap miseries
on the common man”. At the
same time though, a section
within the Congress welcomed the move.
Shortly after Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
announced the decision,
Modi tweeted: “The step to
cut corporate tax is historic.
It will give a great stimulus to
#MakeInIndia, attract private
investment from across the
globe, improve competitiveness of our private sector, create more jobs and would
result in a win-win for 130
crore Indians.
“The announcements in

the last few weeks clearly
demonstrate that our
Government is leaving no
stone unturned to make India
a better place to do business,
improve opportunities for all
sections of society and
increase prosperity to make
India a $5 trillion economy.”
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah said the Modi
Government was committed
in making India a big manufacturing hub and the slashing of corporate tax rates
would make the country’s
markets “much more exciting” for potential investors.
But the Congress the
decision "panic reaction to
tide over choppy sensex
index, and said the “constant
rollbacks” may give an
“impression of progress
through stock market bumps”
which will lead to worsening
of the economic situation
and is unlikely to revive
investments.
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ithin 48 hours of the
victim threatening to
immolate herself, the Special
Investigation Team (SIT) on
Friday arrested former Union
Minister of State for Home
Swami Chinmayanand, who
has been accused of rape by the
law student of Shahjahanpur.

After the arrest, the SIT
took Chinmayanand for medical examination and thereafter
produced him before Chief
Judicial Magistrate Omveer
Singh, who sent him to judicial
custody for 14 days.
The SIT also arrested
three other men — all charged
with trying to extort money
from the former Union
Minister —and named an

unidentified woman as a suspect in the same case. The victim claimed police are trying
to weaken the case against the
politician.
Later, disclosing the
development to the media, the
SIT claimed that the accused
had confessed of sexual harassment and also said “main sharminda hoon, (I am ashamed)”
to apologise for his act.
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ven as a war of words
ensued between the ruling
Trinamool Congress and
Bengal Governor Jagdeep
Dhankar for his unsolicited
entr y inside Jadavpur
University on Thursday
evening to rescue Union
Minister Babul Supriyo from
Left-wing student activists who
heckled and assaulted him for
more than five hours, State BJP
president Dilip Ghosh on
Friday called for a surgical
strike on the university campus
a la Pakistan on account of its
turning anti-national.
He was reacting to posers
regarding the vandalism carried out on Thursday night by
BJP and ABVP supporters who
broke open the university gates,
ransacked the interiors and
torched valuable items.
“I will say similar things
will be repeated if they dare to
touch any BJP leader, celebrity or Minister,” he said, adding
“like JNU, JU too has become
a hotbed of anti-national activities. The students who do
such activities are no less than
2WXTU<X]XbcTaAPVWdQPa3PbX]cTaPRcbfXcWRWX[SaT]SdaX]VWXbbTR^]SSPh^UbTeT]SPhb[^]V±9P]0bWXafPSHPcaP²PcP
the terrorists of Pakistan. A suraT\^cTeX[[PVT^UBWXZPaX_PaPd]STa3d\ZPSXbcaXRc
?=B gical like the one carried out in

Pakistan is needed inside JU.”
Another senior State party
leader Sayantan Basu told at the
end of an anti-Left, anti-TMC
rally that “our leaders will visit
Jadavpur University repeatedly and in case of a repeat of
such incident we will assault
them on the streets … or wherever we find them.”
Continued on Page 4
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he gherao of Union
Minister Babul Supriyo by \^aTcWP]%$bTPcb
students of Jadavpur University X]0bbT\Q[h_^[[b

T

could cast a shadow on the
Central funding to the varsity
which was just a few days ago
conferred with the Institute of
Eminence (IoE) status. Under
the IoE status, the JU is to get
additional funds for upgradation. HRD Ministry sources
said that they have sought a
detailed report on the current
situation on the JU premises.
Detailed report on P5
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Ekaterinburg (Russia)/Nur- RdcfPb_[P]]TS
Sultan (Kazakhstan): Asian
champion Amit Panghal (52kg)
on Friday became the first
Indian to enter the finals of the
World
Men’s
Boxing
Championship while Manish
Kaushik (63kg) signed off with
a bronze medal after going
down in the semifinals here.
Second seeded Panghal prevailed 3-2 against Kazakhstan’s
Saken Bibossinov in the lastfour stage.
Meanwhile in world
wrestling championship, shrugging off his controversial semifinal defeat, Bajrang Punia
bagged his third medal while
Ravi Dahiya made his debut
memorable by grabbing a
bronze on Friday.
PTI
Detailed report on P15
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he well-meaning initiative
T
of former team India captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s
wife Sakshi Dhoni in pointing
out prolonged power failures in
Ranchi appeared to be a goofup after the Jharkhand State
Electricity Board (JSEB) on
Friday clarified that the power
cut was planned and the local
authorities were informed
about it well in advance.
Not only this, officials from
the JSEB said that all local
newspapers were informed
about the planned power cut
for installation of a transformer

in the vicinity of the locality
where Dhoni has built his
farmhouse. “A new transformer
was installed in the area on
Thursday. We had clearly mentioned to all the local authorities and newspapers that power
supply will be interrupted in
the areas around Pandra as a

preventive measure from
9.30am to 4.30pm,” said Deputy
General Manager, JUVNL, MP
Yadav. Sakshi took to Twitter
on Thursday to highlight the
sorry state of electricity supply
in the State capital. At around
4,37pm, she tweeted, “People in
Ranchi experience power cuts
every single day. It ranges from
four to seven hours daily. There
has been no electricity for the
past five hours today; that is
19th September 2019. There is
no reason for power cut as the
weather is good and there is no
festival. I hope the problem is
addressed by the concerned
authorities.”
Her tweet went viral on the
microblogging website in no
time. By the time this report
was filed, her tweet was already
retweeted 503 times and liked
by 2513 Twitteratis. Out of the

182 replies to her tweet, some
were in her support while some
looked like efforts to troll her.
The reply thread to the tweet
got flooded with memes within hours. One of the Twitteratis
also replied to the tweet with a
picture of vernacular daily carrying news about the planned
power cut.
While the electricity
department here managed to
defend the power cut on
Thursday, it cannot be denied
that the State capital has witnessed major power failures in
the recent past. Residents of
many posh localities of the city
had to suffer due to load shedding last month. Officials from
JBVNL said that power supply
will be interrupted for a couple
of hours in Hatia and surrounding areas on Saturday due
to maintenance works.

?0AE8=34A170C80Q
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JP's national working presB
ident J P Nadda on Friday
reiterated that the party will

win more than 65 seats in the
Assembly elections in the State
and for this the party workers
need to focus on better booth
management. He was addressing Shakti Kendra and Booth
Sammelan organised by BJP at
Football Ground in Chaibasa.
“The party workers should
target the grass root levels.
They need to ensure that every
vote goes in favour of BJP. For
this they need to focus on the
ground level. Rather than looking up we need to focus on the
ground level,” stated Nadda.
He went on to add that the
State Government and the

19?]PcX^]P[f^aZX]V_aTbXST]c9?=PSSPPSSaTbbTbPVPcWTaX]VSdaX]VBWPZcX
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organisation of the BJP are
moving forward rapidly and
the people will bless them with
65-plus seats. The party workers must also educate voters
about development work done
by the party both in Centre and
State level.
Praising Chief Minister
Raghubar Das, Nadda said the
State government is working
towards the welfare of the people and implementing schemes
with responsibility and transparency. He appreciated the initiative undertaken by Das in
implementing various schemes.
He also said that Modi's
victories in 2014 and 2019 are
a rejection of the vote bank and
caste politics. Nadda asked BJP
workers to focus on strengthening the party at the booth
level.
Later, addressing Nav
Matdata Sammelan at Town
Hall in Seraikela, Nadda asked
BJP party workers to ensure

C427=820;B=0678CB
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helicopter that was to
about to carry BJP working
president JP Nadda to
Jamshedpur developed technical problem before take-off
from Seraikela on Friday.
Nadda was scheduled to
address Prabudh Jan Sammelan

function of the Jamshedpur
Mahanagar BJP at Michael
John
Auditorium
in
Jamshedpur. Following technical snag he rushed back to
the Circuit House in Seraikela.
According
BJP
East
Singhbhum district president
Dinesh Kumar, Nadda’s function was cancelled.

that government schemes are
implemented efficiently.
Nadda said that the
Narendra Modi Government is
dedicated towards development of State with special focus
on rural areas. He said that the
people will reap the benefits of
the several welfare schemes is
Government’s
priority.
Significantly, out of the 12
Assembly seats in Kolhan, six
seats are with JMM, one each
with Congress and Ajsu (in
NDA) while BJP has four.
The BJP leader gave statistics to prove his point, “We had
a membership strength of 11
crore but in a span of 54 days
we have added 7 crore new
member and today our membership strength has increased
to 18 crore.” Terming abrogation of Article 370 in Jammu
and Kashmir as a bold move by
the Prime Minister, Nadda
said, “The booth level workers
should highlight the bold decision taken by Prime Minister
especially abrogation of Article
370, which has opened up
wings of development in the
valley and dealt a decisive blow
to terrorism and secessionist
forces in Kashmir.”
Over 4,000 booth level
workers from three districts of
West Singhbhum, East
Singhbhum and SeraikelaKharsawan, which fall under
the Kolhan division attended
the meeting aimed at increasing BJP fortune in the 12
assembly seats of Kolhan division.
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okaro
Deputy
B
Commissioner today
launched a unique initiative
'Smile you are in Bokaro' and
reached office by riding a bicycle from his residence.
Bokaro Steel Plant CEO
PK Singh, Bokaro SP P
Murugun, DDC Ravi Ranjan
Mishra, AC B K Gupta, DPLR
PN Mishra along with other
districts administrative officials
also participated in the move
and rushed their offices by
droving cycles too.
The movement launched
by DC Bokaro is the use of
cycle, resorting to car pool or
becoming pedestrian in order
to commute to offices, markets
and parks.
In order to protect the
environment and give impetus
to the 'FIT INDIA' campaign
launched by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Bokaro DC
Mukesh Kumar launched the
initiative and issued advisory
to the Government offices in
particular and common people
at large to refrain from using
vehicles in a regular manner.
While launching the initiative, the DC appealed all to
refrain from the use of a vehicles on every Saturday of the
week. "At least on Saturday we
can use cycles or be a pedes-

0DVVLYHILUHGHVWUR\VEDJV
RI.HQGXOHDYHVLQ3DODPX
massive fire gutted down
3,700 bags of Kendu leaves
A
stored in one compartment of

trian to start with the movement," he said. This movement has several benefits too,
firstly the consumption of fuel
will be less, which means the
limited amount of fuel in the
earth will last longer, said
Kumar. "Secondly the environment will be much cleaner
and the pollution will lessen to
a greater extent and thirdly the
less consumption of fuel at

government offices will ease
out the burden on the government exchequer to some
extent," he said. "The most
important thing is that the
dream of our Prime Minister
to remain fit will be realised if
we use less of motorized life
and remain active. The use of
cycle or walking to the office
will have a charismatic positive
effect on the health if adopted

for a larger duration," added
Kumar. Cycling is a healthy,
low-impact exercise that can be
enjoyed by people of all ages,
from young children to older
adults. It is also fun, cheap and
good for the environment, he
said. "If someone cannot use a
bicycle in any worst circumstances, then use the cars or
motorbikes by sharing with
others so that fuel consump-

tions can be minimized along
with pollution," added DC.
This is second in the series of
initiatives undertaken by the
Deputy Commissioner under
the movement. Earlier, the
ban on plastic items in
Government offices has been
done and an appeal has been
issued to the public at large to
ban plastic completely from
their life.

a three-compartment godown
at Shahpur under Chainpur
police station early on Friday
morning.
Police have found a hand
written blue ink note with
JJMP the name of a rebel outfit and one more name Mahesh
saying “this attack on contractor is because the contractor
was not following...the end is
most abrupt”.
The note is most dubious
and a worked out one without
even a remote possibility of any
linkage of this fire in the Kendu
leaves godown to rebel outfit
JJMP. SP, Palamu, Ajay Linda
said, “Police are investigating the
cause of fire vis a vis the motive
behind it.” Linda said there is
not even a remote linkage of this
fire to any extremist outfit JJMP
at all. Police at first sight ruled
it out and there is a strong reason behind it.
Linda said the godown
was a locked one pucca structure with ventilators in it and
even if some ignition has been
inserted through one of the
ventilators of this godown then
in that event bags of dry Kendu

leaves would have started burning from the top of the row of
the bags but here the fire has
broken out from the surface
first and then rising and engulfing the whole lot. Fire has
advanced from the surface to
the top and this rules out any
fire ball sent through the ventilator reiterated SP. The
godown has about half a dozen
ventilators on one side and one
was found a bit open said
inspector Shahi.
SP suspected one of the
doors of the godown must
have been opened and then this
fire was caused for some ulterior motive. About the motive
behind this, the SP said police
are investigating the case quite
minutely. Incidentally just a
couple of days back one of the
contractors of kendu leaves
whose bags were stored in this
godown was jailed on an FIR
lodged against him said inspector of police Chainpur R R
Shahi. Shahi did not give any
more elaboration on this. Shahi
added bags of kendu leaves
were all insured.
As regards the note of
JJMP in blue ink Shahi said this
is just a diversion as extremists
use red ink and they have a full
format of their letter head and
not this kind of ‘chutka’ ( piece

of paper). Shahi further said
the content written in the note
too does not match with the
style and objective of the
extremist outfit. Officer in
charge of Chainpur police station Sunit Kumar said around
6 in the morning police was
told of this fire and immediately a team of police including
Shahi and he rushed to the
godown after informing the fire
brigades to rush to the site.
Sunit Kumar said two fire
tenders were pressed in and for
water refill there tankers of
water were also brought in.
The raging fire was controlled within hours but billows
of smoke continued emanating
from the godown till late in the
day today. There was no loss
of any life. The godown is at
Shahpur’s weigh bridge but
human habitation remained
absolutely unaffected. The fire
did not cause any public panic.
Both the police officers
said 40 labourers pressed by
kendu leaves contractor’s men
here saved hundreds of kendu
leaves bags from any impact or
effect of the fire. Police got
broke down a portion of the
godown with the help of JCB
machine to thin out smoke
within and also for safe exit of
intact bags of kendu leaves.
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he police busted an interT
state gang of vehicle-lifters
by arresting five members of
the gang during investigation
into a case registered with the
Sidhgroa police station on July
29. Those arrested were identified as Rahul Mukhi of Tube
Colony, Amulya Kumar
Mishra, Bashant Mohapatra,
and Nand Kishore Yadav, all
residents of Odisha and Vikas
Yadav, a resident of Telco.
The police have recovered
the cellphone that the criminals
had snatched from the trailer
driver and an SUV that they
had used in the crime. Besides,
five cellphones used in committing the crime have also
been seized.
The police have also traced
the trailer No NL0-6866 that
was stolen from near Tata
Ryerson gate in Agrico under
Sidhgora police station area.
A gang of five robbers had
forced the trailer driver Sanjay
Kumar Sharma to get into an

SUV while the driver was waiting for getting his truck loaded
with consignment of Tata
Ryerson company in Agrico in
the wee hours of July 29. The
trailer driver subsequently
rushed to the Tata Ryerson get
to find the trailer missing from
the spot. Soon afterward he

had informed his owner about
the incident. The owner,
Gurbinder Singh had lodged an
FIR with the Sidhgora police
station , leading the senior SP,
Anoop Birtharay to set up a
team to get the case investigated. Revealing about the
breakthrough, deputy super-

intendent of police (headquarters-I) Pawan Kumar said the
trailer which had been stolen
from Agrico in the intervening
night of July 29 has been traced
at Hyderabad."The arrested
five robbers revealed and we
have succeeded to find out the
whereabout of the robbed trail-

er. It is presently at Hyderabad.
A team of police officials will
soon leave for Hyderabad to
bring the vehicle to the steel
city," said Kumar while talking
to the newsmen today.
The DSP said that they
expect to make some arrest at
Hyderabad too where the criminals have sold off the trailer,
informing that they are in
touch with the Hyderabad
police and the robbed trailer
will be back within a week time.
A senior officer said that
the police administration is
concerned over rising cases of
vehicle lifters the situation and
have taken measures like night
patrolling and installation of
barricades where police officials keep strict vigilance. “We
have formed teams that monitor different police stations.
Moreover, night vigil has also
been increased we suspect
some inter-state gang is
involved in the menace. We
have also detained suspected
youths and are interrogating
them,” said the officer.
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ero hunger and good
nutrition have the power
Z
to transform and empower
the present and future generations. Malnutrition (deficiency or excess of nutrients
in a diet) remains a major
threat to the survival, growth
and development of children.
Under nutrition (deficiency of
nutrients i.e.calories, proteins,
carbohydrates, vitamins or
minerals in a diet) is most
prevalent in India. The latest
National Family Health
Survey (NFHS-4, 2015-16)
shows that 38.4 per cent of
children under 5 years of age
are stunted (low height for
age), 21 percent are wasted
(low weight for height) and
35.8 per cent are underweight
(low weight for age).
Improving the quality of
foods, feeding practices, and
the nutrition situation of children in the first two years of
life, represent a critical window of opportunity to break
the inter-generational cycle of
malnutrition.
If this critical opportunity is missed,child malnutrition will continue to selfperpetuate: malnourished
girls will become malnourished women, who give birth
to low birth weight infants
and these children suffer from
poor nutrition in the first two
years of life.
The best opportunity to
break this vicious inter-generational cycle is to concentrate efforts on improving
the nutrition of infants and
young children from conception through the first two
years of life. NFHS-4 figures
in Jharkhand shows that 45.3
per cent of children under 5
years of age are stunted, 29
percent are wasted and 47.8
per cent are underweight.
Deoghar, Palamu and
Kodarma districts have the
lowest levels of severe wasting.
Four of the best performing
districts
of
Jharkhand are situated in the
Bihar border while four of the
poor-performing districts in
terms of wasting share borders with West Bengal highlighting the regional contiguity of the parameters and the
need for separate planning for
different districts.
West Singhbhum remains
a poor-performing district in
terms of Under-weight,

Stunting and Wasting. Palamu
and Koderma are the bestperforming districts with better underweight and wasting
figures. The next best performing districts are Deoghar
and Ranchi. These are “positive deviants” within a state
which we need to identify, celebrate and push systematically
towards becoming malnutrition free. Such a shift of
emphasis from high burden to
low burden districts is necessary given the goal of achieving a malnutrition free India
with emphasis on district
level planning, convergent
action and monitoring
(Source: Nutrition Group, IIT
Bombay)
There is no dearth of
schemes to improve the nutritional status of children in 06 years and most of the interventions required are already
covered under those varieties
of schemes.
All the schemes need to
operate cohesively and integrated in a way that they
strongly focus on delivering
the
same
messages.
Convergence is therefore the
key, also one of the pillars
advocated by Poshan
Abhiyaan. Listed below are
the most essential interventions needed to reduce malnutrition in this most critical
group: infants and young children:
1. Timely initiation of
breastfeeding within one hour
of birth: Mothers should start
breastfeeding their child within one hour of birth to take
advantage of the newborn’s
intense suckling reflex and
alert state to stimulate breast
milk production. Appropriate
breastfeeding techniques
including proper positioning
and attachment are integral to
increase the newborn’s suckling efficiency, mother’s breast
milk production and therefore infant’s breast milk
intake.
2. Exclusive breastfeeding
during the first six months of
life and continued breastfeeding up to 2 years of age or
beyond: Every infant should
be exclusively breastfed till 6
months of age.
The infant should be fed
with only breast milk and not
given any fluids, milk, or
foods, not even water.
Exclusive breastfeeding, with
frequent, on- demand feeding
and continuous breastfeeding
up to 2 years of age or beyond
ensures maximum protection
against malnutrition, disease,
and death, while also contributing to child spacing and
lower fertility rates.
3. Full immunization and
bi-annual vitamin A supplementation with de-worming:
Every child should be protected from vaccine preventable diseases through a
full course of immunization
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delivered through the routine
immunization system at set
durations beginning from the
first year of life. In addition,
all children 6-59 months old
should be further protected
from mortality, morbidity,
and malnutrition with preventive vitamin A supplementation and de-worming
twice yearly.
4. Timely introduction of
complementary foods at six
months: Every infant should
start receiving complementary foods in addition to
breast milk from 6 months on
wards as breast milk alone
cannot suffice infant’s energy
and nutrient requirements at
this time. Introducing complementary foods before 6
months is both unnecessary
and fatal to child’s health.
5. Age-appropriate complementary feeding (adequate
in terms of quality, quantity
and frequency for children 624 months): Every child n 624 months should be fed with
age-appropriate, energy and
nutrient-dense, diverse complementary foods initially 23 times a day between 6-8
months, increasing to 3-4
times daily between 9-11
months and 12-24 months
with additional nutritious
snacks offered 1-2 times per
day, as desired (WHO).Child
feeding should be responsive
and active.
Children should be given
routine iron-folic supplementation to prevent
anaemia. Hygienic practices
are to be followed when feeding the children. 6.Safe handling of complementary foods
and hygienic complementary
feeding practices: Providing
complementary foods for
children in 6-24 months
should be guided by safe handling (preparation and storage) and hygienic feeding
practices.
Caregivers should wash
their hands before food
preparation, ser ve foods
immediately after preparation, use clean utensils, wash
hands of children before they
eat and avoid feeding using
bottles.
To be continued.....
(The writer is Executive
Director, The Coalition for
Food and Nutrition Security,
New Delhi)
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overnor Droupadi Mumru
conferred gold medals to
G
as many as 64 graduates on the
third Graduation Ceremony
of Rajendra Institute of Medical
Sciences (RIMS) in Ranchi on

oriented,” Murmu said.
According to the Medical
Council of India (MCI), the
State needs at least 22,500
more doctors to be able to
achieve the doctor and patient
ratio of 1:1000. At present,
Jharkhand produces around
300 doctors annually, and at
that pace the State would take
around 87 years to achieve the
desired doctor and patient

6^eTa]^a3a^d_PSX<d\adR^]UTaaTSV^[S\TSP[bc^PbcdST]cSdaX]VcWTcWXaS
6aPSdPcX^]2TaT\^]h^UAPYT]SaP8]bcXcdcT^U<TSXRP[BRXT]RTbA8<BX]AP]RWX
^]5aXSPh7TP[cW<X]XbcTaAP\RWP]SaP2WP]SaPeP]bWXA8<B3XaTRc^a3a3:
BX]VWP]SEXRT2WP]RT[[^a^UAP]RWXD]XeTabXchAP\TbW?P]SThPaTP[b^bTT]X]
cWT_XRcdaT
?W^c^kAPcP];P[

Friday. A total of 450 students
were conferred degrees on
Friday in presence of Health
Minister
Ramchandra
Chandravanshi, RIMS Director
Dr. DK Singh and Vice
Chancellor of Ranchi
University, Ramesh Pandey.
“I can suggest no better
guiding light for a young doctor than the ideal of service to
humanity, especially to the
poor and needy persons from
rural background,” she Murmu.
Stressing the importance of
health facilities in the State, she
said that all the stakeholders
should aim at nothing less
than making RIMS one of the
leading medical institutions in
the country. “Though this is
not going to be easy, it can be
done,” she added.
She urged the faculty, students and staff of RIMS to work
together in the larger interest of
the institution. In order to
achieve success, every program, department and centre of
RIMS will have to imbibe a
work culture that shuns factionalism and unhealthy competition, she added. “At the
same time, it should emphasize
service orientation, promote
creativity and be truly result-

ratio as per standards set by the
World Health Organisation
(WHO). Despite being the
leading State-run hospital in
Jharkhand, RIMS too is faced
against a dearth of qualified
doctors.
“Our state needs many
more health professionals, of
different categories, to fill the
huge short fall in the health
workforce. RIMS, and similar
institutions which are leaders in
medical education, have to
show the way ahead,” said
Murmu.
She suggested RIMS to
start holistic distance learning
programmes and assembly a
repository of learning resources
that can be easily accessed by
undergraduate and postgraduate students from across the
countr y. “In this era of
advanced communication
technologies, the whole world
can be one’s classroom and
every eager learner a potential
student,” the Governor said
The Governor asked the
graduating doctors to prioritise
the health needs of the rural
population as people living in
the rural areas were devoid of
proper health facilities and
lacked knowledge about health.
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n the second day of his
Johar Jan Ashirvad Yatra
in Santhal Pargana Chief
Minister Raghubar Das today
said that the Government aims
to connect one person each
from every family of the State
with employment opportunities. The CM, while addressing
people at Maheshpur in Pakur
said that the volume of works
done in five years of BJP government was much more than
the works done in 60 years of
previous governments.
“Now, Jharkhand is poised
to become a prosperous State.

I often ask this question from
myself and today I am asking
from you. Why the decisions
taken in the last five years for
development and those for
your and the interest of the
State were not taken during the
60-year rule of previous governments? When so much
work can be done in five years,
then why the party which
remained in power for 60 years
did not work in the interest of
Jharkhand and its people?” he
asked.
“This clearly means that
those parties only considered
the people here as voters. They
only exploited the innocent
people here. Wed out Congress
and Jharkhand Namdhari parties in the upcoming Assembly
elections and give support to
the party, which considers
power as the medium of service, to pave the way for the
creation of new Jharkhand,”
said Das.
The CM said that several

have
been
made to connect the sisters
of Santhal with
self-employment.
300
women were
provided
employment in
the
open
Bamboo and
Natural Fibre
Manufacturing
Unit
at
Sundarpahadi
in Godda along
with Jama and
Gumra
of
Dumka. It is a
matter of pride
that the products manufac2WXTU<X]XbcTaAPVWdQPa3PbPSSaTbbTbPVPcWTaX]VSdaX]VbTR^]SSPh^UbTeT]SPh[^]V±9P]
0bWXafPSHPcaP²PcPaT\^cTeX[[PVT^UBWXZPaX_PaPd]STa3d\ZPSXbcaXRc
?=B tured by them
are being sent
to Italy.
Addressing people at
steps have been taken for the of the village are being linked
development of bamboo and to it. The government will Shikaripara in Dumka the CM
other industries related to for- soon send bamboo artisans to said that Jharkhand Mukti
est produce. Women and youth Vietnam for training. Initiatives Morcha violated the CNT and
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khil Bharatiya
Vidyarthi
A
Parishad today stole
the show in Ranchi
University (RU)
students' union
elections, with their
candidates winning
in most colleges.
The election was
held in 19 educational institutions
including post BcdST]cb^U0ZWX[1WPaPcXhPEXShPacWX?PaXbWPS01E?RT[TQaPcTPUcTa
graduate (PG) AP]RWXD]XeTabXchBcdST]cbD]X^]T[TRcX^]baTbd[cbfTaTSTR[PaTSX]
?W^c^kAPcP];P[
departments for 95 AP]RWX^]5aXSPh
posts on Thursday.
The counting was held on Friday even a single seats.
As the results were announced the
amidst reports of violence. The ABVP
has emerged as winners with its can- members of Adivasi Chatra Sangh credidates winning 65 posts out of 95. The ated a scene at RU campus the countAdivasi Chatra Sangh emerged as ing centre for students union with its
runner up with its candidates winning members staging a demonstration.
22 posts, the students’ wing affiliated The Adivasi Chatra Sangh members
with AJSU party was successful in win- blamed the university administration
ning six seats. In two posts indepen- for working behind the curtain in victory of ABVP candidates.
dent candidates won the election.
With the ABVP candidates winHowever, Ranchi University students’ union election was biggest dis- ning most of the seats in college panel,
appointment for Congress’ students the election for university central
wing NSUI as the students like previ- panel will remain just a formality as
ous year failed to even open its for five central panels at university, the
account. Similarly, Jharkhand Chatra requisite number is 48 and the ABVP
Morcha the students wing of JMM, has won 65 posts. The college panel
JVCM the students wing of JVM(P) election at Ranchi University was
party of Babulal Marandi, Jharkhand held as per recommendations of
Chatra Sangh and the candidates Lyngdoh committee recommendaaffiliated to Left parties failed to win tions.

?=BQ A0=278

elcoming the victory of ABVP candidates,
BJP organizational secretary, Dhrampal
W
Singh said, “The victory of ABVP candidates in
students’ union election has once again proved that
the students of State’s biggest and oldest university (RU) have rejected the politics based on caste
and family. The students have decided to go ahead
with the nationalist forces. ”
State BJP Spokesperson Pratul Shahdeo said the
ABVP’s victory has made it clear that the first choice
of youth is nationalist ideologist political organization. Shahdeo said that it became clear from this
election that the student’s wing of Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha (JMM), which had embarked on
‘Parivartan Yatra’, was sent on an ‘exit journey’.
“Even JMM’s student wing could not open
account in the election. The student wing of Indian
National Congress, National Students Union of
India could also not open its account in the elections. This clearly shows how much the trend of
youth and students is towards nationalist ideological parties. The students of the State have
shown political hold of these parties who are claiming to form government in the State,” said
Shahdeo.
Shahdeo further said that in similar manner
the youth, students and people of this State will
show exit way to the JMM and the Congress in the
upcoming assembly elections.
Other BJP leaders including Aditya Sahu,
Deepak Prakash, Hemlal Murmu and others
have congratulated ABVP.
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he 24th edition of Junior
Chamber International
(JCI) Ranchi’s mega consumer
trade fair ‘Expo Utsav 2019’
was inaugurated by the
Director General of Police
Kamal Nayan Chaubey at
Morabadi ground on Friday.
The trade fair will be held from
September 20 to September 24.
During the inaugural ceremony the DGP wished the
team a great success and appreciated their efforts in the development of Jharkhand. “It is
heartening to see the youth of
Jharkhand coming forward to
work for the development of
the State. The fair has come a
long way since its first edition
which is because of the continuous efforts of the youth,”
said the DGP.
“Since its inception in
2003, no one had ever imagined that Jharkhand could host
such events also. The organisation committee should continue to organise such events,”
added the DGP.
The visiting hours for the
trade fair will be from 11 am to
9pm. For an entry fee of Rs. 10,

the visitors will
receive
discount
booklets
from vari o u s
establishments
based in
Ranchi.
A t
the Expo
m o r e
than 250
stalls from India and abroad
will be display a variety of
products. Electronics like laptops, air conditioners, television
sets, mobiles from various
brands will be available at
affordable prices. From the
automobile sector, companies
like Maruti, Jeep, Hero are
attracting customers with
heavy discounts.
At the trade fair a special
hanger promoting Jharkhand
Tourism has also been set up.
The stalls here are displaying
the culture of Jharkhand
through pictures.
On Saturday, a special midnight bazaar is being organised.
Along with shopping, the visi-
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tors can also enjoy cultural
performances by various
national and international
artists.
Programme
Chairperson Deepa Banka and
Secretary Kanchan Maheshwari
said that various competitions
will be organised everyday at
the fair. Programmes like
healthy baby show for which
birth certificate and vaccination
certificate is required. A dog
show will also be held.
The other attractions of the
trade fair include an AC
German hanger, a pink hanger espically for women, haat
bazaar, food zone, amusement
park, pride of Jharkhand and
tambola night.

ndian
C ouncil
of
Agriculture Research
(ICAR) - Indian Institute of
Natural Resins and Gums
(IINRG) celebrated its 96th
foundation day on Friday.
Chairman, Jharkhand Public
Service Commission, Sudhir
Tripathi, was the Chief Guest
on the occasion.
A large number of distinguished scientists from
Central Tasar Research and
Training Institute, ICARIndian
Institute
of
Agricultural Biotechnology,
Regional Center of ICARResearch Complex for Eastern
Region and regional station of
ICAR-NBPGR, dignitaries
from NGO, Chhattisgarh,
Sahabhagi Samaj Sevi Sanstha
participated in the programme.
While welcoming the
Chief Guest, Director of the
Institute, KK Sharma apprised
them of the achievements of
the institute in terms of various technologies developed
and transferred by the institute especially value added
products from natural gums

such as hydrogels, dietary
fibers and gum based nanoparticles for disease control in
plants. He also mentioned
how lac cultivation played a
significant role in increasing
farm income.
Speaking on the occasion
Tripathi congratulated the
institute for its significant
contribution in research and
development of natural resins
and gums. He also wished the
institute to receive more laurels during its centenary celebration.
Addressing the gathering
as Guest of Honour, Inspector
General of Police (HR), Navin
Kumar Singh delivered the 9th
Dorothy Norris Memorial
Lecture on “Digital India,
Cyber
Crime
Issues,
Challenges and Way Forward”
in which he explained the
importance of digitization,
cyber crime issues in the digital era and the precautions to
be taken to safeguard from
cyber crimes. A memorial
lecture was delivered by Singh,
in honour of the Founder
Director of the erstwhile
Indian Lac Research Institute
Dorothy Norris.

A Memorandum of
Understanding was signed
between ICAR-IINRG and
Sahabhagi Samaj Sevi Sanstha
working on strengthening lac
value chain in the State of
Chhattisgarh in which the
institute will provide technical support to the NGO.
On this occasion, distinguished workers of the institute
like Scientist, Arnab Roy
Chaudhury, Technical Officer,
P Patmajhi, Janki Devi and
Chaitu Kachhap, skilled supporting staff were awarded
with certificates and trophies
for their commendable contribution in their sphere of work.
Saturday was declared as
an open day for the public in
which over 800 students from
12 schools visited the institute.
They were shown the
Museum, Lac video film,
Short video on Swachh Bharat
Mission of Government of
India and Institute Research
Farm. A cultural function was
also organized in the evening
for the participants and the
employees of the institute.
Retired staff of the ICARIINRG also attended the
event.

SPT Acts the most. “Party
members bought the land of
poor and naïve tribals cheaply. The Soren family owns land
in several cities. JMM is propagating against BJP that it will
take away your land. The truth
is that in five years, the BJP
government did not take any
tribal land. You should stay
away from such people and
teach misleading people a lesson in the election,” said he.
The CM said that those
leaders did not develop the
Santhal Pargana, who have
been telling themselves wellwishers for the years of Santhal
Pargana. “The poverty of
Santhal, the tribals living here,
could not be seen. Three of the
Chief Ministers were from this
region, but they have acted
only in their own interest
without thinking about your
interest. This is a big reason for
Santhal Pargana to lag behind
in the race for development,”
he said.
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CWT_a^RTTSX]V^UcWTUX]P[T^U
8]SdRcX^]P]S^aXT]cPcX^]_a^VaP\\T
bcPacTSfXcWcWTUPRX[XcPcX^]^UcWT
6dTbcb_TPZTa0SXchPBfPa^^_282^U
cWTbcPcT^U9WPaZWP]SB_TPZX]V
PQ^dc°EP[dTTcWXRbX]_a^UTbbX^]P[
f^a[S±WTbcPcTScWPcTcWXRbPaTP
VT]TaP[bTc^Uad[TbcWPcPaTX\_^acP]c
c^U^[[^fc^QTP_Pac^Ub^RXTch
4cWXRbaT[PcTbc^cWTfT[UPaT^UcWTb^RXTchP]ScWTR^d]cah3TUX]X]V
eP[dTbWTbcaTbbTSd_^]cWTX\_^acP]RT^UeP[dTCP[ZX]VPQ^dc\^aP[Xch
WTbcPcTScWPc\^aP[XchR^]bXbcb^Ud]XeTabP[ad[T®°AXVWcXbaXVWcfa^]V
Xbfa^]V±6XeX]VR[PbbXRP[X]bXVWcbX]c^cWTa^^cb^U^daeP[dTTcWXRbP]S
\^aP[bWTWXVW[XVWcTScWTa^[T^UcWTETSP]cPD_P]XbWPSb7TbcPcTS
cWPcX]b_XcT^URWP]VTbPa^d]SdbeP[dTbWPeTQTT]cWTQPbXb^U\^aP[
P]STcWXRP[R^]SdRc
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8]]TaFWTT[2[dQ^U9P\bWTS_daITbc
^aVP]XbTSPcP[ZbW^fPc2^[^]h
DcZaP\Xc7XVWBRW^^[Pc6P\WPaXP
BPaPXZT[PAP\P:WP]]Pb_^ZT^]
V^^Sc^dRWP]SQPSc^dRW7Tb_aTPS
PfPaT]Tbb^]WTP[cWP]SWhVXT]T
2WX[SaT]PRcXeT[h_PacXRX_PcTSP]S
[XbcT]TSaTVPaSX]VcWXbPfPaT]Tbb0
c^cP[^U#bP]XcPah_PSbfTaT
SXbcaXQdcTSX]cWTbRW^^[?aTbXST]cATT\P0STbPaP=TWP\dbbPSX
B]TWP:WXafP[fTaT_aTbT]c
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<42>=;cS^aVP]XbTSP^]TSPh
f^aZbW^_^]5aXSPh^]4\_^fTaX]V
f^\T]X]cWTf^aZ_[PRTX]R[dSX]V
bTbbX^]b^]7TP[cW]dcaXcX^]
5X]P]RXP[<P]PVT\T\c?>B7
<PcTa]Xch1T]TUXcb0Rc?Tab^]P[
fT[[]TbbP]S;TPSTabWX_
3TeT[^_\T]c8]c^SPhbSh]P\XRP]S
UPbc_PRTSX]SdbcahSTeT[^_X]Vd]X`dT[TPSTabWX_R^\_TcT]RXTbP]S
bZX[[b^UP[[T\_[^hTTbXbX\_TaPcXeTU^a^aVP]XiPcX^]P[Va^fcW8]Xcb
T]STPe^ac^fPaSb_a^eXSX]VPQP[P]RTSWTPSfPhc^Xcbf^\T]
TgTRdcXeTbQTXcUX]P]RXP[_WhbXRP[_WhbX^[^VXRP[\T]cP[^ab^RXP[P]S
\PZTcWT\\^aTT\_^fTaTSPbP[TPSTa
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BP]YPh:d\Pa<^WP]chWPbcPZT]^eTaPbcWT]Tf6T]TaP[<P]PVTa^U
B^dcW4PbcTa]APX[fPh?aX^ac^cWXb<^WP]chfPb_^bcTSPb?aX]RX_P[
4gTRdcXeT3XaTRc^aCaPUUXRCaP]b_^acPcX^]APX[fPh1^PaS=Tf3T[WX
<^WP]chXbP]P[d\]db^UcWT3T[WXBRW^^[^U4R^]^\XRbP]SQT[^]Vbc^
cWT ('$QPcRW^U8]SXP]APX[fPhCaPUUXRBTaeXRT8ACB7Tf^aZTSX]
ePaX^dbX\_^acP]c_^bcbX]8]SXP]APX[fPhbeXiBT]X^a3T_dch6T]TaP[
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ecretary, Jharkhand Indian
Administrative Services
SOfficers
Wives Association
(JIASOWA), Manu Jha said on
Friday that it is the basic objective of JIASOWA to have economic and social empowerment of women.
“JIASOWA Diwali Fair
2019 is providing a platform to
women associated with small
industries. The Diwali fair of
JIASOWA will be held from
October 17 to 21 at the
Morhabadi Maidan in Ranchi.
In this fair, women self-help
groups from all districts of the
State are putting up stalls.
Along with employment
through the fair, branding of
the product manufactured by
them will also be done,” said
Jha.

She said that this year a
bamboo based product is also
being stalled at the JIASOWA
Diwali Fair. “Bamboo-based
products are in great demand
in the market, due to which the
bamboo artisans of Jharkhand
have been specially made to
participate in the fair.
Jha informed that this year
at the JIASOWA Diwali fair,
many bamboo artisans in
Santhal Pargana division of
the State have been given stalls
through which bamboo artisans can sell bamboo based
products through their skills.
“Similarly, women self-help
groups from all the districts of
the state will be able to sell the
products produced by their
groups in the fair,” she added.
The Secretary said that
this time the silk craftsmen will
also get a good opportunity to

brand their product in the fair.
Artisans associated with the
silk sector will be able to sell
their products at the fair.
Dumka and Chaibasa silk will
be the special attraction of the
fair this year, she added.
Jha said that products of
different trends from different
states of the country like West
Bengal, Bihar, Madhya
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh,
Gujarat, Kashmir, Odisha and
other will be stalled in the fair.
“By installing stalls in the fair
by them, information related to
products will also be shared by
artisans of Jharkhand with artisans of other states. Artisans of
Jharkhand will also get a
chance to learn new things,” she
added.
JIASOWA Media Incharge
Richa Sanchita, said that this
year adventure games for chil-
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dren are being organized in the
fair and knowledge-based
adventure games will entertain
children as well as other visitors. “For the all-round devel-

opment of the society, JIASOWA has been working since
the beginning and it is helping
the needy people in various
fields. This year, it is coming

forward with a new audiology
to advance the women of
Jharkhand. The preparations
for Diwali Fair 2019 are in the
final stage. All preparations
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have been made. All the stalls
and hangers have been booked
in the fair. Entry ticket is Rs 10
for visitors arriving at the fair,”
she added.

Sanchita said that Chief
Minister Raghubar Das will
inaugurate the fair.
“Dong dance will be the
attraction of the fair. On the
opening day of the fair, a cultural
program will be performed by
Dong Nritya. Similarly, the cultural program will be organized
by Dasai dance on the concluding day of the fair. This dance is
completely traditional. Many
stalls of tribal foods are being set
up at the fair. This will provide
employment to people working
in the field of tribal foods,” said
Sanchita.
On this occasion Sarita
Pandey, Divya Tripathi, Mini
Singh, Amita Khandelwal,
Parineeta Singh, Preeti Kumar,
Sheela Mishra, Shweta Shukla,
Rekha Vidyasagar, Steffi Teresa
Murmu and others were present.
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ough times are ahead for the
families, kin and relatives of
T
seven Maoists, whose properties
are to be seized under UAPA
(Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act), proposals for which have

already been sent to DGP, K N
Choubey by SP Latehar Prashant
Anand last month.
Anand said, “We have sent
our proposals to DGP for
seizures of properties and assets
of the seven Maoists. Approval
of seizure proposal by DGP

under UAPA is mandatory.”
The seven Maoists who face
seizures of properties under
UAPA are Chandan Singh
Kherwar, Mirtunjay alias Fresh
Bhuiyan, Kartik Ganjhu alias
Vijay, Ugeshwar, Ravinder
Ganjhu alias Surender, Navin

Yadav alias Vinay and Nand
Kishore Yadav alias Nanahkuriya.
Anand said, “These Maoists
under a false impression that they
can override law little know that
law will take all the winds from
their economic sheet once
seizures are executed.” He said
these Maoists are the ones who
are running away from law not
knowing that their fugitiveness
incurs court’s wrath also in the
form of section 174 A against
them and now this seizure of
their properties and assets connected with terrorism will again
revert them to a state of penury.
UAPA permits seizure of all
such properties and assets of terrorists provided the properties
and assets are ‘connected with
terrorism.’ The SP Latehar
explained, “The proposal of
seizure of properties and assets of
Maoists are those ones which are
procured, raised, built and grown
with the proceeds of terrorism,
which is extraction of levy from
contractors, builders, road making agencies etc.”
He said Maoists have ‘acres
and acres of land’ for their families and all these acquirements
of land have come either through
coercion, pressure, malafide
mode or terror tactics of the
Maoists.
Anand said, “Maoists are neo
rich. They try to pose as savior
of the poor but in reality the
Maoists are the new lords of
wealth all amassed by terror tactics and methods and so are the
fit cases under UAPA.” Nand
Kishore Yadav one of the seven
Maoists facing seizure has a
reward of 5 lakhs on his head and
has 10 cases against him in
Latehar district alone.
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okaro Dy Commissioner
Mukesh Kumar visited
ONGC's Coal Bed Methane
plant at Saram in Gomia block
here on Thursday. He was
accompanied by local administrative officials, along with
senior executives of the CBM.
During the meeting with
ONGC officials Kumar discussed on land acquisition hurdles. Later the officials along
with DC visited Saram CBM
plant. Kumar assured them for
all short of administrative help
in erecting the biggest project
.DC also said that more than
2000 peoples will get directly
and indirectly job in this CBM
plant.
ONGC officials said that
two of the four blocks in
Karanpura and Bokaro would
now start production by the second half of 2019-20. The natural
gas extracted from coal beds is
expected to produce as cumulative plateau production after
development of all the four
blocks in the tune of 1.7 million
metric standards cubic metres
per day, said Pradhan on the
occasion.
ONGC is planning to supply CBM to industrial units
through pipelines. At present
CBM is being supplied to the
industrial units in cylinders. At

present situation ONGC having
no any technical problem in digging well in Jharkhand and
company is doing good job in
and getting all possible cooperation from land acquisition
Department, said an official.
ONGC was allocated nine CBM
blocks of which it holds four,
located at Jharia, Bokaro
(Gomia), North Karanpura and
Raniganj in West Bengal.
Refusing to divulge the CBM
reserve capacity in these areas,
ONGC officials said the company development plan is for the
next 25 years. Sources said the
company has completed the
exploration process. It is now the
process of getting the production
license from Government. The
company sources said it has proposed to sell its gas at the market discovered price as provided in its CBM contract.
It has mentioned that since
it was isolated in the case of
these stand-alone blocks ,it
faced many concerns and ,therefore wanted a rope in a joint
operator ,so far it has spend
about Rs 2800 crore only in
Bokaro. Those who were present on the occasion Bermo
SDM Prem Ranjan,SDPO Satish
Chandra Jha, along with ONGC
officials Sandeep Kumar,
R.P.Panday,Prabhakar Pandit
Manjit Singh, SK Pal Sudeepta
Chakrabarti and others.
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JP parliamentary board
chairman cum Jamui MP
L
Chirag Paswan today said that
the whole country under the
leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and whole
Jharkhand is developing rapidly under the leadership of Chief
Minister Raghubar Das.
But, in this pace of development, the Hussainabad
Assembly constituency is being
left behind due to lack of leadership. Lok Janshakti Party
understands this pain of the
people of Hussainabad.
Therefore, LJP has decided to
contest from Hussainabad seat.
Paswan addressed a development public meeting held at
Hussainabad at Japana subdivision ground on Friday. He said
that the country has got such a
Prime Minister in the form of
Narendra Modi.
The
Hussainabad Assembly also has
to be developed according to the
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thinking of Ram Vilas Paswan
and Narendra Modi. Virendra
Kushwaha, LJP State secretary
and in-charge of Hussainabad,
said that there have been MLAs
to win from here as well. Before
the elections, he comes as a servant and becomes the boss as
much as the election. There is
a need to identify such people.
In Hussainabad, LJP will contest
as an NDA candidate firmly and
till date, no winning candidate
has received one lakh votes in
its history. But this time, LJP will
strengthen the NDA in
Jharkhand by winning the election with the slogan of crossing
one lakh. The meeting was also
addressed by Villal Khan, Bhanu
Pratap Singh and many others.
The vote of thanks was by
Umesh Paswan. On this occasion, hundreds of people took
membership of LJP.
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stablishment day of
Railway Protection Force
E
(RPF) was celebrated on Friday
on the premises of Ranchi
Divisional Railway Manager
(DRM) office in the presence
of DRM, Neeraj Ambastha. An
attractive parade was performed by the RPF personnel
under the leadership of Senior
Divisional
Safety
Commissioner, Maheshwar
Singh. On this occasion,
Ambastha rewarded the personnel of RPF who did excellent work.
The DRM in his address
praised the work done by RPF
and gave best wishes for excellent work in future also. After
the parade, Ambastha and
other officials planted trees on
the Barracks premises of the
RPF situated at Birsa Chowk.
As part of the Foundation
Day, a security seminar was
organised at the RPF Hatia
Post, in which detailed discussion on the various types of
security given by the RPF.
A passenger awareness
campaign was also conducted
by RPF, in which the help of
the RPF information of
helpline number 182 was given
and suggestion was also given
in case of any kind of trouble,
call this helpline number
which will provide immediate
assistance.
A blood donation camp
was organised on the occasion
in collaboration with the hospital to donate blood by 30
people. On this occasion,
Additional Divisional Railway
Manager (OP) MM Pandit,
Additional Divisional Railway
Manager (Infrastructure) Ajit
Singh Yadav, Chief Medical
Officer, BK Sethi, Senior
Divisional
Engineer
Coordinator, Amit Kanchan,
Senior Divisional Operations
Manager cum Chief Public
Relations Officer, Neeraj
Kumar, Senior Divisional
Commercial Manager, Avnish
and other officers and employees of the board were present
in large numbers.
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he gherao of Union
Minister Babul Supriyo by
T
students of Jadhavpur
University could cast a shadow
on the Central funding to the
Varsity which was just a few
days ago conferred with the
Institute of Eminence (IoE)
status. Under the IoE status, the
JU is to get additional funds for
upgradation.
HRD Ministry sources said
that they have sought a detailed
report on the current situation
on the JU premises. The Centre
has earmarked a maximum of
Rs 1000 crore to be given to
each of the Varsity for upgradation following the Institute of
Eminence tag to them.
West Bengal Governor
Jagdeep Dhankar, also
Chancellor of the Jadavpur
University, has taken serious
note of the fact that Vice
Chancellor Suranjan Das left
the campus in the evening
even as the Union Minister of
State for Forest, Environment
and Climate Change remained
gheraoed by the students.
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A HRD Ministry official,
however, said that granting of
eminence status to Jadavpur
University in West Bengal was
not initiated due to a procedural issue and this was already
brought in notice to the state
government. “The incident has
not made us rethink on the
coveted tag and the future
course of action will be decided after we receive the report
sought from the university
regarding the unfortunate incident,” said the HRD Ministry
official.
Along with the JU, the
HRD Ministry is also reconsidering conferring of the prestigious ‘Institution of
Eminence’ tag on Anna
Universities over procedural
issues. Both the universities got

the IoE status last month along
with those like Delhi
University, IIT Madras, BHU,
IIT Kharagpur in the public
sector while Vellore Institute of
Technology, Amrita Vishwa
Vidyapeetham (Bengaluru),
and Shiv Nadar University
(Greater Noida) in the private
sector.
UGC had recommended
the prestigious tag to these universities subject to condition
that they would be considered
only after the respective state
governments agree to share
up to 50 percent of the maximum of the Rs 1000 crore each
that they will be given over the
next five years.
The Jadavpur incident happened at a time when West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee was in Delhi and had
met Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Home Minister Amit
Shah. Both sides showed cordiality, the first time after the
acrimonious Lok Sabha campaign. And yet again the
Governor
and
State
Government are at loggerheads in West Bengal.

T

he Congress lashed out at
the Government over the
move of bringing down the
Corporate Tax rate on Friday
saying “constant rollbacks” may
give an “impression of progress
through stock market bumps”
but these will lead to worsening of the economic situation
and are unlikely to revive
investments. It also said it was
done with the ‘Howdy Modi’
event in mind.
Former Congress president Rahul Gandhi on Friday
said he is amazed at what
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
is ready to do for a stock market bump ahead of his
‘HowdyModi’ event in
Houston, which he termed as
the world’s most expensive
event ever. He said the
Government was pumping
LIC’s money in loss-making
companies.
Congress said the government’s “constant rollbacks” may
give an “impression of progress
through stock market bumps”
but these will lead to worsening of the economic situation
and are unlikely to revive

investments. Questioning the
timing of the corporate tax cut
announcement, the opposition
party alleged that it has been
dictated by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s ‘HowdyModi’
event in the United States.
However, former Union
Minister Jairam Ramesh welcomed the reduction in corporate tax rates but expressed
doubts on whether the step will
revive investment. But like
Rahul, he also attributed the
timing of the announcement to
be in view of the US event.
Asking whether it was the
prime minister’s “trump card”,
Ramesh said the government’s
move does nothing to dispel
the fear that pervades India Inc.
“A headline-itis afflicted, panicstricken Modi Sarkar has cut
corporate tax rates less than 3
months after a Budget and 4
months before the next one.
This is welcome but it is doubtful whether investment will
revive. This does nothing to
dispel fear that pervades in
India Inc,” Ramesh said on
Twitter.
Terming ‘HowdyModi’ the
“world’s most expensive event
ever”, Rahul Gandhi said he is

“amazed” at what Prime
Minister Modi is ready to do
for a stock market bump ahead
of the event in Houston.
“Amazing what PM is ready
to do for a stock market bump
during his Howdy Indian
Economy jamboree. At + 1.4
Lakh Crore Rs. The Houston
event is the world’s most expensive event, ever! But, no event
can hide the reality of the economic mess ‘HowdyModi’ has
driven India into,” Rahul
Gandhi said on Twitter.
Another Congress leader,
Abhishek Singhvi, said drastic
reduction in corporate tax rate
is good but the arbitrage
between highest effective individual tax rate of 42 per cent
and higher effective corporate
rate of 25 per cent begins to
look absurd.
“Good: GOI, FM reduce
corporate tax rate drastically.
But arbitrage between highest
individual tax rate (42% effective) and highest effective corporate rate of 25% begins to
look even more absurd. If animal instincts are required for
growth, I predict 35%
Individual rate yields more
than 42% !” he tweeted.
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T

he CPI(M) politburo on
Friday termed the Centre’s
move to reduce the corporate
tax as nothing but enrichment
of the corporates, leading to the
heaping of miseries of common
man. The Left party in a statement said this is attempted to
woo the foreign portfolio
investors in US on the eve of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s visit to America.
CPI(M) general secretary
Sitaram Yechury termed the
Centre’s move as crony capitalism at its worst.
“Announcement timed for
proposed spectacle of “Howdy
Modi” in the US? Massive concessions to foreign speculators.
India is going through its worst
phase after independence and
all we are getting is a callous govt
and circuses. When we needed
more money in the hands of the
people to stimulate demand, the
govt has handed it to corporates
instead. This is crony capitalism
at its worst,” said Yechury.
“This RSS-BJP government
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he redevelopment of historic Rajpath will start soon
T
after hosting the Republic Day
parade in 2021 under the ambitious plan of the Modi
Government.
According to sources, the
redevelopment work is likely to
begin in February 2021 and will
be completed by November, the
sources said, adding that the
Republic Day parade would
take place at the “modernised”
Rajpath in 2022.
There may be vending
zones and other facilities to
cater to visitors at the newlydeveloped Rajpath under the
redevelopment plan.
The Modi government had

unveiled its mega plan last
week to redevelop the over 3km stretch from Rashtrapati
Bhavan to the India Gate at
Lutyens’ Delhi.
The Centre had on
September 2 floated a request
for proposal for the “development or redevelopment of

Parliament Building, Common
Central Secretariat and Central
Vista.”
Source said an architectural
firm would be finalised before
Diwali to execute the ambitious
project.
The sources said the North
and South Block, which may be
turned into a museum, would
be made earthquake-resistant
structure as per the plan.
Earlier this week, Union
Housing and Urban Affairs
Minister Hardeep Singh Puri
had said a new Parliament
building, having offices of ministers and MPs and that may be
constructed next to the over 90year-old structure, is one of the
options being considered by the
government.
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n a unique gesture, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and visiting Mongolian
President Khaltmaagiin Battulga on Friday
here jointly unveiled a statue of Lord
Buddha amid the chanting of Buddhist
prayers via video. The statue is installed at
the Gandan Monastery in Mongolia.
The Mongolian president here on a
five-day visit and the golden statue with
Lord Buddha holding a bowl was unveiled
at a brief ceremony held at the prime minister’s Lok Kalyan Marg residence. The
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he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on Friday
said it has seized cash of C32
lakh and USD 10,000 after it
raided the “official residence”
of TMC Rajya Sabha MP K D
Singh in Delhi and few other
locations as part of a money
laundering probe against
him and others.
The ED had on Thursday
conducted searches at the seven
locations on the premises linked
to TMC MP in Delhi and
Chandigarh including at registered offices of 14 group companies of the Alchemist Group.
“During searches, a number of documents reflecting
the circular nature of transactions, digital evidences and
property documents were
seized at the official residence
of K D Singh in Delhi and
cash of C32 lakh along with

ith an aim to ensure accessible toilets for
the persons with disabilities (PwDs)
W
under the Swachchh Bharat Mission (SBM) in
the rural areas, the Government is looking
towards innovative and smart solutions that can
meet the need of the sector.
“An important aspect of complete Swachhata
is inclusion. Our department envisages equitable
and inclusive access to sanitation facilities for
PwDs, as an integral aspect of their empowerment to lead a life with dignity,” Union Jal Shakti
Minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat said that his
ministry is working day in and out towards providing better toilet facilities to divyangjans.
In this connection, the Ministry of Jal Shakti
and the Department of Empowerment of
Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan) in association with Atal Innovation Mission (AIM),
NITI Aayog recently organised San-Sadhan
Hackathon aiming towards thought-provoking
ideas for accessible toilets for Divyangjans.
The event, which is the latest initiative under
the SBM, aiming to set up accessible toilets for
Divyangjan (PwDs) is an indication that the
Government is working towards a Divyangjanfriendly nation, said Shekhawat.
Department of Empowerment of Persons
with Disabilities Secretary, Shakuntala D.
Gamlin ehoed similar sentiments, stating that
“Rural toilets must be accessible for Divyangjan.
A prototype of such a model that would be
affordable, accessible and scalable is the need of
the hour.”
Mission Director - Atal Innovation Mission,
Niti Aayog, Ramanan Ramanathan was of the
view that leveraging emerging technology for the
benefit of the society is the way forward. He said
that India, through its young innovators can create an unparalleled ecosystem of solutions to

world problems.
The participants competed in four categories
which included Rural Individual Use Toilet,
Rural Community Use Toilet, Urban Individual
Use Toilet and Urban Community Use Toilet.
The winners were given cash awards and piloting opportunities in the field across the country under SBM.
Award under Rural individual use toilet was
bagged by Divyang Innovation; Urban individual use toilet by Arcatron Mobility while Dr
Sandeep Sakat and his team took away the
Runner-up cup.
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and
91springboard were the organizing partners for
the hackathon.
According to 2011 census, India has a population of 2.68 crore persons with disabilities, making up 2.21 per cent of the total population.

Gandan Monastery is located in Mongolia’s
capital Ulaanbaatar.
Just before the unveiling, young monks
at the monastery chanted Buddhist chants.
Soon after, a Buddhist monk present at the
prime minister’s residence offered prayers

as Modi and President Battulga stood with
folded hands.The Prime Minister’s Office
on Thursday described the unveiling ceremony as a “symbol of India-Mongolia spiritual partnership and shared Buddhist heritage.”
In May 2015, Modi had visited the
monastery where he presented a Bodhi tree
sapling describing it as a token of friendship from the Indian people.
Gandan is the largest and most significant monastery in Mongolia. Built in the
mid 19th century, it is the only monastery
where Buddhist services continued to function even during the Communist period.
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foreign exchange worth
10,000 US Dollar was found
and seized,” the ED said in a
statement.
According to a senior ED
official, these searches were
carried out in connection
with a Ponzi scheme and
housing fraud. The case
allegedly involves C1,900
crore.
The ED alleged that it sent
several summons to Singh, but
did not get proper cooperation
in the investigation.
In the case involving
Alchemist Infra Realty Limited,
the ED had in January attached
assets worth C239 crore. Singh
headed the Alchemist Group
till 2012.
The attached properties
are located in Chandigarh,
Panchkula, Derabassi and SAS
Nagar in Punjab and
in Himachal Pradesh’s
Shimla. The balance in two

bank accounts was also
attached.
The raids and the latest
seizure information come at a
time when TMC chief and
West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee is in
the national capital and has
met
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi and Home
Minister Amit Shah among
others.
Officials had said on
Thursday that the raids are
being carried out to collect
additional evidence in the case
booked under the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act (PMLA)
against the MP and others and
is linked to an alleged ponzi
fraud and housing scam.
The ED probe is based on
a prosecution complaint filed
by the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (SEBI) against
the company and its directors
in March 2016.

B

uoyed by good rains
received across the country,
the Modi Government has set
a foodgrain target of 291.1
million tonnes (MT) for 201920. It is 6 million tones more
than last year. India’s foodgrains
output in 2018-19 was 284.95
million tonnes.
According to the agriculture ministry, despite floods in
12 states this year, India’s food
grain crop production
in the Kharif season (summersown) will be higher than last
year’s 141.71 MT on better

monsoon rains.
As per the targets set, projected production of coarse
cereals would be 48.3 MT as
against expected 42.95 MT in
2018-19 and that of pulses
26.30 MT (23.40 million tonnes
in 2018-19).
The targets for rice and
wheat have been retained at 116
MT (116.42 million tonnes)
and 100.5 MT (102.19 million
tonnes) respectively.
Area sown to summer
crops remained flat at 1,054.13
lakh hectare so far in the ongoing kharif season of the 201920 crop year (July-June). Area

sown to rice was down by 5.25
lakh hectare to 378.62 lakh
hectare so far this season and
pulses by 2.41 lakh hectare to
132.99 lakh hectare, as per the
latest government data.
However, acreage of coarse
cereals was up by 3.1 lakh
hectare to 178.12 lakh hectare,
while that of oilseeds remained
flat at 178 lakh hectare in the
said period.
The official said the
prospects of rabi sowing looks
bright because of better soil
moisture on account of good
monsoon now and reservoirs
are also full.

Speaking at the national
conference to launch rabi campaign on Friday, Minister of
State for Agriculture and
Farmers’ Welfare, Parshottam
Rupala said both kharif and
rabi crop yields are expected to
be very good this year, thanks
bountiful rains received during
the curent monsoon season.
The minister said kharif crops
were affected in some states
because of floods but it would
not have much impact on the
overall production. “Still, we
will have bumper production in
kharif season, higher than last
year,” Rupala added.
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n a first of its kind symbolic
effort by India at the UN,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
will inaugurate a 50KW ‘Gandhi
Solar Park’ next week during his
visit to the world organisation,
a gesture that highlights India’s
willingness to go beyond the
talk on climate change.
At a contribution of about
one million dollars, India has
gifted solar panels that have
been installed on the roof of the
UN Headquarters here, one
panel each for every 193 UN
Member State.
Modi will remotely inaugurate the solar park at the UN
Headquarters and the ‘Gandhi
Peace Garden’ during a special
commemorative event on
September 24 .
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Friday said it has
received a report from the
Chief Justice of Jammu &
Kashmir High Court and it
does not support claims that
people in Kashmir Valley are
unable to access the court there.
Senior advocate Huzefa
Ahmadi, representing child
right activists Enakshi Ganguly
and Shanta Sinha who have

filed a plea alleging detention
of children in Kashmir following the abrogation of Article
370, had on September 16 told
the apex court that people in
the Valley are “not able to
approach” the high court there
The bench had then sought
a report from the chief justice of
Jammu & Kashmir on the issue
“We have received a report
from the chief justice (of Jammu

& Kashmir High Court) which
does not support your statement,” a bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi told
Ahmadi at the outset on Friday
The bench, also comprising justices S A Bobde and S A
Nazeer, said it has received
some “conflicting reports” on
the issue but it do not intend to
comment on them at this
stage.
PTI
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through an ordinance has amended the Income Tax Act giving
huge concessions to the corporates and superrich to the tune of
a whopping Rs. 1.45 lakh crores.
This comes over and above the
Rs. 70,000 crore of concessions to
the realty and exports sectors
recently. The misappropriation of
the reserves of the Reserve Bank
of India to the tune of Rs. 1.76
lakh crore is now being transferred to the corporates instead of
it being used for increasing public investments that will generate
employment and increase people’s
purchasing power.
“The current economic
recession in India is caused by
the lack of demand i.e. people
do not have the purchasing
power to buy. These efforts
reversing the budget announcements cannot reverse the economic recession as people simply do not have the money to
buy what may be produced.
With the global economic slowdown and a huge fall in world
trade any hope of increasing our
exports will also come to a
naught,” said the polit bureau.
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he Supreme Court on
Friday sought response
T
from the Jammu &
Kashmir administration on
a plea challenging detention of
five persons in Kashmir following the abrogation of
Article 370.
A bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi issued
notice on the plea which has
also challenged provisions of
law, empowering authorities
to detain a person in Jammu
and Kashmir.
The bench also comprising
justices SA Bobde and SA
Nazeer asked Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta, who was
appearing for the Jammu &
Kashmir administration,
to file his response within two
weeks.
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n an unprecedented ‘hot pursuit’ of sorts, multiple teams
of Central Bureau of
Investigation raided a number
of places across Kolkata, South
and North 24 Parganas looking
for Bengal Additional Director
General CID, Rajeev Kumar,
who continued to remain
underground though he had
filed a petition for anticipatory bail in Alipore Court.
CBI wants to interrogate
Kumar for his alleged role as
the chief of the Special
Investigation Team constituted
by the TMC Government to
probe the multi-crore Saradha
chit fund case in 2013. The
Supreme Court later transferred the case to the CBI following complaints of insincerity by the SIT.
After Thursday’s frantic
search, the CBI continued its
look out on Friday raiding
half-a-dozen places including
resorts, CID and other
Government guest houses at
DH Road, Park Street,
Bishnupur, Dum Dum, Lake
Town etc. The officers also vis-

ited his house handing over yet
another summons notice there.
They even spoke to his wife, a
senior IRS officer herself.
Kumar has been escaping
the CBI for the past one week
after the Calcutta High Court
withdrew protection against
his arrest. The CBI had been
complaining that Kumar was
not cooperating with them in
the investigation process.
Meanwhile, Kumar’s
lawyer Gopal Haldar on Friday
said that a petition for anticipatory bail had been filed at the
Alipore Court. The hearing will
be conducted tomorrow and “a
notice to this effect has been
served on the CBI too,” he
maintained.
The Agency is frantically
looking for a Red diary, cash
registers, pen drives, and other
related evidences that were
allegedly ceased by the SIT but
went missing. “These articles
contain information regarding the transaction” between
the influential people and the
Saradha boss Sudipto Sen, the
jailed Saradha chief and other
witnesses have reportedly told
the CBI.

Patna: Bihar Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar on Friday categorically dismissed any rift
within the alliance and predicted that the NDA will win
more than 200 seats in the next
year Assembly election.
He further asserted that
those trying to create a fissure
between his JD(U) and alliance
partner BJP will be in trouble.
Addressing the state council meeting of the Janata Dal
(United), of which he is the
national president, Kumar
lashed out at his detractors
charging them with "lacking
political acumen and trying to
gain publicity by launching
personal attacks on me..Many
of them later privately confiding that they did so because it
was their USP".
"I would advise my party
spokesmen, do not get drawn
into all this. Express the party
position on issues firmly but
avoid reacting to every slanderous remark that may be
made against me, Kumar said.
"Try to recall the 2010
assembly poll days. Skeptics
were doubting that we will get
majority. We ended up winning
206 out of 243 seats. Rest
assured we will cross 200 next
year, Kumar said evoking
applause. NDA had won 39 out
of a total 40 Lok Sabha seats in
Bihar recently.
The state will see poll by
the end of 2020.
"There are many who think
there is ghachpach (something
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amiss) in our alliance. It is not
so. Those trying to do ghachpach are going to be in trouble
(bura haal hone waala hai), let
me assure you, Kumar added.
The JD(U) national presidents statement assumes significance in the backdrop of
recent statements by some BJP
leaders who had favoured the
party pressing for having its
own Chief Minister after the
assembly polls next year.
Kumar has been at the
helm since 2005 when the
JD(U)-BJP combine ousted Lalu
Prasads RJD, which had ruled
the state for more than a decade.
In 2013, Kumar snapped
ties with the BJP and went on
to form the Grand Alliance
with Prasad, his arch rival,
and the Congress, which won
the 2015 assembly polls handsomely. He returned to the
NDA in 2017.
The BJP-led coalition in
Bihar now includes Ram Vilas
Paswans LJP.
Kumar also took a veiled
dig at the RJD and its leader

Tejashwi Yadav, mentioning
neither by name. Some RJD veterans like Raghuvansh Prasad
Singh and Shivanand Tiwary
had, after the party drew a
blank in the Lok Sabha polls this
year, begun to speak in favour
of a fresh tie-up with Kumar.
The proposal, however,
met with outright rejection by
Tejashwi Yadav, who is Prasads
younger son and was Kumars
deputy in the short-lived Grand
Alliance government.
Notably, money laundering
cases lodged against Tejashwi
and the RJDs stout refusal to
heed demands for his resignation had led Kumar to abruptly walk out of the grand alliance.
"Some of their leaders say
let us have some sort of understanding. Another says, no it is
not needed. Who is even thinking of them", Kumar said berating the opposition party which
was drubbed in 2010 but made
a dramatic comeback five years
later when it contested the
assembly polls in alliance with
his JD(U).
PTI

s the ruling saffron alliance
partners have not arrived
yet at any agreement over the
seat-sharing for the Maharashtra
Assembly polls, Union Home
Minister and BJP’s national president Amit Shah may intervene
and talk to Shiv Sena president
Uddhav Thackeray during the
weekend to sort out issues
impeding the formalisation of
the electoral tie-up.
Informed sources in the
BJP said that Shah, who is
expected to visit Mumbai on
Sunday, would hold talks with
Uddhav and formalise the seatsharing arrangement between
the two parties for the State
Assembly polls. Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis is expected
to participate in the talks.
Though both the BJP and its
ally Shiv Sena have been claiming that it is only a matter of time
before they inked the seat-sharing deal them, not much is happening on the ground during the
recent weeks.
Insiders in both the parties
say that since the earlier seatsharing understanding between
them of sharing 135 seats each
after leaving the remaining 18
seats to allies had come cropper,
the saffron alliance partners are
struggling to arrive at a new formula to share the seats.
Candidly
enough,
Maharashtra’s BJP president
Chandrakant Patil said on
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Mumbai: A day after Prime
Minister Narendra Modi asked
"loudmouths" to refrain from
making statements on the Ram
Temple issue while the judicial
process is on, Shiv Sena chief

Uddhav Thackeray on Friday
said his party's stand on the issue
mirrored "sentiments of Hindus".
"I am amazed at the 'bayan
bahadurs and badbole' (loudmouths) on the Ram Mandir

issue. Every one in the country
respects the Supreme Court.
The apex court is hearing the
case. I want to tell these people
with folded hands to have faith
in the judicial system," Modi said
at a rally in Nashik on Thursday.
Asked for his reaction on the
PM's remarks, Thackeray, a BJP
ally, said, "Who was he (Modi)
referring to? I am not indulging
in `bayan-baazi'. I am just highlighting the sentiments of
Hindus."
While Modi did not name
anyone, a section of the media
claimed that it was a rap on the
knuckles for the ally Sena,
which is often seen taking a
strident stand on the Ayodhya
issue, seeking an ordinance to
construct the temple.
Stressing that his party
had faith in the apex court,
Thackeray added, "But this
case is pending in the court for
several years. I had gone to
Ayodhya last year, and even
now, before the (Maharashtra)
Assembly polls, I have a wish
to go to the temple town
again."
PTI

Lucknow : Terming the
National Register of Citizens
(NRC) a medium to instil fear,
Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh
Yadav on Friday said if it is
implemented in Uttar Pradesh,
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
would have to leave the State.
Yadav was addressing a
Press conference at the party
office here as he welcomed former BSP leaders Dayaram Pal
and Mithai Lal Bharati into the
Samajwadi Party fold. Pal has
been a president of the
Mayawati-led Bahujan Samaj
Party's UP unit.
Replying to the Chief
Minister's statement regarding implementation of the NRC
in Uttar Pradesh, the SP chief
said, "If NRC is implemented in
UP, then he (Yogi Adityanath)
would have to return. He is a
'mool niwaasi' (resident) of
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Srinagar: Former PDP leader
Imran Ansari, PDP leader
Khursheed Alam and Syed
Akhoon of the National
Conference, detained after the
abrogation of special status of
Jammu & Kashmir under
Article 370 on August 5, were
released on Friday, officials said.
The political leaders were
kept at the Centaur Hotel,
along with other political
detainees from the state, they
said.
Akhoon was released on
health grounds while Alam
was "temporarily released" in
view of his brother's death
recently, they said.
Ansari, who was among
the first PDP leaders who
rebelled against party chief
Mehbooba Mufti after her
Government lost power, left for
New Delhi on Friday for medical treatment, they said.

Chennai: Makkal Needhi
Maiam (MNM) founder Kamal
Haasan on Friday blamed
"Government apathy" and "halfbaked politicians" for the recent
death of a 23-year old woman
techie in Chennai after an illegal hoarding put up by an
AIADMK functionary crashed
on her.
The victim R Subhashree,
riding a two-wheeler, had lost
balance and fell on the road after
the hoarding crashed on her and
she was run over by a water
tanker that came from behind.
The incident prompted a
public outrage.
Haasan said the powers
that be have kept people "slaves"
by calling them "ordinary" folks,
but asserted such "ordinary" citizens create "extraordinary"
leaders.
"Many Subhashrees and
Raghus have been killed due to
this Government apathy,"
Haasan said in a video.
K Raghupathy (Raghu) also
died in similar fashion in 2017
in Coimbatore when he was run
over by a Corporation lorry
after his two-wheeler rammed
into an arch erected for the
MGR Centenary fete then.
The
late
MG
Ramachandran,
fondly
addressed as MGR, is founder
of the ruling AIADMK and a
former Chief Minister.
On Friday, Haasan wondered "how many more lives
will be taken away by these
ignorant officials and halfbaked politicians."
PTI

Uttarakhand." "NRC is only a
medium to indulge in politics
of instilling fear. Earlier, it was
divide and rule, now it is the
politics of fear," he said.
"We have kicked out the
divisive forces. Now, we will
make the people understand,
and these people instilling fear
will be out of the Government,"
Yadav added.
Referring to the situation in
Jammu & Kashmir, the former
Chief Minister said the question
is whether people falling ill are
getting treatment and whether
the children are going to schools.
"The Government claims
that the situation is normal
there. If it is really normal, then
why are there so many restrictions," he questioned.
"The BJP is seeking votes in
the name of Pakistan, but it has
not allowed Prime Minister

Narendra Modi to fly in its airspace. Danger from China is
more than Pakistan, and hence,
it is necessary to secure the borders," the SP chief said.
Yadav also termed the cases
registered against senior party
leader and Rampur MP Azam
Khan unjust.
"Why were people on
whose complaints cases were
registered against Azam Khan
silent for nine years? Who
suddenly exerted pressure on
them? This Government is in
power for two-and-half years.
Why were the cases not lodged
earlier? Action is being initiated against Azam Khan since he
has built the university," he said.
Yadav also referred to little
Khajanchi, who was born to his
mother when she was waiting
in a queue outside an ATM
after demonetisation.
PTI

Friday that the two saffron
alliance partners had not so far
finalised any formula for sharing the seats for the Assembly
polls. Talking to media persons
after an election committee
meeting of the BJP, Patil said:
“No formula has been finalised
yet. But, there will definitely an
electoral alliance between the
BJP and Shiv Sena for the
Assembly polls. Chief minister
Devendra Fadnavis and Sena
president Uddhav Thackeray
will seat across and decide”.
On his part, Uddhav struck
a different note when he said
that the BJP and Sena had
already decided on the seat-sharing formula for the Assembly
during the tie-up for the Lok
Sabha polls.
Addressing a news conference at the party’s headquarters
“Sena Bhavan”, Uddhav said: “
We ( Sena and BJP) had decided on the seat-sharing formula
for the Assembly polls when we
formalised the tie-up for the Lok
Sabha polls. There is no problem
within the alliance. We will formalise the seat-sharing for the
Assembly polls in two-three
days”. It may be recalled that The
BJP and Shiv Sena had agreed to
share seats equally for the
Assembly polls, at a joint meeting that BJP president Amit shah
and chief minister Devendra
Fadnavis had with Sena chief
Uddhav Thackeray on February
18 this year when the two parties formalised the seat-sharing

pact for the Lok Sabha polls.
Later on June 2, senior BJP
leader and now State party president Chandrakant Patil had
confirmed that the BJP and
Shiv Sena would contest 135
seats each in the State Assembly
polls, setting aside the remaining 18 seats for their allies.
However, the BJP is no
mood to allocate 135 seats to the
Shiv Sena on the ground that
since it had won 122 seats as
against 63 seats won by the Sena
in the 2014 polls, it deserved
more number of seats than the
Uddhav Thackeray-led party.
Informed sources in the
BJP said that the principal ruling party might offer anywhere
from 110 to 120 seats to the Shiv
Sena. The Sena, meanwhile, is
understood to have pushed a
new formula — under which it
would get 126 seat, while the BJP
would keep 162 seats. From its
quota of 162 seats, the BJP
would allocate seats to various
allies in the BJP-Sena combineled “Maha Yuti” (grand alliance).
The BJP has reservations in
accepting the 126 (Sena):162
(BJP+allies) formula. So much
so that the BJP, which is confident of returning to power in the
state, has hinted that it has
Plan-B of contesting all the 288
seats in the state ready. However,
the talk about the Plan-B is more
of posturing on the part of the
BJP to force the Shiv Sena to settle for lesser number of seats
than it is demanding.
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Kolkata: West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Friday assured the people that
NRC will not be allowed in the
state and the BJP would have to
get past her if the saffron party
wants to touch them.
Urging the people to make
sure that their names are in the
voters' list, Banerjee accused
"local leaders" of the BJP of
spreading canards about the
possibility of implementing
the National Register of
Citizens in the state.
"I assure the people of West
Bengal that do not worry if you
have faith in me. Nobody will
have to leave West Bengal. You
will continue to stay here as you
have been all these years. If they
(BJP) want to touch you, they
would have to get past Mamata

Banerjee first," she told reporters
here after reaching the city
from New Delhi this evening.
The Trinamool Congress
supremo stressed that the NRC
was meant for Assam and she
went to New Delhi to inform
the Home Ministry about the
ordeal of the people of that state.
The final NRC, a list of
Assam's residents and published on August 31, excluded
the names of 19 lakh people.
"I doubt whether it will at all
be implemented anywhere else
in the country. Like us, Bihar has
already said they will not implement it," she said. Asserting that
she was, is and will be there to
care for the people, the chief
minister said she will not allow
implementation of the NRC in
the State.
PTI
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He was shifted from
Centaur Hotel to his house,
before Muharram, where his
detention continued.
The
administration
released Ansari on Friday and
he left for New Delhi for medical treatment.
He was elected from the
Pattan Assembly constituency
in the 2014 polls.
More than a thousand people, including politicians, separatists, activists and lawyers,
were detained after the August
5 decision of the central government to abrogate the special
status, according to unofficial
estimates.
Three former Chief
Ministers — Farooq Abdullah,
Omar Abdullah and Mehbooba
Mufti — were among the
detainees. Around 100 were
sent to the jails outside Jammu
& Kashmir.
PTI
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Thiruvananthapuram:
Talented transgender members will soon get a platform to
showcase their artistic and creative skills in Kerala, as the state
Government is gearing up to
host an exclusive festival for the
marginalised group next
month.
The state Social Justice
Department conceptualised the
unique event as part of its various initiatives to support the
TG community, make them
part of the mainstream society
and to promote their talents.
Titled "Varnapakitt-2019",
the two-day event is considered
to be the first such state-sponsored art festival to be organised exclusively for transgenders in the country.
According to authorities,

the state-level festival is being
organised as part of the transgender policy implemented by
the Government for the upliftment of the community.
The venue of the festival is
expected to be the state capital
and the official announcement
of the dates are yet to come.
As part of the art festival,
the Department also invited

applications for cash awards
from 10 transgenders who have
proved their excellence in various social fields except cinema.
According to the Art
Festival manual, released by the
Department, any TG member
aged 18 or above, who has the
authentic identity card issued
by the Government, can take
part in the festival.

Besides the performing art
category including dance, music
(both single and group), monoact and mimicry, competitions
will be held in story, poetry
andessay writing, it said.
Transgender activist
Sheethal Shyam hailed the
Government initiative and said
it will be an exciting platform
for the TGs to perform and
show their talent to the world.
"It may be for the first time
in the country that a state
department is organising such
an art festival for us. There are
several talented persons in our
community who do not get a
platform to perform and show
their skills to the world because
of the stigma attached to the
gender," Sheethal, also an actor
and dancer, told PTI.

Not just in the fields of art,
there are several TGs who contribute and serve the society in
different capacities but their
services go unnoticed, the
activist said.
"Many TGs are unsung
heroes. Their services and talents go unnoticed. People are
honoured in our state for
fighting floods and came out
of its hardships successfully.
But, our life is a fight everyday.
But, no one recognises it," the
activist said.
A member of the
state Transgender Justice
Board, Sheethal also said the
art festival and the TG award
are considered as a recognition
to those who have fought
several odds to express their
gender.
PTI
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Srinagar: Fresh restrictions were
imposed in parts of Kashmir on
Friday as a precautionary measure to maintain law and order
in view of congregational
prayers, officials said.
Normal life continued to
remain affected across the valley for the 47th consecutive day
with markets closed and public
transport off the roads, the officials said.
Restrictions under Section
144 CrPc have been imposed in
few areas of the valley to maintain law and order, the officials
said. They said the curbs have
been imposed in Nowhatta and
adjoining areas in downtown
(interior city) and Anchar area
of Soura police station in
Srinagar.
The restrictions have also
been imposed in Kupwara and
Handwara police districts and
the main towns of Ganderbal,
Anantnag and Bijbehara, the
officials added. Security forces
have been deployed in strength
in vulnerable areas in the rest of
the valley, they said. The officials
said the curbs were a precau-
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Kochi: A 70-year old Catholic
priest allegedly molested three
minor girls when they visited
him to seek blessings at his
church
office
in
Chendamangalam
in
Ernakulam district last month,
the police said on Friday.
The priest, George
Padayatty, vicar of a Syrian
Catholic
Church
in
Chendamangalam, has been
absconding after a case was registered against him in connection with the incident, police
said.
He has been charged under
various sections of the
Protection of Children from
Sexual Offences Act (POCSO
Act), an official at Vadakkekara
Police Station told PTI.
According to the police, the
incident occurred a month ago
when the nine-year old girls
went to the priest's office to
seek his blessings after service
in the Church.
A source in the SyroMalabar Church said the priest
has been suspended by the
Ernakulam-Angamaly
Archdiocese.
He has been directed to
cooperate with the police investigation into the incident,
sources said.
PTI
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tionary measure to maintain law
and order in view of apprehensions that vested interests might
exploit the large Friday prayer
gatherings at big mosques and
shrines to fuel protests.
Friday prayers have not
been allowed at any of the major
mosques or shrines – including
Jamia Masjid in Nowhatta or
Dargah Sharief in Hazratbal - in
the valley for the past over a
month now. Restrictions were
first imposed across Kashmir on
August 5 when the Centre
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announced its decision to abrogate Article 370 of the
Constitution and bifurcate the
state into two Union territories.
The restrictions were lifted in
phases from many parts of the
valley. Internet services have
remained suspended across all
platforms, they said. While landlines across the valley were
functional, voice calls on mobile
devices were working only in
Kupwara and Handwara police
districts of north Kashmir, they
added.
PTI
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he wheels of world's second largest rail network
continue to remain jammed in
different parts of Kashmir
valley owing to continuous
shutdown in the region since
August 5.
On one hand, the
Government agencies are
struggling to bring back the
public transport back on
track and on the other hand,
daily commuters are eagerly
waiting to embark on the
train journey and return to
work.
On ground zero, the railway authorities are yet to
receive a green signal from the
higher authorities.
On an average, 30,000
passengers used to travel
between Banihal to Baramulla
on daily basis. In the absence
of start of rail services, the
railway authorities are only
busy counting losses.
Due to frequent suspension of train services across
Kashmir valley, the railway
authorities
have
so
far incurred losses to the tune
of over 6 crores in the last
three years.

^acTaa^aXbc)8[cXYP<dUcX

Mumbai: Iltija Mufti, the
daughter of former Jammu &
Kashmir Chief Minister
Mehobooba Mufti, on Friday
attacked the Modi-led
Government for holding her
mother and other State political
leaders under preventive detention.
Speaking at the India Today
Conclave here, she also said it
is wrong to assume that every
Kashmiri is a potential stonepelter or a terrorist.
"Every Kashmiri is not a
stone-pelter. We are as aspirational as others," she said.
Iltija also challenged the
assertion that "political dynasties" had destroyed Kashmir
over the years.
"The Government pushes
the narrative of some dynasties
having destroyed Kashmir,
because that serves its narrative,"
she said.
A host of political leaders
continue to remain under
detention in Kashmir, including
three former Chief Ministers
Farooq and Omar Abdullah
and Mehbooba Mufti, after the
state's special status was revoked
last month.
PTI
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Kochi: In a landmark judgement, the Kerala High Court
has directed readmission of a
girl student expelled from a college hostel for opposing a regulation on use of mobile
phones, noting that the right to
access Internet is part of the
Right to Education and Right
to Privacy under the
Constitution.
The court also held that
discipline shall not be enforced
by blocking ways and means
of students to acquire knowledge.
In her judgement on
Thursday, Justice P V Asha
said, "When the Human Rights
Council of the United Nations
has found that right to access
to Internet is a fundamental
freedom and a tool to ensure
right to education, a rule or

instruction which impairs the
said right of the students cannot be permitted to stand in the
eye of law".
“As pointed out by the
learned counsel for the petitioner, the Apex Court has in
Vishaka & Ors. V State of
Rajasthan & Ors. Held that in
the light of Article 51(c) and
253 of the Constitution and
the the role of judiciary envisaged in the Beijing Statement,
international conventions and
norms are to be read into fundamental rights guaranteed
in the Constitution in the
absence of enacted domestic
law occupying the fields when
there is no inconsistency
between them.
"Going by the aforesaid
dictum laid down in the said
judgment, the right to have
access to Internet becomes
the part of right to education
as well as right to privacy
under Article 21 of the
Constitution of India," the
court said.
The court gave the judgement on a writ petition filed by

a third semester B.A girl student of an aided college under
the Calicut University, challenging her expulsion from
the hostel.
In her petition, she had
said the inmates of the hostel
were not allowed to use their
mobile phone from 10 pm to 6
am within the hostel and that
undergraduate students were
not allowed to use laptops also
in the hostel.
The petition said from
June 24, 2019 onwards the
duration of the restriction in
using the mobile phones was
changed from 6 pm to 10 pm.
Such restrictions were
imposed only in the girls hostel.
The petitioner said it
amounted to discrimination
based on gender, in violation of
guidelines issued by UGC,
which prohibits gender discrimination.
In its order, the High Court
said the total restriction on the
use of mobile phones and the
direction to surrender it during
the study hours was absolutely unwarranted.
PTI
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Jaipur: The space for dissent
in politics has shrunk dramatically in 2019 compared to
1962, said Congress leader
Shashi Tharoor on Friday.
Tharoor made the remark
weeks after facing wrath of his
party's state unit for endorsing
party colleague Jairam
Ramesh's warning last month
that demonising Prime
Minister Narendra Modi all
the time and not recognising
his work will not help the
party.
Talking of the alleged
shrinkage of space for dissent
in politics with TV commentator Karan Thapar at a "Talk
Journalism" event here,
Tharoor also said the anti-

defection law has made elected representatives mere "rubber stamps" of their parties.
"A leader in 1962 had
challenged former Prime
Minister Jawahar Lal Nehru's
unfortunate statement on
Aksai Chin that not even a
blade of grass grows there.
Pointing to his baldpate, the
leader had told Nehru not a
single hair grows on his head
either. So, are you going to give
it too to China?” said Tharoor,
referring to the well-publicised reaction to Nehru's statement.
Tharoor along with
Thapar also referred to the
demand for a special parliament session by Atal Bihari

Vajpayee, then a parliamentarian, after the 1962 war with
China and call for secession of
Tamil Nadu by former MP C
N Annadurai, pointing out
that Nehru acceded to
Vajpayee's demand and dismissed Annadurai's call as an
opinion one was entitled to
have.
“All these examples illustrate such things are impermissible and unthinkable
today in any party. If these
were said today, Annadurai
would have been charged with
sedition and Vajpayee's
demand would have been
treated as anti-national,” said
Tharoor.
The former Union minis-

ter said MPs today cannot
speak out of their conscience
as they cannot afford to differ
from their party lines in
Parliament on any Bill as it
would amount to disqualification from Parliament.
He said Bollywood actorturned-politician Shatrughan
Sinha had spoken against
Prime Minister Modi and the
party in previous dispensation
of the BJP but voted as
instructed on every Bill tabled
in Parliament as a negative
vote could have attracted disqualification.
“This is a situation we are
seeing as a result of the antidefection law. I don't believe
those who drafted the (anti-

defection) law had intended it
but it is certainly an unintended consequence. In many
ways it disempowers our
democracy and our elected
representatives as they become
mere rubber stamp of their
political parties,” he said.
"Except during the
Emergency, Indian media
never saw this degree of selfcensorship. It is devastating
for the Indian democracy as
there is no democracy without dissent," Tharoor added.
Tharoor lauded judiciary
as sole institution capable of
protecting its space of dissent.
"Judiciary is one institution in the country, which is
most capable of resisting this

1ROLQNWR(OJDU3DULVKDG.RUHJDRQ "#YcSR_UYRXRZ_de?C4
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Mumbai: Activist Arun
Ferreira told the Bombay High
Court on Friday that there was
no incriminating evidence
against him in the Elgar
Parishad-Koregaon Bhima case.
Ferreira's counsel Sudeep
Pasbola told the court that the
former had been arrested by
Pune police only because of his
acquaintance with co-accused
Surendra Gadling, and on
account that Ferreira was a
member of the Indian
Association of People's Lawyers
(IAPL).
Pasbola told a single bench
presided by Justice Sarang
Kotwal that Ferreira was an
activist and lawyer working for

the rights of tribals.
Justice Kotwal has been
conducting detailed hearings on
the bail pleas filed by Ferreira
and his co-accused in the case,
Sudha Bharadwaj and Vernon
Gonsalves.
The three are among several activists arrested in the case
last year by the Pune police over
alleged Maoist links and several other charges following the
violence at Koregaon Bhima
between December 31, 2017
and January 1, 2018.
Pasbola said, in 2007,
Ferreira was arrested on 12
charges and spent five years in
Nagpur Central Jail, and was
ultimately acquitted of all the

charges and released in 2012.
During these years,
Gadling was Ferreira's lawyer,
Pasbola said, adding that "he,
therefore, got acquainted with
Gadling".
"And when Gadling was
arrested last year in the present
case, Arun and some others
filed their vakalatnama and
began to represent Gadling in
the case. This brought Arun
under the scanner (of Pune
police), he said. Pasbola said
Ferreira was not named as an
accused in the case initially, and
that his name was added to the
list of accused in the supplementary charge sheet filed by
the Pune police.
PTI

Guwahati: Normal life was
affected in parts of Assam on
Friday as a students' union
observed a 12- hour bandh in
the State over exclusion of
members of an indigenous
group from the final NRC.
Asserting that the updated register, published on
August 31, was "full of errors",
the All Koch Rajbongshi
Students' Union (AKRSU)
demanded that members of its
community, who have been
left out, be immediately
included.
One of the protesters told
reporters that AKRSU will
not accept the final NRC as
"the list was full of errors".

He also said that thousands of Koch Rajbongshi
people have been excluded
from the register.
Official sources said no
incident of violence has been
reported from any part of the
state, but the protesters were
seen burning an effigy of state
NRC Coordinator Prateek
Hajela at Nalbari district's
Kauli area.
Almost all shops, banks,
educational institutes and
offices remained closed in
Koch Rajbongshi-dominated
areas of Morigaon, Kokrajhar,
Chirang, Baksa, Nalbari,
Nagaon and Sivasagar districts, the sources said. PTI

trend toward the shrinking
space of dissent as they are relatively more capable of managing their own autonomy in
decision making," said
Tharoor.
On the contrary, other
institutions are directly dependent on the government and
are not able to do it, he added.

"Politicians should learn to
take uncomfortable questions
as a part of their job and if they
are not able to do it, they do
not deserve to represent people," said Tharoor.
"Some
motivated
and malicious questions, however, need to be ignored," he
added.
PTI
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+HUUHFRQFLOLDWLRQZLWKWKH0RGL6KDKGXRUDLVHVTXHVWLRQV
DERXWZK\VKHLVVWDNLQJKHUFUHGLELOLW\
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DPDWD%DQHUMHHPD\EHWKH7ULQDPRRO
&RQJUHVVFKLHIDQGWKH%HQJDO&KLHI
0LQLVWHUEXWKHUODUJHUWKDQOLIHLPDJH
DFURVV,QGLDKDVEHHQRIDTXLQWHVVHQWLDOUHEHO
DILJKWHUIRUKHUSHRSOHDFUXVDGHUIRUMXVWLFH
DQGDFRQVFLHQFHNHHSHURIWKHHVWDEOLVKPHQW
,QIDFWVKHKDVEHHQDEOHWRFDUYHXSWKHSROLW
LFDOVSDFHDQGFUDIWKHULQYLQFLEOHVSLULWSUH
FLVHO\EHFDXVHRIKHUILUHDQGEULPVWRQHDWWL
WXGHDQGDJLWDWLRQLVWVW\OH+HUSROLWLFVRIVXE
YHUVLRQFRQYLQFHGSHRSOHRIKHUVLQFHULW\RI
SXUSRVHRQHWKDWQHYHUVHWWOHGRUFRPSUR
PLVHG6KHEURNHDZD\IURPWKH&RQJUHVVWRSSOHGWKH/HIWDQGVZXQJLQDQG
RXWRIWKH%-3OHG1DWLRQDO'HPRFUDWLF$OOLDQFH 1'$ JRYHUQPHQWZLWKDQDFWLYLVP
RISULQFLSOHV,QWKDWVHQVHVKHKDVEHHQDGLVUXSWRUDQGLQUHFHQW\HDUVHPHUJHG
DVDKHOPVZRPDQRIWKH2SSRVLWLRQWKHRQO\RQHTXDOLILHGWRWDNHRQ3ULPH0LQLVWHU
1DUHQGUD0RGLDQGKLVGHSXW\$PLW6KDKDQGPDWFKWKHLUDJJUHVVLRQVWHSE\
VWHS%XWDVVKHPHWKHUDUFKHQHPLHVFDUU\LQJVDQGHVKLQVWHDGRIWKHJUDYHO
WKDWVKHKDGSURPLVHGWKH\ZRXOGKDYHWRFKHZLIWKH\RYHUVWHSSHGOLPLWVLQ%HQJDO
LWVHHPHGVKHKDGQRWRQO\VRIWHQHGEXWKDGVXEPLWWHGWRDWUXFH2VWHQVLEO\
IRUVPRRWKHU&HQWUH6WDWHUHODWLRQV7KHUHZHUH\HOORZIORZHUVWRRWKHFRORXU
RIIULHQGVKLSVRPHWKLQJWKDWGLGQ·WHYHQEORRPLQWKHPRQWKGXHORI´-DL6KUL
5DPµDQG´-DL0DD.DOLµ7KHVZLIWQHVVZLWKZKLFKVKHFKDQJHGWDFNIROORZ
LQJWKH&%,·VKHDWRQ.RONDWD3ROLFH&RPPLVVLRQHU5DMHHY.XPDUFHUWDLQO\UDLV
HVTXHVWLRQVDERXWZKHWKHUVKHLVGRXVLQJIODPHVRIWKH6DUDGDFKLWIXQGVFDP
DQGVWDNLQJKHUSROLWLFDOVXUYLYDORQDFHVVDWLRQRIKRVWLOLWLHV)RUKHUWZLQPHHW
LQJVFDQRQO\EHLQWHUSUHWHGLQH[WUHPHVDVVHOIGHIHDWLVWRUVHOILVK
'LGL·VRYHUQLJKWWUDQVIRUPDWLRQFHUWDLQO\LVQRWLQV\QFZLWKKHUSROLWLFDOO\DVWXWH
PRYHV.QRZQIRUKHUUDELGRSSRVLWLRQWRWKH1DWLRQDO5HJLVWHUIRU&LWL]HQV 15& 
VKHKDVQRZDFFHSWHGLWDVSDUWRIWKH$VVDP$FFRUGDQGFRQILQLQJLWVFRQWH[W
WRWKDW6WDWHVDLGLWZDVQ·WQHHGHGLQ%HQJDO$QGLQDVKRFNHUVKHKDVRYHU
WXUQHGKHU´GHILDQFHµE\H[SUHVVLQJ´FRQFHUQµRYHU´JHQXLQHFLWL]HQVOHIWRXWµ
DQGUHDVRQHGRXWWKHLUH[FOXVLRQZLWKWKHRQHPDQVKHKDGDEKRUUHGUHIXVLQJ
KLPODQGLQJULJKWVLQ%HQJDOGXULQJWKH/RN6DEKDFDPSDLJQ³$PLW6KDK$OVR
IRUDOOWKHYLWULRODJDLQVW0RGL³ZKRPVKHFDOOHGD´ELJ]HURµD´PRVWFRUUXSW
PDQµDQGD´GDQJDEDEXµ³VKHDFWXDOO\VRXJKWKLVJRRGRIILFHVWRVHWXSD
PHHWLQJZLWK6KDKZKRDV+RPH0LQLVWHUFRQWUROVLQYHVWLJDWLYHDJHQFLHV0RGL
QRZLVKHU´3ULPH0LQLVWHUµRQHZKRVHRDWKWDNLQJVKHKDGVKXQQHGFODLPLQJ
LWZDVWDQWDPRXQWWRGHYDOXLQJGHPRFUDF\DVKHZDVXVLQJLWWRVFRUHSROLWLFDO
SRLQWV,WLVQ·WURFNHWVFLHQFHWRXQGHUVWDQGWKDWKHURIIHUWR0RGLWRMRLQWO\LQDX
JXUDWHDPLQLQJEORFNLQWKH6WDWHZRXOGPHDQVKDULQJWKHGDLVDQGSHUKDSVHYHQ
DVSHHFK&RQVLGHULQJDPQHVLDFRPHVHDV\WRRWKHUWXUQFRDWOHDGHUVRQHGRHV
Q·WH[SHFWVXFKVKRUWWHUPPHPRU\ORVVIURPWKH7ULQDPRROOHDGHUZKRVHPHP
EHUVDQGLQVLGHUVDUHMXVWDVFRQIXVHGE\WKHVXGGHQWXUQRIHYHQWV$VVXPLQJ
WKDW.XPDUNQRZVZD\WRRPXFKDQGPLJKWEHSUHVVXUHGWRVSLOOWKHEHDQVKDV
LWVSRRNHG'LGLHQRXJKWRULVNKHUFUHGLELOLW\"(QRXJKWRWDNHDZD\WKHVKHHQ
RIIKHUGKDUQDLQ.RONDWDIRU.XPDUZKLFKVKHKDGPDJQLILHGDVDQDWLRQDOFDP
SDLJQDJDLQVWDQDVVDXOWRQFRQVWLWXWLRQDOIUHHGRPV":KDWHYHUWKLVODWHVWSRV
WXULQJE\0DPDWDEHJJDUVORJLF'HGXFLQJWKHPHHWLQJVDWIDFHYDOXHHYHQLI
VKHKDVPDQDJHGWRFRQYLQFHWKH0RGL6KDKGXRRIWKHQHHGWRNHHS15&IURP
%HQJDOZKDWZRXOGWKH%-3JHWLQUHWXUQ":LWKWKHODWHVWERQKRPLHSLFWXUHVEOXQW
LQJWKHHGJHRIKHUDQWL0RGLSODQNWKDWVKHKDGEXLOWXSZLWKDFHUWDLQVKULOO
QHVVLWLVGLIILFXOWWRXQGHUVWDQGKRZVKHZLOOJHWDQHZQDUUDWLYHJRLQJEHIRUH
WKH$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQVLQ:LWKWKH%-3EHVWLQJLWVSHUIRUPDQFHLQWKH
/RN6DEKDSROOVDQGZLWKLQVPHOOLQJGLVWDQFHRISRZHULQWKH6WDWHLWLVXQOLNH
O\LWZLOOJLYHXSRQLWVLQWLPLGDWRU\WDFWLFVQDPHO\SRDFKLQJOHJLVODWRUVWDUJHW
WLQJWKHVFDPWDLQWHGDQGQDWXUDOLVLQJFURVVSDUW\PLJUDWLRQ:LWKWKH7ULQDPRRO
EHLQJWKHRQO\RWKHUSDUW\RIVXEVWDQFHLQ%HQJDO0DPDWD·VLGHRORJ\RI´0DD
0DDWL0DDQXVKµLVQ·WHQRXJKWRKROGLWWRJHWKHU$FRPSURPLVHE\DQ\ERG\HOVH
FDQEHWDNHQLQVWULGHEXWWKHRQHE\0DPDWDVHHPVOLNHDZLOIXOVXUUHQGHU:RUVH
WKRXJKVKHLVNQRZQIRUHDUOLHUIOLSIORSVWKHFXUUHQWPRYHFRXOGFRVWKHUWKH
SRSXODUYRWH$Q\FRPHEDFNDIWHUWKDWZLOOEHDQXSKLOOWDVN8QOHVVVKHUHFRQ
FLOHVWREHLQJMXVWDQLGHRORJXHWKDQWKHUREXVWOHDGHUVKHLV2UH[SHFWHGWREH

EYV_``dVeZXYeV_d

&KLQPD\DQDQGILQDOO\DGPLWVWRDFFXVDWLRQVEHIRUH
6,7$OOUDSHVXUYLYRUVLQ83QHHGFORVXUH
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KHODZKDVILQDOO\FDXJKWXSZLWK6ZDPL
&KLQPD\DQDQGZKRVHZURQJGRLQJVKDG
FRVWWKHQDWLRQLWVFROOHFWLYHFRQVFLHQFH
DVWKHJLUOKHVH[XDOO\H[SORLWHGDQGWUHDWHGOLNH
ERQGHGODERXUFULHGIRUMXVWLFH7KLVDOORZHG
WKHDFFXVHGHQRXJKWLPHWRIOH[KLVSROLWLFDO
PXVFOHVFKDUJHKHULQVWHDGZLWKFKDUDFWHU
DVVDVVLQDWLRQDQGHOLPLQDWHWUDFHVRIHYLGHQFH
7LOOD6SHFLDO,QYHVWLJDWLYH7HDP 6,7 ZDVVHW
XSE\WKH8WWDU3UDGHVK*RYHUQPHQWDWWKH
EHKHVWRIWKH6XSUHPH&RXUWWKLVFDVHVHHPHG
KHDGHGLQWKHGLUHFWLRQRIXQVROYHGILOHV%XW
QRZWKH%-3SROLWLFLDQVHHPVWRKDYHDFFHSWHGDOOWKHDOOHJDWLRQVOHYHOOHGDJDLQVW
KLPDQGLVHYHQ´DVKDPHGµZKDWHYHUWKDWPHDQVDQ\PRUH+RZHYHUWKHIRU
PHU8QLRQ0LQLVWHUKDVQ·WEHHQERRNHGRQFKDUJHVRIUDSHWKRXJKWKHYLFWLP
KDGSXEOLFO\DOOHJHGVR8QOLNHWKH8QQDRUDSHFDVHZKHUHDQRWKHU%-3OHDGHU
ZDVLQYROYHGDQGZKLFKFDPHWROLJKWRQO\ZKHQWKHJLUOWKUHDWHQHGVHOILPPR
ODWLRQWKHDFWLRQDJDLQVW&KLQPD\DQDQGDQLQIOXHQWLDOOHDGHUZKRDOVRFODLPV
WREHDJRGPDQKDVQ·WEHHQGHOD\HG6RWKHSUHVVXUHRQMXVWLFHGHOLYHU\LVFOHDU
O\EXLOGLQJXSJLYHQWKHUHSHWLWLYHQDWXUHRIDEXVHE\WKRVHLQSRZHU
2IFRXUVHWKLVLVQRWWKHHQG:KLOH&KLQPD\DQDQGKDVEHHQVHQWWRMXGL
FLDOFXVWRG\LWUHPDLQVWREHVHHQLIKHVWLFNVWRKLV´FRQIHVVLRQµLQDFRXUWRI
ODZRUGRHVD8WXUQ&RQVLGHULQJKHKDVHDUOLHUDFFXVHGWKHJLUORIEODFNPDLO
ZKHQVKHZHQWSXEOLFZLWKKHUHYLGHQFHWKURXJKVRFLDOPHGLDKHFRXOGWXUQ
KRVWLOH$WWKHKHDUWRIVXFKFDVHVOLHVWKHIDLOXUHRIWKHSROLFHWKH*RYHUQPHQW
DQGODZHQIRUFHPHQWDJHQFLHVZKLFKKDYHFRQVLVWHQWO\IDLOHGWRUHVSHFWWKHFULW
LFDOLW\RIDZRPDQEUDYLQJEDFNODVKDQGWKUHDWVORGJLQJDQ),57KH\SHUKDSV
JHWPRUHDQ[LRXVDERXWEUXVKLQJWKHFDVHXQGHUWKHFDUSHWWKDQHQVXULQJDIDLU
DQGVSHHG\WULDO$QGLILWLQYROYHVVRPHERG\SRZHUIXOWKHQWKHMXVWLFHV\VWHP
LQWKHFRXQWU\LVDOPRVWSURJUDPPHGWREHRQWKHEDFNJHDUPRUHLQWHUHVWHGLQ
FRYHULQJXSWKHWUDFNVRISROLWLFDOPDVWHUV,WLVSUHFLVHO\EHFDXVHHQWLWOHPHQWLV
HQFRGHGLQRXUOHJDOV\VWHPWKDWSROLWLFLDQVOLNH&KLQPD\DQDQGDQG8QQDRUDSH
DFFXVHG.XOGHHS6HQJDUJHWDZD\:RUVHWKHVHQLRU%-3OHDGHUVKLSVWD\HGDZD\
IURPWDNLQJDVWDQGDJDLQVWWKHVHIDOOHQPHQWLOOPDWWHUVFDPHWRDKHDG7KLV
VLOHQFHLVRIWHQUHDGDVWDFLWHQGRUVHPHQWRIWKHFULPHRQHWKDWKDVFRVWWKH
<RJL$GLW\DQDWKJRYHUQPHQWLWVLPDJH:LWK&KLQPD\DQDQGRIWHQIODXQWLQJKLV
FORVHQHVVWRWKH&KLHI0LQLVWHUDQGWKH8QQDRUDSHVXUYLYRUWKUHDWHQLQJVHOI
LPPRODWLRQLQIURQWRIKLVUHVLGHQFHKLVUHLJQLVXQGHUDVKDGRZ,QWKHHQGWKH
FULPHVSLUDOKDVDOZD\VGHILQHG83DQGWLOOWKDWFKDQJHVROGSHUFHSWLRQVZRQ·W
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hich is sovereign, the people or Parliament? Is the
Crown — that is the
Government — entitled to
interpret the wishes of the
former and override the latter? Should the
courts intervene in these arguments, something they have been reluctant to do since
1689? Such arcane questions, once the
dusty preserve of academic jurists, are now
central to politics in Britain. The bedrock of
the UK’s Constitutional settlement, the separation of powers, has been shaken to its
foundations by Brexit.
There have been so many unprecedented political events since the referendum in
2016 that is easy to be blasé about the proceedings taking place in the Supreme Court.
And yet this is arguably the most extraordinary moment of them all. Here are 11
judges sitting to decide whether the Queen
was right to agree to the prorogation of
Parliament or whether the advice she
received from her Prime Minister was
unlawful.
First they must rule on whether this matter is even for the courts to consider at all.
The High Court in London concluded that
this was non-justiciable because it was concerned with “high policy” and politics, areas
that the courts have conventionally stayed
away from. Three senior judges in Scotland
took the opposite view. Who is right?
A compelling argument for the latter was
made by Lord Pannick QC, who successfully spearheaded the previous case before the
Supreme Court brought by the businesswoman Gina Miller, insisting that a decision
to trigger Article 50 must be taken by
Parliament, not the Government alone.
On the opening day of the hearing in
London, he contended that the exercise of
executive power must be proper, otherwise
it was unlawful. This applied both to statutory and prerogative powers; and since the
courts had a duty to enforce rules of
Constitutional law, the matter was justiciable. It was, Lord Pannick said, the “fundamental principle of our Constitutional law
that the executive is answerable to
Parliament.” Ministers are the junior partners and, therefore, cannot effectively close
down the latter for political purposes.
While all this may be true, he chose to
ignore the great big Constitutional elephant
in the room: The referendum. Parliament is
sovereign only in so far as it derives that
authority from the people. It does not exist
as a discrete phenomenon. Had there not
been a referendum, there would not be an
issue. The principle that Parliament is
supreme and the executive is answerable to
it is not seriously questioned. But there must
be a source for that sovereignty. When
Parliament is preventing the implementation
of a majority decision of the people taken in
a referendum, it is arguable that it is
Parliament, not the executive, that is behaving unlawfully.

Our system is a balance
between the powers of its institutional components. To hear
some MPs and, indeed Lord
Pannick, one would imagine that
what Parliament says goes. Yet
once it handed the decision on
Britain’s membership of the
European Union (EU) to the
people, then it was required to
enact the public will and not
seek to frustrate it.
Perhaps MPs agreed to the
referendum, thinking they were
doing nothing other than allowing the country to reaffirm its
support for the UK’s continued
membership of the EU.
Certainly, former Prime
Minister David Cameron
thought so, as he has made
apparent in his new memoirs.
But it didn’t; so Parliament is no
more entitled to thwart the June
2016 referendum result than it
was the 1975 outcome in favour
of staying. The fact that the latter was heavily in favour while
the former was much narrower
is irrelevant — at least in principle, if not politically.
Even if we leave the referendum aside, the prerogative to
prorogue in this instance does
not undermine parliamentary
sovereignty. It has not removed
Parliament’s power to scrutinise
the actions of the executive, even
if has limited the time for that to
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Sir — This refers to the article, “A
Himalayan threat” (September
19) by KK Paul. The writer must
be commended for having raised
forest fires that have now become
a growing problem for nations
across the world. While the
forests in the Amazon forests
drew international attention, back
home, the situation is no different. During the late 1990s and
early 2000s, as the then Deputy
Inspector General of Forests, I
was responsible for the creation
of a roadmap for fire prevention
and protection in the country. I
had also assessed the quantum of
damage done due to fires at
around C440 crore. This does not
include losses to biodiversity,
soils, carbon and other forest
goods and services. The actual
costs are much larger. The same
was also communicated to the
Parliament, which led to the creation of an integrated forest protection scheme.
After the 2016 forest fires that
burnt 4,048 hectares of land, I led
a delegation of people and met
KK Paul, who was then the
Governor of Uttarakhand, and
also the then Chief Minister
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happen.
Furthermore, it was open to
the Commons to pass a motion
of no-confidence in the
Government if it did not like
what it was up to. The reason it
didn’t was because it did not suit
the purposes of the Opposition
to have an election at this time.
Lord Pannick said he was
not questioning the right of a
Prime Minister to prorogue
Parliament for political reasons:
After all, any prorogation in
order to bring forward a Queen’s
speech setting out a new programme is a political act. His
objection was that the suspension in this instance is for much
longer than is necessary because
the Government wants to block
scrutiny of its actions as the
clock ticks down to Brexit day.
It was a political decision.
This is true. It is stretching
credulity to breaking point to
claim that a five-week suspension is needed to prepare for a
Queen’s speech that the
Government can’t even get
through because it has no majority. But if it is political it is not a
matter for the courts.
As has become the case in
any Brexit argument, the finer
legal points are secondary to the
entrenched positions of both
sides. Those who want the UK
to leave the EU are behind

C>C74438C>A

GXiY]`_cY^W8Y^TYYcQRQTYTUQ
]X^]7^\T<X]XbcTa0\XcBWPW]TTSbc^QTaT\X]S
TScWPccWT\^cWTac^]VdTXbX]cTVaP[c^P_Tab^]³b
XST]cXch Pb WXb \^cWTa[P]S 7PeX]V aTbXSTS X]
5PaXSPQPSbX]RT (& \hUP\X[hP]S8WPeTVa^f]c^
[^eT7X]SXP]SQTR^\TU[dT]cX]Xc1dcX\_^bX]VXcPbP
]PcX^]P[[P]VdPVTP]S_dccX]V7X]SXb_TPZTabPcP]PSeP]
cPVT^eTa^cWTabP\^d]cc^Va^bbSXbRaX\X]PcX^]CWXb
RP]]^ccPZTd]XcT_T^_[TBWPW³bP__TP[c^cWT_T^_[T
c^_a^\^cT7X]SXP[^]VfXcWcWTXa\^cWTac^]VdTP]S
cWT WX]c cWPc cWXb f^d[S Ud[UX[[ cWT SaTP\ ^U <PWPc\P
6P]SWXP]SEP[[PQWQWPX?PcT[fTaTQdcPbWaTfSPccT\_c
c^\P]X_d[PcTcWT\PbbTb7TP[b^caXTSc^cda]cWT_T^
_[TPVPX]bc4]V[XbW7T\dbc]^cU^aVTccWPc4]V[XbW[X]Zb
P[[BcPcTb^UcWTR^d]cahaTVPaS[Tbb^UcWTXaaTb_TRcXeT
aTVX^]P[[P]VdPVTb
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_PcW^UR^\X]Vc^_^fTaX]BcPcTb[XZTFTbc1T]VP[\^aT
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Harish Rawat and submitted a
memorandum suggesting a slew
of measures to tackle the menace.
I had even written to the then
Chairman of the National Green
Tribunal, who took suo motu
action and pulled up both the
Central and State Governments
for their lackadaisical approach to
this environmental catastrophe.
Sadly, fire continues to rage in
Uttarakhand forests every year,

Boris and those who want to stay
consider his actions to be those
of a despot.
But these are dangerous
times. We are pitting the institutions that make up our
Constitutional settlement against
each other with no real understanding of the consequences.
Moreover, the people versus
Parliament is not a banner
under which any Conservative
Government should be happy to
campaign; yet this is where the
Brexit debate has taken us. If the
Prime Minister has abused his
power then he is answerable to
the Commons, who can bring
him down, and then to the voters. His call for a general election
has been blocked by the
Opposition, aided by the FixedTerm Parliaments Act, which
removed the exercise of the
crown’s prerogative power to dissolve Parliament.
The case before the
Supreme Court is unique. The
justices are being asked to decide
between an executive acting to
uphold what it believes to be the
democratic will of the people
expressed through a referendum
and a Parliament seeking to frustrate it. If that is not a political
matter then nothing is. The
judges should steer well clear;
but I’m not sure that they will.
(Courtesy: Daily Telegraph)

SXUUXRd[cFW^RP]U^aVTccWTQPRZ[PbWcWPccWT2^]VaTbb
6^eTa]\T]cUPRTSX]cWT (%&T[TRcX^]bX]CP\X[=PSd
PUcTaWPeX]VcaXTSc^X\_^bT7X]SX^]Xcb^f]_T^_[TX]
(%$.CWT\^cWTac^]VdTXbP]T\^cX^]P[\PccTaP]S
]TXcWTaaWTc^aXR^UcWT?aX\T<X]XbcTa]^acWT^aVP]X
bPcX^]P[bZX[[b^UBWPWfX[[QTPQ[Tc^\PZTP\T]SbXU
cWThc^dRWcWPcaPf]TaeT
1XShdc:d\Pa2WPccTaYTT
5PaXSPQPS

which not only destroys the entire
ecosystem but is also a health hazard for human beings.
While central India remains
the largest fire-affected area,
southern States and the NorthEast, too account for the biggest
share of fire detections. There is
a need to protect and preserve
them for the sake of humanity.
VK Bahuguna
Via email

D_[U^]UQcebU
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Missing woods for trees”
(September 20). The Union
Government’s decision to ban
electronic cigarettes is commendable. But it makes one wonder as
to why it did not put a ban on
other forms of tobacco products
like normal cigarettes and beedi.

The e-cigarette market in
India is not too large, neither is
it consumed by many. On the
other hand, conventional tobacco products are available in every
nook and corner of the country.
If indeed the Government was
concerned about public health, it
should have banned cigarettes
and beedis. The present ban is
only a token measure. It could
end up boosting the sales figures
of the country’s tobacco industry.
Rashmi
Via email

DXUfUbTYSdYc_ed
Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Missing woods for trees”
(September 20). India is not the
first country to ban the use of ecigarettes. Recently, Michigan
became the first state in the US to
ban flavoured e-cigarettes. The
very fact that vaping serves to
introduce youngsters to smoking
must propel the Government to go
all out to ensure that the ban is
implemented.
Shubham
Via email
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

P]P[hbXb
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QGLD UHFHQWO\ KRVWHG WKH 8QLWHG 1DWLRQV &RQIHUHQFH $JDLQVW
'HVHUWLILFDWLRQ,URQLFDOO\OHVVWKDQNLORPHWUHVIURPWKHYHQXH
LQ*UHDWHU1RLGDDPDVVLYHLQWHUQDWLRQDODLUSRUWSURMHFWZLOOVHH
GHVHUWLILFDWLRQRIWKHIHUWLOHKRUQRIZHVWHUQ8WWDU3UDGHVK 83 7KH
SURMHFW PXVW EH DEDQGRQHG WR SURWHFW IDUPLQJ ODNHV DTXLIHUV
VZDPSVDQGWKHHFRORJ\RIWKHFULWLFDOQRUWKHUQSODLQV
7KHCFURUHSURMHFWMXVWNPIURP'HOKL·V,QGLUD*DQGKL
,QWHUQDWLRQDO$LUSRUW ,*,$ KDVHYRNHGVHYHUHSURWHVWE\IDUPHUV
DQGFRQVHTXHQWLQFUHDVHLQFRPSHQVDWLRQ7KHODQGDWWKHSURMHFW
VLWHLVSULPDULO\DJULFXOWXUDOLQQDWXUHZLWKRYHUELJWUHHV³
PDLQO\DUMXQ DQGEDERRO³DQGSOHQW\RIZHWODQGV6LQFHWRZQ
VKLSVDQGDFWLYLW\DUHDVDUHWRVSULQJXSDOODURXQGWKHDLUSRUWPDQ\
PRUHWKRXVDQGWUHHVZRXOGEHIHOOHG$ERXWNQRZQZDWHUERG
LHVPD\GLVDSSHDU
'HOKL1&5GRHVQRWQHHGDVHFRQGLQWHUQDWLRQDODLUSRUWVRFORVH
WRWKH,*,$,WLVDPDVVLYHHFRQRPLFZDVWHDWDWLPHZKHQ,QGLDLV
JUDSSOLQJZLWKDVORZGRZQ7KHUHDOHVWDWHDOODURXQGWKLVSURMHFW
LQDVTNPDUHDLVJDVSLQJDVKXQGUHGVRISURMHFWVUHPDLQLQFRP
SOHWH7KH<DPXQD([SUHVVZD\EXLOWWKURXJKWKHVWUHWFKLVLWVHOILQ
FULVLV,WVSURSRXQGHUWKH-D\SHH*URXSLVJRLQJWKURXJKSUREOHPV
DPLGKHDY\GHEWDQG1RQ3HUIRUPLQJ$VVHWV 13$V 7KH+LQGRQ
$LU)RUFHEDVHDLUSRUWWKDWKDVEHHQRSHQHGWRFLYLOLDQWUDIILFDVWRQH·V
WKURZIURP-HZDUKDUGO\ILQGVDQDLUOLQHWRKRVW$QRWKHUNP
WRWKHZHVWLVWKH$JUDDLUSRUWZLWKLQWHUQDWLRQDOIDFLOLWLHV6WLOOXQGHU
SUHVVXUHRIWKHUHDOHVWDWHOREE\DQGXQVFUXSXORXVSROLWLFDOSDUWLHV
WKHDFTXLVLWLRQRIODQGIRUWKHKHFWDUHSURMHFWKDVVWDUWHG%XW
DVODUJHUDUHDVFRPHXSIRUGHYHORSPHQWWKHUHLVKLJKULVNWRWKH
HFRORJ\LQDQDOPRVWNPVWUHWFK
,WLVQRWMXVWDURXQG1RLGDDQG*UHDWHU1RLGDHYHQ*XUXJUDP
LVVXEMHFWWRPDVVLYHHQYLURQPHQWDOGHJUDGDWLRQGXHWRSURMHFWVEHLQJ
SXVKHGE\DJUHHG\UHDOHVWDWHOREE\7KHERRPDURXQGDOOWKHVH
SODFHVKDVWUDQVIRUPHGWKRXVDQGVRIKHFWDUHVRIDUDEOHODQGLQWR
SORWVIRUKLJKULVHVDWOHDVWKDOIRIWKHPLQFRPSOHWHDQGOHDGLQJMXVW
QRWRQO\WRDQHQYLURQPHQWDOEXWDOVRDQHFRQRPLFGLVDVWHU:KDW
LVQRWGLVFXVVHGLVWKDWWKHPRUH\RXGHYHORSWKHODQGIRUUHDOHVWDWH
PRUHLWGHK\GUDWHVWKHFRXQWU\VDLG+1'L[LW6SHDNHURIWKH83
$VVHPEO\
2YHUWKH\HDUV'HOKLDQGLWVQHLJKERXUKRRGDUHJHWWLQJGHSULYHG
RIQDWXUDOZDWHUVRXUFHV7KHDUHDDURXQG-HZDULVQRZEHLQJVXE
MHFWHGWRVLPLODUGHJUDGDWLRQRIDTXDVRXUFHV7KHUHJLRQKDVDOVR
WKHKLJKHVWQXPEHURIEULFNNLOQVLQWKHPVHOYHVDQHFRORJLFDOKD]
DUGLQWHUPVRIKHDWGXVWDQGVPRNH&ORVHWRWKHUHJLRQLQ$OLJDUK
.DVJDQM$OLSXU%DUZDUDDQG.DVJDQM)DUUXNKDEDGDFXWHVKRUWDJH
RIZDWHUIRULUULJDWLRQLVEHLQJIDFHGDJDLQGXHWRWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
RIWKH*DQJD([SUHVVZD\DQGRWKHUKXPDQHQFURDFKPHQWRIDTXLIHUV
7KHDGPLQLVWUDWLRQLVWU\LQJWRUHYLYHROGULYHUFKDQQHOV1RERG\NQRZV
LILWZRXOGVXFFHHGRUQRWEXWLWKDVEHFRPHDPRQH\VSLQQHU
,QWHUHVWLQJO\ HQRXJK WKH 8QLWHG 3URJUHVVLYH $OOLDQFH 83$
*RYHUQPHQWZDVQRWLQIDYRXURIWKHDLUSRUWSURMHFWDQGKDGVRXQG
HGHFRORJLFDOFRQFHUQVZKLOHTXHVWLRQLQJWKHQHFHVVLW\RIKDYLQJ
DQDLUSRUWVRFORVHWRWKH,*,$$JUDDLUSRUWDQGWKH$OLJDUKDLUVWULS
7KHDLUSRUWSURMHFWJRHVDJDLQVWWKHPRYHWRUHMXYHQDWH
SRQGVLQ-HZDULWVHOI$ERXWRWKHUSRQGVDQGZDWHUERG\UHMX
YHQDWLRQHIIRUWVLQ1RLGD'DGUL*UHDWHU1RLGD'DQNDXUDQG%LVUDNK
PD\DOVRJHWDIIHFWHG
7KH*DXWDP%XGGKD1DJDU'LVWULFW0DJLVWUDWH%16LQJKKDV
VDLGWKDWSRQGVDQGRWKHUZDWHUERGLHVDUHEHLQJHQFURDFKHGDV
FRQVWUXFWLRQDFWLYLWLHVDUHLQFUHDVLQJ+HVD\VSRQGVLQPDQ\SODFHV
LQFOXGLQJ%LODVSXUDQG6XUDMSXUZHUHHQFURDFKHGE\WKHDGPLQLV
WUDWLRQIRUGXPSLQJJURZLQJZDVWH
'DGULRQWKHZD\WR-HZDUGHFODUHGVHPLFULWLFDOIRUZDWHUVFDUFL
W\EXLOWLWVPXQLFLSDOLW\RIILFHRQVTXDUHPHWUHRISRQGODQG
,QQHDUE\7XJDOSXUDFROOHJHZDVEXLOWRQDZDWHUERG\
$TXLIHUVLQ-HZDUKDYHDQRYHUH[SORLWDWLRQUDWHRISHU
FHQWDFFRUGLQJWRWKHJURXQGZDWHUGHSDUWPHQW$VWKHDUHDLVJHW
WLQJPRUHSRSXODWHGZLWKWKHLPSHQGLQJDLUSRUWPRUHSRQGVDQG
DTXLIHUVGHVSLWHHIIRUWVDWFRQVHUYDWLRQDUHEHFRPLQJYLFWLPVRI
GHYHORSPHQW7KLVLQFOXGHVFRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHDLUSRUWLQGXVWULHV
ODUJH KRWHOV ZDUHKRXVHV URDGV DQG PDQ\ RWKHU IDFLOLWLHV
&RQVHTXHQWO\WKHFULWLFDOUHJLRQPD\GU\RXWFRPSOHWHO\$VYHKLF
XODUWUDIILFDQGLQGXVWULDODFWLYLWLHVVXUJHLWZRXOGLQFUHDVHDLUSRO
OXWLRQ%HLQJFORVHWR'HOKLWKHGHJUDGDWLRQRIDODUJHWUDFWRIODQG
ZLOOIXUWKHUKHDWXSWKHQDWLRQDOFDSLWDO
,WVLJQLILHVWKDWPDVVLYHILQDQFHVLQYROYHGDUHSRVLQJFKDOOHQJHV
WRWKHZRUOGOHDGHUVKLSZKLFKKDVWRFKRRVHEHWZHHQFRQVHUYLQJ
RUGHYDVWDWLQJWKHHQYLURQPHQW
7KH-HZDUDLUSRUWSURMHFWQHHGVUHFRQVLGHUDWLRQDQGUHVWRUD
WLRQRIODQGEDFNWRWKHIDUPHUVWRVDYHWKHEUHDGEDVNHW
7KHZULWHULVDVHQLRUMRXUQDOLVW
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,QGLD¶VGHYHORSPHQWZDUULRUV
6RFLDOHQWUHSUHQHXUVDUHQRZXVLQJWKHLUWDOHQWWRVHHNEHWWHUDQVZHUVWRWRXJK
VRFLDOSUREOHPVDWDWLPHZKHQWKHZRUOGKDVQHYHUQHHGHGWKHPPRUH
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istorians tell us that an explosion of creativity occurs the moment the world starts
complaining that there is nothing left to
invent, or that the search for solutions to complex
problems has come to an end. This explosion is
fate’s way of reminding us that there is always something just over the horizon of knowledge. Social
entrepreneurs are now using their talent to seek
better answers to tough social problems at a time
when the world has never needed them more. They
are responding to challenges with solutions that
leave business-as-usual in the dust. They want to
use the power of knowledge and the principles of
business to create a better world. Their primary
objective is to make a contribution, not money.
While top-down initiatives have traditionally
helped drive social change, social entrepreneurs
are increasingly trying to use market forces as an
effective way to bring about change.
The rise of soloists signals the ultimate atomisation of the modern world. It also demonstrates
that individual initiatives can be as powerful gamechangers as collective efforts. The power and reach
of individual creativity have grown in inverse proportion to the shrinking of the global village. The
failure of conventional strategies to alleviate the
problems that the marginalised face today has triggered the creative juices of the younger lot. It has
catapulted them to a cutting-edge vanguard position. This approach leaves no room for alibis and
is highly committed to delivering results. This new
generation of innovators, many from Ivy League
universities, IITs and IIMs, are former bankers, academics, technocrats, bureaucrats and consultants. They favour open-source solutions that share
intellectual property; whether computer code or
DNA sequences, so others can improve and build
on their creations.
This is now a global phenomenon. A number
of bright and committed individuals have given up
the best of salaries to serve development causes.
India’s villages are among the most promising destinations for them. Moving from villages to bigger cities is no longer the norm. Increasingly, a
growing number of people are moving back to their
roots or smaller cities. Whether it is disenchantment with city life or the availability of better opportunities in smaller areas, this trend of ‘reverse
migration’ is slowly catching on.
India spends more on programmes for the
poor than most developing countries, but is not
getting the expected dividends that significant public expenditure would seem to warrant, and the
needs of important population groups still remain
partly addressed. This has been haunting social scientists and policy-makers. A major flaw in our
development paradigm is that the focus is more
on physical resources and less on human resources.
Behind the gleaming images of icons of successful development revolutions is the untold saga of
sacrifice of the grassroots staff that holds the fort
as brave and heroic warriors. It is the latter’s incandescent honesty and unvarnished selfishness that
impart purity to the mission and translate state policies into real ground action.
The honour and recognition that society owes
to these brave, extraordinary individuals for their
crusade for a cause bigger than them cannot be
embodied in awards, promotions and citations.
Though our focus is most often on issues such as
chronic poverty, empowerment of women and the
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disenfranchised and a sustainable solution to economic instability, the lessons
of all successful policies and programmes
for achieving these objectives point to
something we should never forget: The
tenacious and committed officials and
their families whose sacrifices have
enabled and continue to make the world
a far better and just place.
The influx of talents out of big cities
to smaller centres is by no means an indication of aspiration deficit. Rather, it
means these people are looking at the
new port with a zeal that was earlier
meant only for urban pockets. They want
more fulfilling careers, ones that can
enthuse and satiate their cravings. We are
witnessing collaborative social entrepreneurship trying to bring about large-scale
systemic change, giving us tools to navigate an increasingly complex and uncertain world with confidence, converting
adversities into opportunities.
Social entrepreneurs are helping
create an “everyone a changemaker
world”, a world where each individual is
driven by the idea of bringing about positive change. They have shown us that we
inhabit a world where everyone must
become a changemaker by adopting the
path of teamwork, cognitive empathy and
collaborative leadership for creative
solution seeking.
We have the example of SEWA
(Society for Education Welfare and
Action) where highly talented women
have devoted their entire lifetime to
empowering poor women. It would be
outright vanity to dream of becoming
social heroes overnight. The real development story is an aggregate of initiatives
in thousands of clusters led by extraordinary people, few of them known and
the vast majority of them unknown. For
instance, SEWA Rural promotes worklife balance through multiple initiatives
that include time-off for parents to support their wards appearing for board
exams and special leave so that employees can attend camps for holistic living.

Working as a development worker on the
ground requires an understanding of the
local context. Development professionals working in complex social contexts
need to be empowered to adapt interventions meaningfully and meet the needs
of the people they serve. The development worker is an actor whose leadership is critical for sustainable change on
the ground. Their understanding of
ground realities and the actions they take
are critical to the change that happens on
the ground.
Development workers have their
own vision and imagination of social
change This imagination is anchored in
their values; and these ideas inform their
actions. When an intervention design is
handed to them, they interpret it from
their own world view, implement it in the
context they are surrounded by, and calibrate their actions based on their understanding of the ground situation.
Development workers constantly
engage with local realities and real
world situations. And yet we seldom ask
ourselves, “What is their vision of
change? What agency do they exercise?
What values inform their work? What
processes do they use? What kind of leadership do they embody? What relationships do they build? What capabilities do
they need to build to do better?”
An organisation must be able to create an environment that enables risk-taking, provides opportunities for capacity
enhancement and spaces for reflection
and learning for development workers.
It must recognise and respect that its people are the ones working to bring about
change on the ground.
We have to ensure that the development worker’s capacity and agency is
strengthened to enable context-specific
responses—it is a must for lasting and
equitable development. This is possible
only when the design of organisation systems and processes are anchored in values of dignity and respect for everyone
in the organisation and spaces are pro-

vided for learning and adaptation on the
ground. The vocabulary needs to change
— from development worker to development leader in letter and spirit.
We must introspect and understand the processes within whose constraints the lower bureaucracy works.
Senior bureaucrats are smart enough to
build up defences in their decisions and
may leave little paper trail to provide
clues to their motives. Junior officials are
not intelligent enough to understand the
implications of their decisions and inadequate understanding of the long-term
implications of their decisions also
imposes severe handicaps for them.
They are also under direct fire from the
people around them. The system gives
no protection to the sincere and honest
among them.
There is much innovation and even
heroism and sacrifice by staff of development agencies known only to project
beneficiaries and other staff, which is not
only left anonymous but also undocumented. We should really applaud and
honour ordinary men and women, who
have nobody to back them, yet are working doggedly to keep projects rolling. The
real development story is an aggregate of
initiatives in thousands of clusters led by
extraordinary people, few of them
known and the vast majority of them
unknown.
When we analyse successful development interventions, we find that a lot
of good programmes got their start when
one individual looked at a familiar landscape in a fresh way. These practical idealists demonstrated passion, intellect, and
gritty determination and were supported by heroic, skillful, and inspiring field
staff. Pairing experts with “on the
ground” teams and field workers has
yielded many good ideas about how to
address the problems of disadvantaged
populations.
(The writer is Member, NITI Aayog’s
National Committee on Financial Literacy
and Inclusion for Women)
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nalysts believe that India today
is in a better position to
realise the dream of its first
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, of
Asian resurgence and solidarity in the
Indo-Pacific region, as there has been
serious accretion to the country’s economic and military capabilities. In
the present perspective, the broader
policy-level challenge for India in the
Indo-Pacific region is to cope with
the uncertainty precipitated by the
Sino-US rivalry that is gradually
preparing a base for trade wars
between the two nations.
It was India who invented the
lexicon of diplomacy in the postcolonial age. Nehru promoted the
idea of non-alignment and turned it

into the focal point of India’s foreign
policy. Since then, the search for conflict resolution and world peace has
remained the central objective of
India’s foreign policy. Recently, at a
security conclave by Centre for Joint
Warfare Studies (CENJOWS), former
External Affairs Minister Salman
Khurshid recalled the historic
Bandung Conference 1955, where 29
Asian-African nations, including
China, signed the Panchsheel Pact,
that was incorporated into the Ten
Principles of International Peace
and Cooperation enunciated in the
declaration issued at the conference. The pact focussed on five
major principles of territorial integrity, non-aggression, non-interference, peaceful co-existence and
equality, which became a magnet for
Afro-Asian solidarity against white
supremacy.
Africa has also played a vital
political role in India’s neighbourhood-first policy. India supported
Africa’s anti-colonial struggle and
worked closely in the NonAlignment Movement (NAM) and
the G77. With the growing demand

for energy, Africa became a major
partner for India post-1991. New
Delhi has shown interest in the
region by sending troops for United
Nation peacekeeping missions. “But
there is still a lot to be done and we
can learn from history,” the former
Minister said referring to the
Bandung Conference.
Emphasising regional grouping,
Khurshid said that several countries
in the Indian Ocean Rim are willing
to stand with India. In such a scenario, the relevance of the Bay of
Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral
Technical
and
Economic
Cooperation
(BIMSTEC),
Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN), G20 and other
regional associations is pivotal.
During the CENJOWS conclave
on ‘India and the new multilateral
order’, observers and analysts debated on policies in projecting Indian
influence in the neighbourhood and
beyond. In an overall assessment,
geo-political observers believe that
the Bandung Conference was a key
element in the evolution of Nehru’s
Non-Alignment Policy.

Regarding the security and economy of the region, India has always
played a major role, be it in Vietnam,
Indonesia or the African continent.
Even before its Independence, the
country was involved in the freedom
struggle of Indonesia against the
Dutch and supported that country on
July 30, 1947 by raising the issue at
the United Nations Security Council
(UNSC).
In January 1947, before India’s
Independence, the All-India Student
Federation had declared a day to be
Vietnam Day. There was a huge strike
in Kolkata, which was met with
police repression and firing. Two students died and one student,
Ranamitra Sen, was shot in the leg.
Minh, a Vietnam revolutionary
and politician, who later became the
President of the country, also participated in the Bandung Conference
and visited India in 1958. During that
sojourn, Minh met Ranamitra Sen
after learning that he was in the audience at one of his gatherings and
embraced him.
India’s participation in the freedom struggle of countries like

Vietnam and Indonesia was highly
recognised at different platforms in
early September when the world
marked Minh’s death anniversary.
Now, these countries can act as
a game-changer for India’s influence
in the region with the support of the
Vietnamese Navy and by utilising the
Sabang military base in Indonesia for
trade and military engagements.
The rise of China at the global
level resulted in changes in the
international order. India has traditionally been termed as China’s rival
and is one of the few nations in Asia
to refuse to participate in China’s Belt
and Road Initiative. Hence where
regional power equations are concerned, the Indian Ocean is of strategic importance to both, especially in
terms of trade.
Academicians and strategic
affairs experts at the conference
remarked that India’s policy is
focused on multi-alignment, keeping
the neighbourhood first and seeking
a common approach towards security, economic equity and eliminating terrorism to maintain peace in
the region. This is because India’s

experience in 1965 was bitter, when
India’s closet NAM friends showed
unconditional support to Pakistan by
supplying military weapons at the
height of war. Learning from history, India signed the Indo-Soviet
treaty in 1971 as non- alignment left
India lonely.
The more recent South-South
Cooperation (SSC) experienced
rapid growth as in 2016 alone, more
than 500 projects were kicked off
under the SSC framework with the
participation of 120 countries.
With the emergence of new geopolitical equations, ASEAN countries
can act as a game changer, particularly because a big power like the
USA has shown interest in the
region. A few weeks ago, Vietnam
participated in the first US-ASEAN
Maritime Exercise (AUMX), which
took place in the Gulf of Thailand
from September 2 to 6. Eight warships, four aircraft and all ten ASEAN
countries took part in AUMX that
started at the Sattahip Naval Base in
Thailand and ended in Singapore.
Interestingly, this naval exercise
came amid tensions between

Washington and Beijing, over the
South China Sea and trade.
Thailand, a close US ally, has a
formal relationship with India. In the
past, when Nehru convened an 18nation conference, on Indonesia,
Thailand refused to participate as it
never had to face colonial oppression
like India, Myanmar and the rest of
Southeast Asian countries.
As a strategic relevance, Indian
leaders were always firm and believed
in the idea of Asian nationalism and
disapproved the idea of a power vacuum keeping the Southeast Asia
Treaty Organisation (SEATO) and
Central Treaty Organization
(CENTO) in mind.
Meanwhile, the prevailing
atmosphere of anxiety and uncertainty in the Indo-Pacific region will dissipate under a stable and peaceful
strategic order. The real challenge for
both India and China, who are
together creating an Asian century,
is in the strategic context at a time
when they are facing serious bilateral as well as regional issues.
(The writer is Principal
Correspondent, The Pioneer)
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ailing the massive tax giveaways to corporates to the
tune of C1.45 lakh crore, industry captains said the decision
will not only boost the economy but will also make the
industry more competitive
globally.
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharam announced a number
of changes in the direct tax
regime, including a 10 percentage points cut in corporation taxes to an effective 25.17
percent, which is more or less
on par with the US and many
other developed economies.
“The steps to pump-prime
the economy will lead to a big
reset and revive the animal
spirits in corporate India. The
tax reduction will not only
lead to economic buoyancy
but will also make the industry
more competitive globally,”
Aditya Birla Group chairman
Kumar Mangalam Birla said.
He further said these measures only reaffirm the gov-
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oody’s Investors Service
on Friday said the govM
ernment’s move to cut corporate tax rate will boost net
income of Indian firms, and is
a credit positive move.
“The Government of
India’s decision to reduce base
corporation tax to 22 per cent
from 30 per cent will boost net
income of Indian corporates
and is credit positive,” said
Vikas Halan, senior vice president, corporate finance group,
Moody’s Investors Service.
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erming the massive Rs 1.45 A
lakh crore tax giveaways
T
announced by the government
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ernment’s willingness to move
beyond incrementalism and
act with conviction to pursue
economic reforms.
Tata Steel managing director TV Narendran welcoming
the move said, “I guess the
challenge for the government is
to find alternate revenue
streams to support the massive
infrastructure spends planned.”
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JSW Group chairman
Sajjan Jindal said, “the sharp tax
cuts and special tax rate for
fresh investments in manufacturing would not only revive
sentiment but also enhance
our competitiveness.”
SBI chairman Rajnish
Kumar opined such the move
will boost corporate bottomlines, bring down prices.
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industry on
Friday welcomed the govHealthcare
ernment’s decision to slash corporate tax, and said rationalisation of tax structure will provide much-awaited booster dose
to the sector. In a major fiscal
booster, the Government on
Friday slashed effective corporate tax to 25.17 per cent inclusive of all cess and surcharges for
domestic companies.
“Reduction in corporate
tax and other relief would create a favourable business climate for the companies which
were under tremendous pressure due to several internal and

external market forces,”
Nathealth President said.
The apex healthcare industry body believes that the corporate tax reduction move
would be supplemented by the
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
reforms as well.
Apollo
Hospitals
Chairman Prathap C Reddy
said: “We heartily welcome the
measures announced by the
hon’ble Finance Minister today.
Corporate India has for long
been advocating standardised
rates of corporate taxation, as
a tool to drive creation of
investible surplus and
enhanced dividend payouts to
drive purchasing power”.

earlier in the day on Friday, as
“historic”, Union Minister Nitin
Gadkari said the move will
boost
investor
and
entruprenuer confidence.
Expressing confidence that
the tax cuts will increase the confidence of investors, he said “the
decision is a historic one” and
this can be construed as growth
engine for the MSME sector.
“For achieving the dream
of becoming a USD 5-trillion
economy (by 2025), such a
decision is important,” he
added.

uto industry body SIAM
on Friday said the reduction in corporate tax rate and
other announcements made
by Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman would help give
boost to local manufacturing in
the sector.
The government slashed
effective corporate tax to 25.17
per cent inclusive of all cess and
surcharges for domestic companies. Making the announcement, Sitharaman said the new
tax rate will be applicable from
the current fiscal which began
on April 1.
“The reduction of corporate tax to 15 per cent for new
companies making fresh

investments from October 1,
2019 will support investment
and also FDI in the auto sector.
This is expected to give a big
boost to Make in India for
automobile industry,” Society of
Indian
Automobile
Manufacturers
(SIAM)
President Rajan Wadhera said
in a statement.
Expansion of scope of CSR
(corporate social responsibility) expenditure to include
incubation centres and R&D
activities will also help with
expenditure in automobile sector, he added.
“All these set of fiscal measures are expected to uplift
market sentiments and
improve demand for automobiles,” Wadhera said.
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ealtors on Friday hailed the
Government’s decision to
cut corporate tax, saying the
move will have a ripple effect on
all sectors including real estate,
improve liquidity of cashstarved developers and boost
property demand especially in
the commercial segment.
Realtors’ apex body
CREDAI Chairman Jaxay Shah
said: “It’s a full house blockbuster Friday for India Inc.
Game changer announcements. Market sentiment will
change completely in all sectors
including real estate”.

“It is a due corrective step
by the Centre to uplift investor’s
sentiment and prompt investment back in drying up Indian
economy. The move is well
intended to revive growth traction of the economy,” said
Niranjan
Hiranandani,
President, NAREDCO.
CREDAI President Satish
Magar added: “The series of
announcements by FM are most
reassuring as they tell of the
Government being sensitive to
the economic needs of the people. We are most hopeful that the
special needs of housing would
soon get addressed to further
accelerate the investment cycle.”
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he all-powerful GST
Council on Friday more
T
than doubled the tax on caffeinated beverages to 40 per
cent and slashed the rate on
hotel room tariffs.
Briefing reporters after a

meeting of the panel, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said the GST on caffeinated
beverages has been hiked to 28
per cent plus additional cess of
12 per cent as against the current rate of 18 per cent.
For hotels, she announced
nil tax for those with tariffs of
up to C1,000 per night. Hotels
charging C1,001 to C7,500 per
night room tariff would be
levied with 12 per cent tax as
against the existing 18 per

cent. Similarly, the tax on room
tariff of above C7,500 has been
slashed to 18 per cent from the
existing 28 per cent.
Also, tax on outdoor catering has been reduced to 5 per
cent from existing 18 per cent
with input tax credit, she said.
The GST was also cut on
marine fuel to 5 per cent while
the same on railway wagons,
coaches, roling stock has been
increased from 5 per cent to 12
per cent.

Exemption from the GST
has been given to imports of
specified defence goods that are
not manufactured in India.
A uniform GST rate of 12
per cent will be levied on
woven non-woven polyethylene bags. The cess levied on top
of the maximum 28 per cent
tax rate on petrol vehicles with
capacity to carry 10-13 persons
has been reduced to 1 per cent
and the same for diesel vehicles
has been cut to 3 per cent.
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eserve Bank governor
Shaktikanata Das expects
the growth to pick up from the
second quarter as the government spending has gained
momentum now.
In the first quarter, the
GDP grew at the slowest pace
in as many as 25 quarters at 5
percent-which is even lower
than that of Pakistan’s 5.4 percent.
Das addressing an India
Today event here said in the
first quarter the government
expenditure, which has a major
role in GDP numbers, was
very low due to the elections,
pulling down the growth numbers to some extent.
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uto components industry
body ACMA on Friday
A
said the cut in corporate tax
rate and other policy measures announced by the government would give a big
impetus to domestic manufacturing and help attract investments in the private sector.
The auto component
industry body, whose members
account for around 2.3 per cent
of country’s GDP, said the policy measures announced at the
onset of the festive season were
expected to infuse positive
sentiments in the market.
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“From the second quarter
government expenditure has
been picked up. So second
quarter numbers will be hopefully better than the first quarter,” Das said.
He said for the first quarter, the RBI analysis showed
growth to be at 5.8 percent and
all the sur veys it did
also projected growth to be in
the range of 5.5-5.8 per cent
but the final print was much
lower.
“When it came in at 5 percent it was a surprise. That is
perhaps due to conflicting signals in the economy. One
month the PMI goes up, the
next month it goes down. The
IIP numbers have also been
going up and down.
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ommerce Minister
Piyush Goyal on Friday
said he “hopes” the tax
relief measures announced by
the government for the corporates will give the necessary fillip to growth that has been
sputtering for long.
The measures also get our
tax rates comparable to those in
the US and in South Asian
economies, if one were to
include the exemptions thrown
in, Goyal said, adding these will
help push investments up.
With an eye to push
growth, which has slipped to a
six-year low in the June quar-

ter— which is even below that
of Pakistan’s 5.4 percent —
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman earlier in the day
announced a raft of changes in
direct taxes, including a 10 percentage points cut in corporation taxes to 25.17.
The measures, which come
a day after Reserve Bank
Governor Shaktikanta Das had
warned against any fiscal measures to spur growth saying the
government has little fiscal
space to do so, will entail a revenue sacrifice of C1.45 lakh
crore to the exchequer this year.
“Some excellent announcements have just been made
which will I hope give the necessary fillip to growth that we
have all been waiting for,”
Goyal said, speaking at an
event organised by the Indo
American Chamber of
Commerce.
If one were to include the
exemptions, the tax rate now is
competitive and comparable to
those in the US and elsewhere
in South Asia, he said, pointing
out that the US taxes corporate
at 21-22 percent.
Goyal said using the
exemptions, our tax rates are as
low as 15 percent as well, and
added this will help push
investment that has been lagging historical averages in the
past five years.
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He said the C1.45-lakhcrore gains will go directly
into the purses of businesses
and individuals, and the same
could be used for investments,
which in turn would spur the
sputtering growth engine.
It can be noted that private
capex is among the lowest at
present, and the government
has also included a move to tax
new investments in manufacturing at 15 percent.
After the announcement,
the corporate tax rate will be
25.17 percent including surcharges, while the minimum
alternative tax will go down by
3.5 percent to 15.
Goyal named large tax
payers like Wipro, Infosys and
Coal India, which do not seek
any exemptions, as significant
beneficiaries of the tax relief
measures.
Amid many corporates
eyeing the education sector
through initiatives such as
Mukesh Ambani’s Jio Institute,
Goyal said the measure to
recognise aid to publicly funded universities will attract corporate to the education sector.
He said the government
wanted public private partnerships in innovation, which
would be possible now with
spends on research and development being recognised as
CSR.
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3PbfT[R^\Tb he Government on Friday
that it will not
Tasserted
the country's data soverR^a_^aPcTcPg allow
eignty to be compromised and
it clear that sensitive
and super-sensitive data must
RdcbbPhbXcbP made
reside in India.
Mincing no words,
Q^[S\^eT
Minister for IT and Electronics
Mumbai (PTI): Reserve
Bank Governor Shaktikanta
Das on Friday said the reduction in corporate tax was a bold
measure which would be highly positive for the economy.
In a major fiscal booster,
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Friday morning
slashed effective corporate tax
to 25.17 percent inclusive of all
cess and surcharges for domestic companies cheering everyone and sending the market to
decadal single-day rally.
These are definitely bold
and welcome measures. It will
augur extremely well and will
be highly positive for our economy, Das said at an event.
The RBI Governor said
one of the major drawbacks
that we had was high corporate
tax rates and todays drastic cut
in the same will take the country closer to the rates that prevail in emerging economies
such as Thailand, and the
Philippines.

Ravi Shankar Prasad said there
must be a fine balance between
data availability, utility, innovation and data privacy.
"...I would never like data
sovereignty of India to be compromised for Indians. The
super sensitive data, the sensitive data must remain in India,"
Prasad said speaking at a conference on 'emergence and
impact of Artificial Intelligence
and Internet of Things' hosted
by Jaipuria School of Business.
Citing an example of harnessing data for public good,
the Minister said data in the
field of healthcare could usher
new breakthroughs and innovations, solutions and medicines.
The minister's comments
come in the backdrop of burning debate on data, as also storage restrictions being mulled
for personal data. While some
have dubbing data as the 'new
oil' propagating protection of
Indian users' data on the
Internet and social media plat-

2XcX]VP]TgP\_[T^U
WPa]TbbX]VSPcPU^a
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QaTPZcWa^dVWbP]S
X]]^ePcX^]bb^[dcX^]b
P]S\TSXRX]Tb

forms, a senior Facebook executive last week had countered
the viewpoint arguing that data
is not the new oil, and countries
like India should, in fact, allow
its free flow across borders
instead of attempting to hoard
it as a finite commodity within national boundaries.
Facebook Vice President
(Global
Affairs
and
Communications) Nick Clegg
said data sharing is crucial for
national security as India right
now finds itself "locked out" of
major global data-sharing initiatives aimed to clamp down
on serious crime and terrorism.
Meanwhile, Prasad said
that while the country has
made its mark globally in IT
services, Digital India is looking to transforming lives of
Indians. He added that India
has also set its sights on manufacturing in a big way and
poised to attract investments in
areas like medical electronics.
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rime Minister Narendra
entral trade union All India
Modi is likely to inaugurate CTrade Union Congress on
P
the second edition of `Global Friday announced its support
Patidar Business Summit' to be
held in Gandhinagar in the first
week of January.
Around 22,000 businessmen from across the world are
expected to attend the threeday meet beginning from
January 3, the organisers said
on Friday. The `Global Patidar
Business Summit' will be held
at helipad ground near
Mahatma
Mandir
in
Gandhinagar, said Gagjibhai
Sutariya, president of
Sardardham, a Patel community outfit.
Sardardham is organising
the biennial summit earlier
held at Mahatma Mandir in
2018. Besides attending the
summit, Modi is also expected
to inaugurate 'Sardardham
Institute', a multi-storey complex coming up on the outskirts
of Ahmedabad city, Sutariya
told reporters here.
"This second edition of
the summit will see participation of around 22,000 businessmen from across the world.
"We expect that over 7
lakh visitors would visit the
summit as well as the exhibition. We have invited PM Modi
to inaugurate the mega event
on January 3.

to the two-day strike called by
bank officers' unions next week
to oppose the merger of public sector banks.
Bank officers' unions have
given a strike call on September
26 and 27.
"The government's move
(to merger banks) is actually
meant to create space for private banking, which the
AITUC is strongly opposed to.
Therefore the AITUC backs the
strike call and prepares for a
national convention of the
workers to move into action to
oppose all such anti-people
and pro-corporate policies,"
an AITUC statement said.
Since August 30, 2019,
when the government
announced its plan to merge 10
banks into four (third time),
there have been strong protests
from common people, including bank officers and employees, the statement said.
Because the Government is
adamant, the officers have
decided to take their protest to
a higher level: a two day strike
on September 26 and 27 and
indefinite strike from the middle of November if the government persists with their
plan.
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65.70
1375.90
98.95
133.60
1849.55
457.55
99.10
417.20
729.50
413.95
60.75
94.75
2866.95
424.75
201.60
353.30
678.45
1727.60
67.00
34.45
129.00
668.15
2795.55
1397.75
343.05
1216.95
113.50
13450.00
425.35
119.90
1277.80
1633.95
22662.95
176.80
68.65
245.75
2857.70
925.45
36.75
1143.95
202.15
59.45
890.00
50.10
63.85
5.84
37.50
562.70
1468.70
380.55
31.35
196.35
352.00
124.75
2828.60

IBREALEST
58.30
63.70
DISHTV
19.80
21.20
DABUR
458.00 469.00
TATAMTRDVR
57.00
63.50
ICICIPRULI
431.00 441.30
PIDILITIND
1298.30 1421.00
IDBI
27.45
29.75
STRTECH
154.90 169.60
SIEMENS
1240.00 1333.00
IDFCFIRSTB
40.60
43.70
MRF
58325.00 65690.00
UJJIVAN
290.05 315.70
NATIONALUM
44.65
47.30
HCLTECH
1049.15 1063.00
BANDHANBNK
445.15 524.45
BOMDYEING
82.60
91.00
ICICIGI
1180.00 1249.50
PVR
1582.05 1768.75
AMBUJACEM
192.50 217.25
SHREECEM
17964.80 20450.45
RAYMOND
556.70 594.55
TECHM
707.70 716.00
FORCEMOT
1135.00 1269.90
APOLLOTYRE
176.00 189.00
CENTURYTEX
883.75 962.55
CHOLAFIN
264.55 303.00
BERGEPAINT
365.70 400.80
ENGINERSIN
109.25 117.70
AUROPHARMA
607.90 624.40
LUPIN
742.00 758.70
IGL
323.90 347.45
STAR
362.95 373.50
PCJEWELLER
38.00
39.85
NMDC
84.05
87.90
WOCKPHARMA
310.35 318.45
KAJARIACER
534.25 590.00
GODREJCP
663.00 690.00
TORNTPOWER
282.55 282.55
MANAPPURAM
123.30 129.25
PETRONET
255.30 271.50
CEATLTD
918.50 980.00
DELTACORP
175.95 190.05
TATAELXSI
629.85 651.65
PHILIPCARB
124.65 133.25
GMRINFRA
16.45
16.95
CONCOR
520.50 565.00
VENKYS
1689.45 1750.00
INFRATEL
250.55 263.00
GAIL
133.20 136.90
INDIACEM
82.85
88.85
JAICORPLTD
82.95
89.30
CUMMINSIND
566.60 599.50
BALKRISIND
740.00 813.55
BIOCON
228.05 232.80
RNAM
232.75 254.50
MINDTREE
692.40 720.00
INFIBEAM
39.40
40.75
DIVISLAB
1595.00 1659.25
MFSL
398.25 419.90
OBEROIRLTY
519.00 540.05
DBCORP
136.00 143.35
BALRAMCHIN
155.65 161.90
BEML
822.00 859.65
GUJGAS
170.15 176.70
MUTHOOTFIN
586.50 631.50
WHIRLPOOL
1675.00 1853.55
JUBILANT
526.40 537.45
RAJESHEXPO
677.00 686.35
ABB
1318.15 1530.00
CIPLA
455.00 464.85
SOBHA
508.00 518.45
HEXAWARE
384.45 388.00
ABCAPITAL
89.80
96.40
UBL
1229.00 1282.00
DBL
412.00 441.40
HINDZINC
211.25 220.20
CROMPTON
240.00 267.05
BOSCHLTD
13547.05 14376.05
VIPIND
431.40 464.90
MARICO
380.10 390.60
KEC
250.70 280.45
EXIDEIND
170.70 184.05
PGHL
4318.00 4699.00
NAUKRI
1936.30 2099.00

55.70
16.05
441.35
55.85
425.45
1288.50
26.80
152.35
1231.70
40.30
58100.00
287.00
43.50
1037.95
445.15
81.45
1141.00
1566.00
191.50
17824.50
540.40
696.80
1127.50
173.45
880.20
259.55
362.45
107.80
597.35
734.45
317.50
357.00
35.80
80.05
298.50
525.85
656.00
276.00
119.40
249.30
835.50
171.30
617.75
122.85
15.65
517.00
1655.00
249.25
130.75
82.00
81.40
563.00
737.65
223.55
230.20
684.10
39.15
1577.05
396.85
501.95
136.00
152.00
818.00
166.20
576.40
1657.75
507.05
655.40
1318.00
445.85
497.00
373.95
88.30
1218.75
402.75
201.50
233.00
13402.50
427.40
377.55
249.75
166.00
4291.00
1911.95

59.50
20.40
446.05
61.60
434.70
1405.80
28.75
167.80
1327.45
43.10
64550.85
310.95
46.90
1049.70
496.80
88.00
1236.60
1723.35
214.55
19345.50
575.75
701.00
1196.55
185.20
952.40
290.65
400.30
114.35
616.50
756.00
338.80
360.00
36.50
87.25
303.10
583.25
684.10
278.85
127.30
266.85
907.65
188.50
644.45
131.80
16.70
549.25
1697.35
258.70
134.65
87.00
86.95
596.05
790.55
228.00
251.55
719.40
40.10
1631.50
399.65
530.65
142.00
160.75
836.20
174.60
629.50
1805.70
534.55
665.55
1397.00
463.40
507.50
374.05
94.20
1280.00
436.60
217.40
251.00
14094.95
460.40
380.60
274.55
181.15
4653.10
2075.05

NIITTECH
INDIANB
CASTROLIND
AMARAJABAT
SUNTECK
GLENMARK
GRUH
TRENT
LTI
EIDPARRY
RADICO
TATACHEM
NOCIL
RAMCOCEM
DCBBANK
INDHOTEL
CANFINHOME
GODREJPROP
SHANKARA
CADILAHC
IDFC
PNBHOUSING
LAKSHVILAS
GODFRYPHLP
KTKBANK
WELCORP
RAIN
IRB
PTC
SUVEN
FORTIS
TORNTPHARM
ADANIGAS
ISEC
RPOWER
JAMNAAUTO
ITI
SOUTHBANK
GNFC
GLAXO
LALPATHLAB
HFCL
DEEPAKNI
TIINDIA
FRETAIL
GODREJIND
PFIZER
SPARC
FSL
KEI
AVANTI
JINDALSAW
CUB
SWANENERGY
IPCALAB
GREAVESCOT
KANSAINER
BAYERCROP
GSKCONS
OIL
ITDC
MONSANTO
CHAMBLFERT
BAJAJHLDNG
COFFEEDAY
DCMSHRIRAM
ABBOTINDIA
HEIDELBERG
SUZLON
ADANIGREEN
QUESS
JKTYRE
3MINDIA
LTTS
TIMKEN
RCF
INTELLECT
APLAPOLLO
ADANITRANS
MEGH
SKFINDIA
AJANTPHARM
OFSS
J&KBANK
NHPC
MPHASIS
ORIENTBANK
MOTILALOFS
IRCON
HINDCOPPER
VINATIORGA
IEX
CREDITACC
SUPREMEIND
BAJAJELEC
SUNDRMFAST
THERMAX
BLUESTARCO
FINOLEXIND
ATUL
ENDURANCE
HSCL
GSFC
MRPL
GESHIP*
CHENNPETRO
RALLIS
CGPOWER
HONAUT

1360.00 1411.00
154.50 164.00
122.65 130.50
627.85 671.55
436.75 444.15
357.25 360.20
240.70 269.35
461.00 491.40
1565.90 1565.90
165.00 166.70
307.70 323.20
566.45 596.45
99.90 107.20
708.00 762.00
194.00 210.15
138.00 150.75
380.05 398.05
910.00 970.00
388.00 411.50
238.00 249.40
35.65
36.50
596.10 691.65
38.95
39.40
969.95 990.00
75.25
80.95
127.20 137.45
100.70 105.65
80.35
89.30
58.50
58.90
286.05 292.70
126.85 130.15
1701.55 1756.85
136.15 137.80
227.00 275.05
3.08
3.08
35.55
40.75
79.95
83.30
10.85
11.60
188.25 208.40
1390.00 1425.00
1275.00 1333.95
18.80
19.65
271.10 288.90
335.10 346.15
390.40 406.60
405.05 429.10
3243.00 3400.00
154.40 158.30
51.25
54.00
457.10 505.00
346.85 363.10
77.70
85.60
198.00 217.00
99.70 107.85
947.00 985.30
138.00 148.15
459.95 485.25
3268.70 3488.00
7795.00 8500.00
145.10 154.20
254.95 272.55
2082.60 2199.00
152.80 181.00
3195.70 3327.50
67.70
67.70
415.00 423.80
9828.00 10253.75
186.60 194.95
2.99
3.09
51.00
53.30
449.95 487.95
69.60
73.20
18677.10 20510.55
1597.75 1639.00
724.40 773.05
43.15
45.80
208.00 211.65
1292.00 1390.00
227.50 229.70
56.00
60.05
1883.65 2188.00
1089.90 1094.75
2944.95 3194.80
36.30
37.80
23.55
23.80
969.75 989.15
60.50
65.45
565.75 644.45
344.00 363.75
35.25
38.40
2280.20 2294.95
121.25 129.50
601.20 654.30
1125.05 1164.05
379.25 405.00
431.10 460.00
1003.00 1125.00
726.00 834.15
559.00 593.90
3690.00 3830.00
867.00 999.00
75.10
81.75
76.00
79.70
48.10
50.00
254.80 269.25
177.55 184.55
162.50 175.40
13.70
14.67
25310.00 27497.60

1353.80
150.55
121.25
619.30
421.25
347.95
240.70
451.80
1523.00
156.45
301.55
561.10
99.00
700.00
192.00
135.00
371.90
886.95
357.00
234.85
34.90
596.10
36.45
949.95
75.15
127.20
99.30
76.55
56.20
277.65
126.00
1698.15
128.10
227.00
2.86
35.25
79.10
10.68
186.70
1371.00
1245.00
18.55
269.80
334.10
385.25
405.00
3232.00
150.20
50.60
455.05
339.60
76.55
198.00
98.10
940.00
134.30
459.60
3267.00
7795.00
141.85
241.95
2061.00
152.80
3117.40
65.25
402.00
9822.00
185.70
2.90
49.30
448.40
67.05
18557.25
1581.10
724.40
43.00
203.10
1290.00
215.20
54.10
1883.65
1044.00
2944.95
35.05
22.90
962.00
58.45
544.25
343.05
35.15
2191.00
121.00
598.00
1125.00
372.00
427.00
996.00
723.90
549.90
3651.00
865.80
74.30
75.30
46.25
248.00
169.10
158.80
13.64
25090.15

1402.50
155.25
130.05
668.25
424.80
352.15
265.15
489.45
1531.60
163.45
319.35
593.00
104.40
758.95
204.95
148.25
393.40
960.40
372.80
247.25
35.65
669.00
39.35
977.40
79.50
132.30
103.30
88.00
56.45
280.20
129.30
1740.80
133.20
271.65
2.91
38.65
82.05
11.33
204.65
1375.60
1323.00
19.15
286.45
345.80
392.75
425.70
3288.15
155.15
53.55
502.35
346.00
84.60
211.20
99.95
952.95
146.20
482.50
3398.90
8408.00
152.75
265.85
2134.10
171.80
3230.60
65.25
402.00
10250.00
187.05
3.05
51.55
474.00
71.75
20091.80
1617.95
745.00
43.80
205.05
1320.00
221.90
56.95
2139.95
1052.60
3161.20
35.95
23.10
971.00
64.90
628.35
359.60
36.90
2242.65
127.65
640.60
1155.15
398.35
454.00
1093.00
768.30
584.70
3798.00
986.50
80.70
79.30
47.65
265.00
173.00
174.85
13.64
27248.60

WESTLIFE
ASHOKA
PIIND
INOXLEISUR
PRESTIGE
ORIENTELEC
ABFRL
VARROC
GRANULES
GILLETTE
SUDARSCHEM
INDOSTAR
VGUARD
GODREJAGRO
SCI
TATACOFFEE
THYROCARE
MMTC
UFLEX
IBULISL
RITES
TTKPRESTIG
KALPATPOWR
GSPL
MOIL
GUJALKALI
TV18BRDCST
EMAMILTD
FCONSUMER
BALMLAWRIE
ALBK
WABAG
GICHSGFIN
TATAMETALI
OMAXE
MINDAIND
SOLARINDS
TRIDENT
AUBANK
COCHINSHIP
EIHOTEL
PARAGMILK
FLFL
SYNDIBANK
JSLHISAR
WABCOINDIA
REDINGTON
JKCEMENT
SANOFI
JPASSOCIAT

276.00
98.05
1264.50
302.00
291.05
155.25
188.80
432.45
104.25
6980.00
330.50
250.00
217.80
483.70
33.25
83.00
499.00
18.60
210.10
112.90
235.00
5640.15
445.20
209.50
119.05
463.05
21.45
313.50
27.60
169.70
30.45
273.00
168.55
550.05
194.85
329.30
1046.00
57.90
648.65
341.65
165.80
155.50
438.00
29.45
70.00
6096.10
103.95
1011.70
5665.00
2.19

314.50
111.90
1273.30
317.20
311.00
162.30
202.80
498.00
108.90
7061.95
355.00
260.00
227.55
503.00
34.90
83.00
530.00
19.45
242.05
118.50
240.80
6188.15
482.90
221.40
124.25
472.50
23.50
324.90
29.95
172.45
31.40
284.50
173.50
593.95
195.85
348.60
1108.70
61.55
663.25
346.25
181.90
162.00
449.00
30.70
72.00
6135.95
115.90
1097.00
5970.00
2.21

273.00
97.60
1237.30
295.00
290.00
153.00
187.85
432.45
103.00
6964.00
324.45
218.20
216.40
468.50
32.50
80.25
497.50
18.10
205.60
109.85
232.55
5590.90
440.60
206.60
118.20
443.55
21.05
313.50
27.20
165.75
29.85
266.75
158.80
550.00
192.40
329.25
1046.00
57.70
640.15
328.30
158.25
152.10
429.40
29.05
65.20
6000.10
100.65
985.00
5665.00
1.97

314.50
110.95
1241.00
314.00
300.70
160.25
201.75
489.00
107.60
6988.00
329.00
225.50
221.15
496.00
33.85
81.55
525.00
18.45
227.80
118.50
237.45
6170.00
482.90
218.00
120.50
460.55
23.15
323.30
29.00
171.05
30.75
275.25
164.20
563.10
192.40
337.10
1078.90
60.50
643.30
333.65
178.10
153.00
449.00
30.00
66.35
6119.95
114.10
1084.85
5907.50
2.00

WELSPUNIND
HUDCO
CARERATING
JSWENERGY
PRSMJOHNSN
BAJAJCON
BLISSGVS
ALKEM
SYMPHONY
NAVINFLUOR
NILKAMAL
AKZOINDIA
NLCINDIA
HAL
VMART
CENTURYPLY
SONATSOFTW
MAHINDCIE
CHOLAHLDNG
RELAXO
PERSISTENT
ZYDUSWELL
LEMONTREE
JSL
MAHSEAMLES
MAHLOG
CARBORUNIV
LAXMIMACH
JISLJALEQS
SJVN
ITDCEM
CRISIL
COROMANDEL
GICRE
LUXIND
DEEPAKFERT
TATAINVEST
GHCL
MAHSCOOTER
JMFINANCIL
BLUEDART

51.05
35.40
528.00
64.05
80.15
250.25
110.50
1867.55
1222.40
725.05
1069.50
1710.00
56.80
750.00
1950.00
135.00
310.85
148.00
428.00
472.25
591.00
1660.00
53.95
33.95
399.10
335.00
289.80
3600.00
21.35
25.15
61.75
1294.80
392.05
185.60
1169.00
89.25
780.00
202.25
3958.15
70.40
2190.00

52.25
37.80
550.05
66.80
85.00
264.00
110.50
1965.00
1328.00
751.00
1119.15
1800.00
60.90
774.00
2149.00
143.90
318.50
165.60
460.00
493.25
613.90
1688.00
54.60
36.00
417.55
350.00
313.30
3840.00
22.55
26.40
63.80
1314.50
426.40
194.00
1299.00
94.20
805.55
212.00
4240.00
75.80
2331.90

49.30
35.00
528.00
63.80
76.80
249.85
101.10
1866.15
1182.00
722.10
1050.00
1709.00
56.80
745.40
1944.30
132.25
309.90
147.30
425.50
470.45
585.10
1615.75
53.00
32.45
368.40
333.85
289.80
3592.00
21.20
25.15
61.30
1280.00
390.00
183.60
1162.35
86.40
774.70
199.15
3958.15
70.30
2150.10

52.05
36.90
538.05
65.30
81.70
258.50
104.40
1947.40
1320.00
733.15
1081.55
1800.00
59.75
752.05
2074.30
136.00
315.85
164.15
447.05
493.05
603.60
1652.35
53.80
33.50
405.45
339.55
309.95
3782.20
22.00
26.30
61.85
1292.00
417.60
190.15
1216.00
92.00
800.30
211.50
4157.30
74.25
2324.95

JKLAKSHMI
ASTRAZEN
TAKE
KRBL
MINDACORP
JYOTHYLAB
TNPL
ECLERX
MAHABANK
NATCOPHARM
NESCO
AAVAS
GULFOILLUB
CYIENT
SCHNEIDER
ALLCARGO
TIMETECHNO
ADVENZYMES
FINEORG
BIRLACORPN
FINCABLES
APLLTD
BASF
REPCOHOME
JETAIRWAYS
MAHLIFE
PNCINFRA
UCOBANK
TEJASNET
TVTODAY
MASFIN
NETWORK18
GMDCLTD
SREINFRA
SYNGENE
THOMASCOOK
JCHAC
HIMATSEIDE
SHK
AEGISLOG
IFCI
CERA
CENTRALBK
KPRMILL
HATHWAY
SOMANYCERA
VBL
ORIENTCEM
ANDHRABANK
MAGMA
NIACL
BDL
GPPL
RCOM
DCAL
SIS
TRITURBINE
IFBIND
SADBHAV
GDL
CAPPL
SFL
PHOENIXLTD
MHRIL
SHILPAMED
SUPRAJIT
ERIS
SCHAEFFLER
TVSSRICHAK
LINDEINDIA
FDC
CENTRUM
IOB
LAURUSLABS
KNRCON
HERITGFOOD
JBCHEPHARM
GEPIL
NH
CORPBANK
VTL
SHOPERSTOP
EVEREADY
TCNSBRANDS
ASTERDM
GET&D
JAGRAN
TEAMLEASE
UNITEDBNK
NBVENTURES
AIAENG
GALAXYSURF
ASAHIINDIA
APARINDS
ESSELPRO
DHANUKA
STARCEMENT
CCL
GRINDWELL
RATNAMANI
HATSUN
ZENSARTECH
LAOPALA
MAXINDIA
SHRIRAMCIT
GAYAPROJ
INOXWIND
ELGIEQUIP
JSWHL

291.40
2029.60
115.00
220.00
93.00
156.25
195.80
501.10
11.91
558.05
529.00
1470.00
859.90
444.00
77.50
98.05
62.65
161.95
1530.30
564.00
368.40
518.40
991.00
315.85
35.00
394.00
177.60
14.60
82.20
285.30
630.00
24.30
65.00
11.10
314.15
147.80
1775.00
140.50
133.80
179.00
7.10
2560.00
19.05
540.00
23.15
206.60
617.85
91.60
18.50
58.45
106.30
284.70
78.85
0.85
171.10
844.00
91.45
640.55
140.45
101.45
438.00
1270.00
717.20
220.55
227.50
166.65
398.35
4015.15
1749.00
473.05
171.20
24.45
9.74
343.95
225.15
383.00
383.75
738.85
228.10
16.30
934.60
400.00
46.95
656.35
121.90
153.85
65.00
2731.80
9.27
83.05
1621.60
1338.65
173.85
559.00
104.00
320.00
94.90
245.85
561.90
926.00
615.70
214.85
158.30
59.25
1331.80
107.85
37.85
258.15
2712.60

319.10
2101.00
121.00
235.00
94.40
169.00
197.60
512.75
12.25
570.75
547.35
1511.70
865.00
453.55
82.30
102.95
67.00
165.00
1555.05
601.00
398.00
521.50
1044.00
327.00
35.50
404.00
186.20
15.10
85.00
301.90
663.00
24.40
66.50
12.00
320.00
160.00
1921.00
147.80
139.90
190.40
7.80
2800.00
20.10
567.45
23.45
209.90
623.40
95.90
19.25
65.00
109.75
292.00
85.80
0.87
179.80
878.75
99.35
685.95
142.50
106.30
438.00
1313.00
730.00
227.75
250.15
186.60
440.00
4250.00
1850.00
493.55
180.00
26.40
10.40
350.15
232.85
383.00
400.50
785.70
238.70
17.25
960.00
418.00
46.95
709.60
125.15
164.40
69.15
2841.95
9.50
87.00
1652.00
1378.15
179.00
572.00
108.95
332.90
96.00
248.25
583.00
949.00
623.00
218.80
175.00
59.90
1360.00
113.65
37.85
259.90
2800.00

287.40
2013.35
111.85
219.45
87.30
156.25
188.00
478.30
11.91
558.05
528.30
1457.25
833.00
439.80
76.50
95.00
62.40
153.60
1522.10
564.00
366.75
514.00
990.00
315.15
33.50
381.20
176.05
14.20
80.55
277.00
616.60
22.45
64.00
10.70
310.55
147.75
1775.00
140.00
133.20
179.00
7.10
2551.10
18.90
540.00
22.05
195.00
606.10
91.15
17.90
56.80
102.20
282.05
78.55
0.85
171.10
844.00
91.05
640.25
139.00
100.00
420.00
1231.15
701.80
220.00
226.35
165.00
398.00
3994.00
1737.55
467.60
169.75
24.45
9.65
341.60
223.50
365.80
383.75
733.05
228.00
16.10
906.25
391.35
46.95
650.45
120.65
153.85
64.75
2731.80
9.12
82.90
1608.25
1338.65
171.05
559.00
102.10
320.00
90.80
241.00
556.00
926.00
605.55
213.50
156.90
57.40
1331.80
107.65
36.00
252.00
2712.60

303.95
2060.00
113.75
230.35
88.90
162.20
193.25
484.65
12.00
564.95
541.00
1495.00
860.00
450.75
81.45
100.65
64.00
162.15
1545.00
594.35
395.00
518.50
1022.75
318.35
34.50
383.00
184.05
14.70
80.55
301.90
659.90
22.65
64.50
10.75
318.00
158.50
1851.80
143.05
133.85
184.00
7.52
2800.00
19.75
545.00
22.30
206.05
611.00
94.65
18.70
58.00
107.00
290.15
83.15
0.85
178.25
850.00
92.00
660.00
139.00
104.70
421.55
1294.00
715.15
225.00
250.15
172.40
426.50
4218.00
1811.40
488.55
174.45
26.35
10.20
346.50
231.30
372.45
391.60
750.10
231.45
16.75
930.00
391.60
46.95
697.00
122.80
154.25
69.00
2810.00
9.34
85.40
1648.00
1352.30
172.45
568.20
107.40
327.05
93.75
244.60
581.45
932.10
605.55
214.20
170.00
57.40
1350.00
108.40
37.35
257.00
2767.00
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resident Donald Trump on
Friday announced new
sanctions on Iran’s central bank,
calling the measures the toughest ever imposed on another
country by the United States.
“We have just sanctioned
the Iranian national bank,”
Trump told reporters in the

Oval Office.
“These are the highest
sanctions ever imposed on a
country,” he said.
The Trump administration has vowed a response
after US officials blamed Iran
for weekend blasts on Saudi
Arabia’s oil infrastructure,
which caused a sharp hike in
global crude prices.

The United States already
maintains sweeping sanctions
on Iran, including on its central
bank, with anyone who deals
with it subject to prosecution.
Elaborating on Trump’s
remarks, the Treasur y
Department said it was authorising sanctions on the central
bank not only over Iran’s
alleged nuclear work but for

“terrorism.”
Such a designation may be
more difficult to lift, even if
Trump loses next year’s election
to a Democrat who wants to ease
sanctions as part of a future deal.
“Iran’s brazen attack against
Saudi Arabia is unacceptable,”
Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin said in a statement.
“Treasury’s action targets a

crucial funding mechanism
that the Iranian regime uses to
support its terrorist network,
including the Qods Force,
Hezbollah and other militants
that spread terror and destabilize the region,” he said.
The Qods Force conducts
international operations for
Iran’s elite Revolutionary
Guards, who are in charge of

protecting the clerical regime.
Hezbollah, the Shiite militant group and political party
in Lebanon, is among Iran’s
closest regional partners.
The Treasury Department
said that the Iranian central
bank has provided “billions of
dollars” to the two units, which
were both previously designated as terrorists by

Washington.
The US also imposed sanctions on Iran’s sovereign wealth
fund, whose board of trustees
include President Hassan
Rouhani, as well as Etemad
Tejarate Pars, a company that
the Treasury Department said
had sent money internationally on behalf of Iran’s Defence
Ministry.
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rexit talks are progressing
with “momentum”, the
British Minister in charge of the
divorce said on Friday after
meeting his EU counterpart,
despite warnings that a deal
was still some way off.
After talks in Brussels with
EU chief negotiator Michel
Barnier, Brexit Minister
Stephen Barclay said there was
a “shared sense of purpose” to
reach agreement and avoid
Britain crashing out of the bloc
without a divorce agreement.
Britain is racing toward its

F<cVSfWWd6FTR]]
W`c3cViZed`]feZ`_
SjV_U`W^`_eY
Helsinki: The European
Union’s Finnish presidency
demanded on Thursday that
Britain deliver a written new
Brexit proposal by the end of
September or face a messy “nodeal” divorce — an ultimatum
immediately rejected by
London. Britain is racing
toward its October 31 departure
without an exit agreement and
facing the threat of border disruptions that the Government
admits could cause food shortages and spark civil unrest.
The sides have been irreconcilably split over ways to
avoid a hard border between EU
member Ireland and the UK’s
Northern Ireland in any Brexit
scenario. An agreement that
includes the so-called “backstop”, which would temporarily keep Britain in the bloc’s customs union, has been repeatedly
rejected by the UK parliament.
Boris Johnson has vowed to
come up with a new solution —
and not to sign any in which the
backstop remains.
AFP

October 31 departure without
an exit agreement and faces the
threat of economic disruption
that the government admits
could cause food shortages
and spark civil unrest.
Barclay and Barnier discussed three papers submitted
by London with ideas on
replacing the so-called “Irish
backstop” provisions in the
Brexit deal struck last year but
rejected by British lawmakers.
“There is significant work
still to do but there are serious
discussions that are taking place,”
Barclay said after the talks. “We
are moving forward with
momentum, talks will continue
next week between the technical
teams.” But the European
Commission, which leads Brexit

talks for the remaining 27 member states, gave a more sober
assessment, stressing that the
British papers amounted to no
more than “a first set of concepts,
principles and ideas”.
British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson insists the backstop, which could temporarily
keep Britain in the bloc’s customs union to avoid a hard border in Ireland, is undemocratic and unacceptable to London.
But Britain has so far not come
up with an alternative that satisfies Brussels or Dublin, and
after Friday’s talks the commission once again called on
London to come up with substantial proposals — suggesting
the papers submitted fall short
of what is required.

CSX__\SXY\TbU^
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Paris: Crowds of children
skipped school on Friday to
join a global strike against climate change, heeding the rallying cry of teen activist Greta
Thunberg and demanding
adults act to stop environmental disaster.
It was expected to be the
biggest protest ever against the
threat posed to the planet by
climate change.
Yelling slogans and waving
placards, children and adults
across Asia and the Pacific kicked
off the protest, which spread later
to Africa and Europe with
crowds filling the streets in Paris,
London and Berlin.
“We are the future,” said
Vihaan Agarwal, 15, protesting
in Delhi. “We believe there is no

point in going to school if we are
not going to have a future to live
in.” Organisers forecast one
million participants overall.
In Australia alone, they
said more than 300,000 children, parents and supporters
rallied.
Ghana’s capital Accra,
where some 44 per cent of the
country’s population has not
heard of climate change,
according to a study by
Afrobarometer.
Hundreds of others also
took to the streets in Kenya and
Uganda. The demonstrations
were due to culminate in New
York, where 1.1 million students in around 1,800 public
schools have been permitted to
skip school.
Events began in the deluge-threatened Pacific Islands
of Vanuatu, the Solomons and
Kiribati, where children chanted: “We are not sinking, we are
fighting.” The defiance message
was heard across Asia.
Numerous peer-reviewed
scientific studies have shown a
link between human-made gas
emissions and climate change.
But the protests also laid bare
resistance from those who
question the threat.
Amazon chief Jeff Bezos on
Thursday pledged to make the
US technology and retail giant
carbon neutral by 2040 and
encourage other firms to do
likewise.
AFP
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orth Korea’s chief negotiator in talks with the United
States welcomed Donald
Trump’s suggestion of trying a
“new method” in negotiations,
and hailed the exit of his hawkish national security adviser.
The US President had fired
John Bolton last week, revealing deep divisions between the
two on major foreign policy
issues including nuclear talks
with Pyongyang.
Trump on Thursday said
he would consider trying a
“new method” in talks with
Pyongyang, which have been
deadlocked since the collapse
of his second summit with
Kim Jong Un collapsed in
February.
Kim
Myong
Gil,
Pyongyang’s top delegate for
working-level negotiations with
Washington, said the comment underscored a “political
perception and disposition
peculiar to President Trump”,

calling it a “wise political decision” in a statement carried by
the official Korean Central
News Agency.
“At the moment I am not
quite sure what he implied in
his suggestion of ‘new method’,”
he added. “It seems he wanted
to imply that a step-by-step
solution starting with the
things feasible first while building trust in each other would
be the best option.”
Trump had criticised
Bolton’s suggestion of the
“Libyan model” for North
Korea, a reference to a denuclearisation deal with the
African nation’s former dictator Moamer Kadhafi — who
was killed after being deposed
in 2011.
Pyongyang had bristled at
that comment, which Trump
said had “set us very back very
badly”. Kim Myong Gil
described Bolton as “a nasty
trouble-maker who used to
face everything out of his
anachronistic way of thinking”.

:dcRV]g`eVUVRU]`T\
T`_WZc^VUSj
_VRcT`^a]VeVcVdf]ed
Jerusalem: Israeli vote results
on Friday confirmed a deadlock in the country’s general
election and put Prime
Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu’s Likud party as the
second-largest, leaving him
with a tough battle to extend
his long tenure in office.
The near-complete official
results from Tuesday’s election
gave ex-military chief Benny
Gantz’s centrist Blue and
White alliance the most seats,
with 33 out of parliament’s
120. Netanyahu’s right-wing
Likud won 31 seats, but neither had an obvious path to a
majority coalition. In a stark
admission on Thursday,
Netanyahu acknowledged he

was unable to form a rightwing coalition as he hoped and
called on Gantz to join him in
a unity Government instead.
Gantz responded by saying he would have to be prime
minister in a unity government since Blue and White
was the largest party.
The standoff has even
raised the possibility of yet
another election — which
would be the third to be held
in a year following April polls
that also ended inconclusively. Israeli President Reuven
Rivlin plans to begin consultations with all parties voted
into parliament on Sunday to
decide who to choose to try to
form a Government. AFP
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hile a former Miss India is riding high on the success of her
recent show Made in Heaven,
the moniker of the other is a ‘kissing star,’
who has traversed a long distance to
break out of that image. No prizes for
guessing the names of Sobhita Dhulipala
and Emraan Hashmi. The two have come
together as co-actors for a web series Bard
of Blood, adapted from the eponymous
book by Bilal Siddiqi, where the former
is a courageous analyst and the latter is
an ex-communicated RAW agent. They
take up a covert mission in Balochistan
when four Indian spies are captured by
the Taliban.
Both the actors are breaking new
grounds in their career with this one and
they seem to have enjoyed every bit of it.
Sobhita had no references while preparing for the role but in a way the conflicts
that her character goes through are very
relatable not only for her but for every
girl who is trying to find her place in a
man’s world. And having to prove so
many people wrong even before you can
actually test your own merits is something that many women go through
everyday — even though the terrain
might not be as hostile. Apart from that,
Sobhita, of course, on account of the content, had to do a lot of physical prep.
While the action was new, it was not difficult for her to be a part of it.
When Sobhita speaks her mind, her
non-assertive manner, calming voice
creates an aura that exude purity which
is heightened by the white saree she is
wearing. The actor is somebody who
loves to punch above her weight and sink
her teeth in a good role. “The reason I
actually enjoyed it so much was because
of its newness, relatability and emotional intelligence. Yes, it’s a huge transition
from Tara to Isha but I am an actor playing different roles and that is what my
motivation is. I am curious about people, why they do what they do. Even if
for a brief while, I get a chance to live my
life differently, I am going to take it up.
So for me, between action and cut, I am
free. I am at home,” says she. Her transformation is evident in reality too by how,
from Tara to Isha, she has become an outspoken extrovert from a painfully shy
person.
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hangra-pop star Daler
Mehndi has often taken the
role of a mentor or a judge on
singing shows. He says both are
ways to give back to society the
love and appreciation that he
receives.
The former Sa Re Ga Ma Pa
Singing Superstar judge sees it as
a responsibility to guide aspiring singers and help them in
their musical journey.
“It’s a natural progression
and an innate human nature to
give. The singers look up to me,
they have an eagerness to learn
and seek inspiration. I still listen to great maestros like
Nazakat Sahab, Salamat Sahab,
Ashiq Ali, Bade Ghulam Ali
Khan Sahab, Pervaiz Mehdi,
Ghulam Ali Khan, Asha ji to
name a few. Everyone needs to
continue learning, seeking, and
do the Sangat of Maestro, said he.
The Tunak Tunak Tun hitmaker recently returned as a
judge on Radio City Super Singer.
“Every year this show provides
a platform to aspiring singers to
showcase their talent and takes
things a notch above the previous year. We see better singers
and bigger dreams with each
passing year and it’s a joy to see
this passion continue to burn
bright every time,” added he.

The shows also provide a
platform to singers who were
once busy with back-to-back
Bollywood songs. “Talent-based
shows have been ruling the
roost for several years now.
Who gets selected as a judge is
not a reflection of the quantum
of work he/she currently has, but
is a mark of their talent, the
acclaim they have amassed over
the years, and their standing in
the industry,” said the singer.
He added that people
become judges on talent shows
because they are in demand
which is why they are on television. Also, shows like these
provide additional business
avenues to any singer, the same
being applicable to an actor or
a public figure.
°80=B

e once took the spotlight and presented his
bagful of jokes on India.
One of them being, “Indian
people have been dedicated to
being cheap for so long. They
actually created the number
Zero.” And now, IndoCanadian stand-up comedian
Russell Peters is all set put on
another show in October in the
country, where the industry is
“booming.”
He says, “I hear the standup comedy industry in India
has
been
booming.
Unfortunately, I haven’t had a
chance to check out any of the
people doing it. But it’s great
that it’s become a more recognised art form and more people are taking it up.” The comedian will take “any” excuse to
come to India. “I love it here.
This is the first time that I am
coming back so quickly
between dates. But this gives me
an opportunity to play in cities
that I’ve never been to — Pune
and Ahmedabad,” says he.
For someone, who had
started out in the 90s, a lot has
been changed. He tells us,
“When I started in 1989, standup was dominated by white
males. That’s all changed now,
as it should. For me, I never
expected to be where I am at
today. All I knew was that this
was something that I had to do
and that I had no choice. Even
if I was a stand-up comic working and doing the club circuit,

For Emraan too, there were no reference points. He tried to understand
the psyche by what the writer or the
director guided him or what was written. Also his love for spy thrillers
helped. He has been watching
them for a long time, so it was
present in his subconsciousness. He believes that it helped
him in playing the character
of Kabir Anand. The actor saw
a lot of interviews of ex-military spies and one thing that
really made a mark on him was
that you wouldn’t really understand a spy or know what fear
feels like until you have actually worked as one in an enemy
nation. “You have a dual identity where you play someone
else, speak a different language
in another country and at any
moment, you could slip and
find a bullet shot in your head.
It could simply be because something that you wore was wrong
or a slight difference in the way
you speak their language. That’s
true fear and that was a big takeaway for me to understand the
psyche of Kabir. I had to get into
that zone where these guys travelled to Balochistan and it felt
like they are walking on a mine
field,” says he.
The role was as challenging
for him as a first step for a toddler. He says that getting into a
different format was new but
this one has its own struggles.
“The kind of action that we
have in the show was physically exertive. I haven’t played any-
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thing even close to it. Acting in a series
was almost like doing two films in 90
days. So that’s a lot of work. But a great
team makes it happen. Everyone was very
supportive. We all felt that we were in safe
hands. The journey became much easier,” he says.
Sobhita was more invested in the
emotional graph of the characters than the
factual one. Of course, it’s fiction but a fictional story often borrows its essence from
certain real incidences. She agrees that it
reflects some of it as reality but doesn’t
necessarily “represent” it. “Because these
are real characters going through emotions which we have experienced sometimes. We all have disagreements and feel
anger or even paranoia,” says the actor.
She is an observer, a prolific writer
and a reader of verse but doesn’t advertise all of this often. Small instances and
experiences from her own life had helped
her play Isha. “I think that sense of mentally travelling to places and constantly
observing, something that’s my arena
since I was a child, has backed me. I have
used some of that and looked at how people get trapped in a situation, how they
react emotionally or what their body language is when they do a specific thing. I
didn’t particularly research on the political aspect of it,” she says.
The film industry has had a fair share
of spy thrillers. While some slipped
under the radar, there have been films that
were memorable for many reasons. And
again, there’s a sudden surge of interest
in this kind of genre and content. The
recent ones being Tiger Zinda Hai and The
Family Man. Sobhita and Emraan
respond swiftly one after the another.
Though I was expecting an answer from
Sobhita first, she, instead, within the blink

of an eye, puts forward a question, “Hey,
I am asking you! You are the media, I don’t
know!” And then says that maybe, it’s
because people think there should be
more information. Emraan adds, “I don’t
think Indian cinema has really dabbled
with a lot of subjects of this kind till this
point. The kind of films that have been
made on spies can be counted on the fingers of one hand.” Sobhita nods in agreement and says, “The ones that are made
are so fantastic that people crave a sense
of realism even if it is peppered with fiction. I don’t think there’s any agenda to
put out a show like this that ‘we are going
to give this certain message’.
Emraan feels that it is more intriguing than a film on the Army or the Air
Force. “I think spies have a different kind
of intrigue associated with them. It’s not
in your face but there are a lot of unsung
heroes who have been spying for our
country and it’s not shocking anymore
that you do not know their names. They
extract a wealth of political, social information from enemy territory and transfer it home. But we still don’t know much
about them and their journey. And it’s
because it’s not written about by the
media. When you make a film or an original series, it’s very engaging because it’s
an unknown world. We probably know
more about the Army because it’s there
in your face through the information
about it in the media. But this is also a no
man’s land. And a place that I wish to
explore more,” says Emraan. Sobhita
believes that the reason why people are
more interested is also because the story
acts like a real mirror and of course,
increases one’s curiosity.
(The series will release on September
27 on Netflix.)
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I’d be happy. Stand-up is a calling.”
Talking about whether
India is yielding enough matter
for his show, he says that his
content isn’t restricted to a particular place. “My show isn’t just
about India or Indians. I talk a
lot about where I am at this
point. One moment I would be
talking about a middle-aged
man with health issues, and the
other moment, a newborn and
the next of strained relationships and other sorts of silliness,” he chuckles.
The comedian, for whom
George Carlin, Eddie Murphy
and Steve Martin, have been the
greatest inspirations, usually
starts prepping up for his next
set right after a show. That’s how
Russell approaches an act — by
observing his subject while on
the go. He says, “After I record
my set, like I did in Mumbai in
June, I start working on new
material. Even these shows in
October will be a bit different
from the ones that I did in India
previously. I’m always working
on new stuff, observing and
thinking. I never write anything

down though.”
He tells us how he had
started collecting and putting
together his material — by sitting under the dining table
with his cousin Mikey and
recording their parents and

relatives talking to each other.
Later, the duo mimicking them.
“Post that, I started listening to
the way my Jamaican friends
and their parents spoke. It just
began as a fun thing with my
friends,” he says.

History is evidence of how
burlesque New York stand-up
comedy shows featured standard vaudeville gags that
focussed primarily on the
female chase, money troubles,
gold-digging wives and constantly harping mothers-inlaw. And often, this kind of
humour, despite being sexist,
has been acceptable. However,
Russell feels that as more and
more women come into the
comedy industry and express
themselves, “they’ll be able to
fix that.” Well, the Emmy-nominated series The Marvelous
Mrs Maisel is a perfect example
to what Russell says.
What does he make of the
content of comedians like Hasan
Minhaj and Vir Das who have
their own particular strain of
humour, which is rooted in the
experience of the diaspora.
Every comic, he says, has their
own voice and point of view.
“There’s no right or wrong.
Every voice and every experience should be heard. The only
thing that they all have to be is
funny!” he adds.
As a person, who is not a

Caucasian, would he say it gives
him a better insight into the different ethnic groups as happened in Comedy Now? He
says, “My insight into different
ethnic groups comes from a very
real place. I grew up with Black
people from Jamaica and
Trinidad as well as Filippinos
and Italians. When I was bullied
and beaten up by the white kids,
I found a home with the ‘Other’
kids. My comedy explores
racism and prejudice as well and
it’s because of what I have experienced. There’s nothing a white
guy can do to stop me from
doing what I do but it has to
come from a place of understanding and acknowledgement.
Else, it’s just not real.”
The comedian says that he
really enjoys acting for films and
TV shows, despite the struggle
behind the “hurry-up and wait
part” of being on the set. “I’m
not complaining. It’s just so
completely different from doing
stand-up,” says he and laughs.
Even though he has actually showed the way to the newer
breeds of South Asian comics,
Russell says that he is unfortunate that he isn’t familiar with
most of them. He says, “I haven’t
had a chance to check them out.
Hopefully, I will, soon.”
(Russell will perform on
October 1, 4 and 6 in Pune,
Ahmedabad and Hyderabad,
respectively, as a part of his
Deported World Tour at
Supermoon, a Zee Live IP.)
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ho is the Indian
actress who was on
the verge of becoming our first global
star, ran a production house, discovered some of the
best known talent of the time (think
thespian Dilip Kumar, beauteous
Madhubala and the unparalleled
Nargis) and was called the first lady
of Indian cinema? Devika Rani was
more than that. She was also the first
woman actor who came from what
could be termed as an elite family,
lived her personal life on her terms
and once she gave up the arc lights,
never turned back dedicating herself
to art and culture. With a life that was
as varied and eventful as hers, it’s
indeed a surprise that her bio file has
not been recreated on screen or stage.
Until now.
It took another powerhouse performer, Lillete Dubey, to recognise the
intensity and magnetism that her
story could exert when performed on
stage. “The Primetime Theatre
Company promotes Indian writers
and dramatises works written by people like Mahashweta Devi, Girish
Karnad. There are classics like Adhe
Adhoore and Kanyadaan. There’s
none that was written abroad and
adapted for performance. Devika
Rani too came out of that space,” says
Lillete about the company where she
has been the artistic director for
almost 29 years now.
It was perchance that she met
Kishwar Desai, a college mate, in
March last year. “She had written a
book on Devika Rani and I remarked
that she was a fascinating woman
which could make a terrific play,”
recalls Lillete. And Kishwar promptly asked if she was interested in staging it. Both of them tried to figure out
if there was something in her biography that could lend itself to a play
“since she had such a wide arc and a
long and interesting ride that went on
till she was 87”. Lillete decided that
it was not her cinematic history that
she wanted to portray because neither
was it a film nor the theme for a dissertation or a documentary. “We were
looking at her real and not reel life.
Her personal journey growth, trajectory and her evolution are what interested me,” says Lillete. So the play covers the period from the time she
meets Himanshu Rai (1928), whom
she later married and set up the production house Bombay Talkies with
in 1934, to the time when she gave it
all up after meeting Svetoslav Roerich,
her second husband (1945), including the incident where she ran off
with her co-actor, in Jeevan Nayya
Najm-ul-Hassan.
Of course, when it came to
Devika, her personal life was closely intertwined with her professional
one. “We went with the flow of her
personal life, her relationship with
Himanshu, the shared dream of
Bombay Talkies and the way it keeps
them together irrespective of what
happens in their relationship. There

is a beautiful line which encapsulates
the ups and downs with Himanshu
where Devika says, ‘The further I go
from you, the closer I feel to you’,” says
Lillete pointing out to the fact that life
and relationships are complex where
there is nothing black and white,
including their relationship. “It is a
very poignant, touching and relatable
relationship,” adds Lillete.
She says that the play ends when
she meets Roerich as it isn’t possible
to squeeze everything in two hours.
“Cinematically, there’s more scope in
a film. The two are different media.”
Kishwar and Lillete worked on 11
odd drafts for more than a year to get
the nuances and essentials right for
the play. “I used to keep telling her if
a part needed rewriting or has to be
thrown away or highlighted. The
material was constantly reshaped. Of
course, it is Kishwar’s play but I was
moulding the shape as even in these
18 years, there is a lot of material. It
was tough to decide what to leave out
and what was important to our
story,” she says.
Lillete was also particular about
creating a world view of the time and
period that Devika Rani lived in
rather than just focussing on her life.
This was done by some of the parallel stories. “Not just actresses, even
women composers from respectable
families were rare in the industry.
There was this story of Saraswati
Devi, a Parsi lady and an amazing
composer, who practically stormed
the male bastion. She also composed
the iconic Main ban ki chidiya from
Achyut Kanya, which we recreated.
Ira, who plays Devika, has sung it herself,” points out Lillete.
In the play, the song is nicely
woven with the incident where she
comes back from Najm after the
intervention of Sashadhar Mukherjee,
an assistant sound-engineer at the
studio as she was aware that neither
could she get a divorce or marry
Najm. “When she returns, she feels
upset and says that he has had so
many flings but that is fine because
he is a man. I have done this one thing
and I am untouchable. And the next
film that is written for her is Achyut
Kanya, so one blends into the other,”
says Lillete.
However, it is not just Devika’s life
during the time that she was a leading lady on the silver screen that fascinates Lillete but even the fact that
she left it forever. “Yes, she was over
the hill for her time as she was too old
to be a lead actress. People were leaving Bombay Talkies and starting
Filmistan Studios and she was struggling to stay afloat financially as the
last few films that she had produced
had flopped. But when she gave it
away for a very different life, she had
no desire to come back. Compare it
to any actress today who would run
back to the arc lights even if she is
given half a chance by way of a reality show or the like. She was remarkable in that too,” Lillete asserts.
Moreover, her pedigree too made

her exceptional. “All the kothas had
shut and the tawaifs and nautch girls
who had nowhere to go joined films.
And look at her lineage, from her
nani’s side, she was the grand niece
of Rabindranath Tagore. Educated in
England, she was certainly a far cry
from others in films,” says Lillete, who
made her film debut with Zubeidaa
(2001), when she was over 40.
Devika was one hell of a feisty
lady. “She was five feet nothing. She
was independent-minded and too
much of her own person. Devika was
multi-talented as she acted, produced, did costumes, art direction
and ran a studio so she can be called
a pioneer. She was quite a path-breaker and chose the kind of subjects that
people would be scared of putting on
screen even now as she touched upon
untouchability, barren women,
widow remarriage and more.”
And then there’s her personal life
which is, as tumultuous as, in some
ways inspiring. “She was a woman
who just did what she wanted and
stood for what she believed in. When
she returned after eloping with Najm,
she asked for the separation of her
finances from those of her husband,
separate pay for working in his films
while he would be required to singlehandedly pay the household expenses for the home in which both of
them would live. How many women
do that even now?” asks Lillete.
Her personal correspondence
that Kishwar had access to also gave
an intimate peek into the formidable
woman that she was. “Many things,
which did not form a part of public
domain were brought out in these letters, which also form a part of the
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he National award-winning actor Priyamani, who
T
stars in the web series — The
Family Man along with Manoj
Bajpayee, said that she avoids
intimate scenes because such
content is not suitable for a
family audience.
“I don’t want to associate
myself with sexual content in
the webspace. I understand that
as an actor I should be comfortable with different characters. I am also not degrading
those actors who are part of
stories that require intimate
scenes, but as an actor, I wouldn’t be doing any intimidating
scene because I am not comfortable with it,” Priyamani
said.
The web series tells the
story of a middle-aged, middleclass man who is on a mission
to achieve something extraor-

dinary in order to protect the
country. Priyamani plays the
role of his wife.
Sharing the insight of her
character in the show, the cel-

ebrated south Indian actor
said, “My character Suchitra is
a housewife who is constantly
trying to balance everything in
her life. She changes role from

mother to father in the absence
of her husband and spends
quality time with them. I think
women have the natural ability to do multi-tasking. She is
the boss of the house but at the
same time she has the desire to
explore new opportunity as a
professional.”
She added Suchitra is not
aware about the profession of
her husband. She often misunderstood him and his work.
However, as the series moves
forward one can see that she
discovers more about him.
Priyamani commenced
her career in 2003 with a Tamil
film, Ullam. She has also done
films like — Paruthiveeran,
Thirakkatha, Mana Oori,
Ramayanam and many more.
The actor is interested in
exploring more opportunities
in Hindi cinema. And she

hopes that the show will help
her gain offers. But, simultaneously she mentioned that she
won’t wear a bikini like other
mainstream actors.
“When I wore a swimsuit
for the first time in one of my
films, I received flak from
people. They asked if I was trying to build a glamourous
image. In south India, a major
chunk of audience is traditional. They are not the Bollywood
cinegoers. Having said that I
applaud those girls who have
the confidence to flaunt their
skin gracefully on the screen,”
said she.
The Family Man is directed by Raj Nidimoru and
Krishna DK. The show also
features Sharib Hashmi,
Darshan Kumar, Gul Panag,
Dalip Tahil among others.
°80=B
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ver since it was announced
that actor Kangana Ranaut
will be essaying the role of
former chief minister of Tamil
Nadu late Jayalalithaa in a biopic
on the superstar-turned-politician, there was a lot of anticipation around how the actor would
look, especially in her older version.
Producer Vishnu Induri,
who had earlier revealed that
Hollywood artist, Jason Collins,
who has worked on films like
Blade Runner and Caption
Marvel, will be working on
Kangana’s look in Thalaivi.
Kangana flew to Los Angeles a
few days ago for the same, and
now, few pictures of her undergoing a transformation have
been revealed.
Sister Rangoli Chandel
shared the pictures on her social
media where we can see Kangana
being completely covered in
prosthetic glue for her tests,
which she must have kept for a
long time for the team to have a
set to check and work upon.
Rangoli explained the
process and said how difficult it
is to be an actor. She tweeted,
“This is how measurements for

play,” says Lillete.
Indeed, it is a travesty of our
times that not many know this feisty
lady who stood her ground and held
her head high. “I am not saying that
she was Mahatma Gandhi but she
certainly holds up an interesting
role model for women. When you
talk about actors who have become
global icons, she, after Karma, (which
famously or infamously had a fourminute long kiss), was offered films
in Hollywood. While she did debate
over the possibility, she gave it all up
for another dream of her production
company. The Press was completely
dazzled by her after Karma as she was
gorgeous, a complete natural and
articulate,” says Lillete.
Her world class studio made four
international films in English of
which one was shown at Windsor
Castle while Karma opened in
London. “It’s difficult to do this even
now,” asserts Lillete. She had an eye
for talent and her protege went on to
dominate the silver screen.
Lillete tends to gravitate towards
topics and stories that seem to have
a strong women characters. “I am
always looking for interesting scripts
or material that will lend itself to a
play but over the years I have found
that my protagonists tend to be
female and that happens unconsciously. A play called Gauhar which
we did three years ago was on the first
woman to sing on a waxed record,”
she says. Of course it helped that
Lillete is fond of classical music even
though she insists that she cannot
claim to be an afficionado or anything. “I enjoy it and I studied it for
seven years,” she says.
Lillete wants to do a new play
once a year while older ones are still
running. Dance Like a Man,
Kanyadaan are some which are running at present. But having made her
big screen debut in 2001, where she
has acted in some noteworthy films
including Monsoon Wedding (2001),
Kal Ho Na Ho, Lakshya and Pinjar
(2003) there is certainly something
that keeps exercising a magnetic
pull to draw her back to stage. Lillete
explains, “Anyone who has become
an actor from theatre can never get
it out of his system. You might leave
it for sometime for money or exposure and work in films, serials or
advertisements but the pull of theatre
is so strong that once you have
established yourself, you come back
again when you don’t need the
money as much. Naseer may do different things but he returns to theatre
as there is no other place where an
actor feels as alive as on stage.”
She also points out that in a film,
one is a part of big project and team
and does not drive a project. “It is the
vision of the director and determined
by commerce. Honestly, in 50 odd
films, I did not feel challenged in even
one. I need to do a play to feel challenged. I feel embarrassed when
people tell me that I have done a fabulous role in a film. I want to say that
I never needed to put my whole body,
heart and soul in it,” she says and
adds, “One reason why theatre
demands such is because it is not
commerce driven and can talk about
whatever I want to including child
sexuality, Gandhism or whatever.”
However, she does accept that
while cinema looked jaded five years
ago, it is evolving now thanks to the
fact that people are travelling a lot and
the internet has ensured that they are
exposed global content. “The 18-35
age group forms 70 per cent of the
audience and they are watching all
kinds of stuff. They determine the
change. Everyone is waking up to the
power of small films becoming huge.”
The actor-director completes 30
years on stage in January 2021 and
plans to celebrate it by reviving a huge
megarock musical of Mahabharata
like Jesus Christ Superstar which was
performed 20 years ago. “It is a two
hour plus rock opera,” she says. She
is also doing two web series, one in
Bengali and the other in Tamil.
So, here is to another 30 years of
the feisty lady.
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prosthetics are taken. It’s not easy
to be an actor. Kangana is so calm
in something which is so suffocating for us to even watch.”
The actor, when she was
leaving for LA, had earlier said,
“I am very curious about this
process. I don’t know how it will
impact my expressions and

approach to my character but this
is going to be a one-of-a-kind
experience for me.”
The prosthetics will be in
addition to Kangana’s lessons for
Bharatnatyam and Tamil. The
film will go on floors post Diwali
and will be shot in Mysore,
Karnataka.
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sian champion Amit Panghal
(52kg) on Friday became the first
Indian to enter the finals of the
World Men’s Boxing Championship
while Manish Kaushik (63kg) signed off
with a Bronze medal after going down
in the semifinals here.
Second seeded Panghal prevailed 32 against Kazakhstan’s Saken Bibossinov
in the last-four stage.
But Commonwealth Games Silverwinner Kaushik, competing in his
debut world championship, lost 0-5 to
top-seeded Cuban Andy Gomez Cruz,
a Gold-medallist from the previous edition besides being the reigning PanAmerican Games champion.
“The bout went very well for me
although I had to put in more effort
than I had thought. It is a huge achievement for Indian boxing and I am
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thankful for all the support that I have
got,” Panghal said after the triumph.
Today, he will take on Uzbekistan’s
Shakhobidin Zoirov, the reigning
Olympic champion. Zoirov defeated
Frenchman Billal Bennama in his semifinal showdown.
Before this, India had never won
more than one Bronze medal in a single edition of the world championships
but Panghal and Kaushik
changed that by making the
semifinals.
“I am going to push hard
for a Gold,” said Panghal.
His trademark pace and
ability to adapt coming in
handy, Panghal outmaneuvered the
taller Kazakh, who came into the semis
after upstaging reigning Artur
Hovhannisyan in the quarterfinals.
The diminutive Armyman was
more accurate, put more power into his

punches and was sharp defensively
against the Kazakh. This was after
Panghal spent most of the first round
getting a measure of his rival.
Bibossinov was no pushover either
and tried his level best to cash in on the
height advantage but the Indian kept
him at a distance to ensure that most of
the Kazakh’s attacks either didn’t connect or lacked in impact.
In the other semifinal bout featuring an Indian, Kaushik struggled to keep
up with the Cuban, whose counterattacking game was simply outstanding.
Kaushik did get a few body punches through but couldn’t fend off the
counter-strikes that came his way in all
the three rounds. “I gave it my all but
I guess there are a few things lacking in
my game, which I will try to improve
on. I will work harder and deliver better results in the coming tournaments,”
Kaushik said.
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Rangers started in fine fashion as
they edged out Feyenoord 1-0 at
Ibrox in Group G with Sheyi Ojo
scoring the only goal of the game
midway through the first half.
It is an ideal start for Rangers
in a tough group and their next
match will be away in Switzerland
against Young Boys, who lost 2-1
at Porto on Thursday with
Tiquinho netting twice for the
hosts.
Celtic battled to a 1-1 draw
with Rennes in France in a fiery
Group E encounter, with Ryan
Christie’s second-half penalty cancelling out M’Baye Niang’s 38thminute spot-kick for the hosts
before the visitors had Vakoun
Issouf Bayo sent off at the death.
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ast season’s runners-up
Arsenal romped to an
impressive 3-0 victory at
Eintracht Frankfurt in their Europa
League opener on Thursday as
Mason Greenwood spared
Manchester United’s blushes and
Rangers got the better of
Feyenoord.
On a night which featured five
British clubs in action, Unai
Emery’s much-changed side
enjoyed the best result of all with
youngsters Joe Willock and
Bukayo Saka scoring in Germany.
In between, Dominik Kohr

was sent off for last season’s beaten semi-finalists Frankfurt, and
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang
made sure of the win for Arsenal
in the Group F clash.
Their next game will be at
home to Standard Liege, who beat
Vitoria Guimaraes 2-0 on
Thursday.
At Old Trafford, United had
teenager Greenwood to thank as
the 17-year-old’s goal gave them a
1-0 win over Astana of Kazakhstan
in Group L.
The group’s other game saw
AZ Alkmaar come from behind to
draw 2-2 with Partizan Belgrade in
Serbia despite playing more than
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an hour with 10 men.
Wolverhampton Wanderers
were unable to make it three wins
out of three for Premier League
clubs as they slumped to a 1-0
home defeat against Braga at
Molineux.
Ricardo Horta’s second-half
goal gave the Portuguese club all
three points in Group K and it was
a disappointing night for a Wolves
team who are still without a win
in the Premier League this season.
In the same group Slovan
Bratislava were 4-2 winners at
home to Besiktas, who welcome
Wolves to Istanbul in a fortnight.
Meanwhile, Steven Gerrard’s

GLADBACH STUNNED
They now host CFR Cluj, the
same side who eliminated them in
Champions League qualifying.
The Romanians shocked Lazio 21 on Thursday.
Elsewhere, Sevilla beat
Qarabag 3-0 in Azerbaijan in
Group A with Javier Hernandez
getting their opening goal.
PSV Eindhoven opened up
Group D with a 3-2 victory against
Sporting Lisbon while Roma
crushed Istanbul Basaksehir 4-0 in
Group J.
In the same group Borussia
Moenchengladbach were stunned
by Wolfsberg, losing 4-0 at home
to the unheralded Austrian side
who were making their groupstage debut.
It was a heaviest ever home
defeat in Europe for Gladbach, the
two-time former UEFA Cup winners.
The biggest winners on the
night were Basel, as the Swiss side
hammered FC Krasnodar 5-0.
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eteran Sushil Kumar’s
return to the World
Championship after eight
years lasted just six minutes as
he lost his opening bout
to
Khadzhimurad
Gadzhiyev of Azerbaijan
here on Friday.
Using all his experience, the wily Indian had
raced to a 9-4 lead but
conceded seven points in
a row to his opponent to lose
his 74kg qualification round
bout 9-11.
The Azerbaijani wrestler
later lost his quarterfinal bout
to USA’s Jordan Ernest
Burroughs, resulting to
Sushil’s ouster from the championship.
The 36-year-old twotime Olympic medallist
has been struggling for
long as he had made a
first round exit from
the 2018 Asian
Games as well.
He recently
returned to the
mat for the first
time since his
defeat in Jakarta
when he competed at an
event in Minsk,
Belarus where
he had finished fifth.
Sushil conceded that he
lacked stamina but promised
better performances in the
future.
“I felt good on the mat. I
was fast but definitely lacked the
stamina. I also need to work on

my defence,” Sunshil said. “But
I am happy with this comeback.
I competed better than in the
Asian Games. In the coming
days, you will see better performance. My coach is working out
a plan for tournaments
I need to play. I will try
to qualify for the
Olympics from the
Asian events now,” he
added.
In the other category which offered
Olympic qualification on Friday,
Sumit Malik lost his 125kg first
round bout 0-2 to
H u n g a r y ’s
Daniel ligeti,
who later lost
in quarterfinals.

FIGURATIVELY
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medallist on debut
at amateur boxing’s
A
biggest stage, world
championship Bronzewinner
Manish
Kaushik (63kg) says he
was sure of finishing
on the podium in
Russia, the day he triumphed in the selection trials.
The 25-year-old,
who hails from Devsar
village which is about
5km from the cradle of
Indian boxing —
Bhiwani, signed off
with a Bronze on
Friday after losing 0-5
to top-seeded Cuban
Andy Gomez Cruz.
“My draw was
tough and before that I
had a tough trial bout
against Shiva (Thapa).
Once I beat him, I got
the confidence that I
would win a world
medal,” Kaushik said,
referring to his longstanding home rivalry
with Thapa, a threetime Asian medallist
and a 2015 world
Bronze-winner.
The disappointment of the semifinal

loss apart, Kaushik can
take heart from a stellar run at the big event.
Among the opponents
he took down en route
the semifinals was
Mongolia’s fourthseeded Baatarsukhiin
Chinzorig, an Asian
Games Silver-medallist and a two-time
Asian Championships
medal-winner.
Speaking of getting
better, coming up for
him is the Olympic
Qualifiers in February
next year in China.
The
medal
in
Ekaterinburg has
sealed his spot in the
Indian team and
Kaushik said he couldn’t have been more
relieved.
“Now that I am
assured of a place in
the Olympic Qualifiers,
I feel there is less pressure on me,” he said.
“I can prepare
myself more confidently as I know that I
don’t have to give trials.
It would help me be at
my best in the qualifiers and hopefully
clinch a spot for
Tokyo,” he added.

—BUKAYO SAKA
(Arsenal winger)
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—KEVIN TRAPP
(Frankfurt
goalkeeper)
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Sathiyan on Friday
became only the second
G
Indian to reach the men’s
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Sai Praneeth suffered a three-game loss to world
No 9 Anthony Sinisuka Ginting in the quarterfiB
nals to draw curtains on India’s campaign at the China
Open World Tour Super 1000 badminton tournament
on Friday.
Almost a month after dispatching the Indonesian
en route his historic world championships Bronze at
Basel, world No 15 Praneeth went down to the same
opponent 21-16, 6-21, 16-21 in 55 minutes to end his
campaign here.
Ginting will now take on eighth seeded Denmark’s
Anders Antonsen, who had clinched the Silver at the
World Championships.
Praneeth, who had reached the finals of Swiss
Open early this year, came into the match with a 32 advantage in the head-to-head count against
Ginting but he ran out of steam after winning the
opening game.
In the second game, Ginting galloped to a 9-4 lead
after grabbing six straight points and entered the interval with a cushion of 11-5.
The Indonesian continued to rule the roost after
the break, jumping to a massive 18-6 lead and soon
roared back into the contest.
The decider was a close affair as Praneeth erased
a 2-6 deficit to catch up with Ginting and was ahead
11-7 at the breather. A fighting Ginting, however,
turned the tables after reeling off six points on the trot
to reach 13-12.
The Indonesian kept his hold on the proceedings
after that to grab four match points and converted it
easily to enter the semifinals.

singles quarterfinals at the
Asian Table Tennis
Championships when he
defeated An-Ji Song of
North Korea here.
Sathiyan, currently the
top-ranked Indian in
the world, hardly
broke a sweat as he
notched up a 11-7,
11-8, 11-6 win
against his North Korean
opponent in the pre-quarterfinal match that lasted 22
minutes.
The only other occasion
when an Indian paddler
had reached the singles
quarterfinals was when
Sudhir Phadke beat a
Chinese in the pre-quarterfinals of the Asian
Championships
in
Pyongyang way back in
1976.
The Indian, ranked 30 in
the world, will take on world
number 4 Chinese Lin
Gaoyuan in the quarterfinals.
“I am extremely happy
to reach the quarterfinals for
the first time and it has
been a wonderful journey so
far. I would really love to set
the bar high for Indian table
tennis and hungry to go
even further in the tournament,” said an elated
Saithyan.
Asked what his plans
would be against his opponent in the quarterfinals,
Sathiyan said: “I will go with
an aim to win and try to play
my best. I am underdog and
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all the pressure is on
Gaoyuan.”
Reminded that he and
Achanta Sharath Kamal had
an impressive outing
against Gao and his
partner earlier in the
day in men’s doubles,
Sathiyan said, “Yes,
we were almost in the
medal round and that
would have been historic. But in the
decider they (Chinese)
pulled it off.”
In the men’s doubles,
the pair of Sathiyan and
Sharath Kamal failed to
reach the medal round in the
men’s double as they lost to
the Chinese duo of Liang
Jingkun and Lin Gaoyuan 611, 12-10, 7-11, 11-8, 7-11.
Except for Sharath and
Harmeet Desai who could

8CC5CfXccTa

not go past the round of 64,
the other three Indians —
Sathiyan, Amalraj and Manav
— made it to the round of 32
in the men’s singles.
Only Sathiyan survived to move into
the pre-quarterfinals
and then to the quarterfinals while the
other two exited.
Among
the
women players, only
Ayhika entered the pre-quarterfinals before losing to
three-time world champion
and reigning Olympic champion Ding Ning of China 511, 13-11, 4-11, 9-11.
Manika Batra lost to
Hitomi Sato of Japan 9-11, 811, 4-11 in the round of 32
while Archana lost to Feng
Tianwei of Singapore 9-11, 911, 11-9, 4-11.

orward Lalit Upadhyay and drag-flicker
Rupinderpal Singh on Friday returned to the
20-member Indian men’s hockey squad, to be led
by Manpreet Singh, for the tour of Belgium from
September 26 to October 3.
India will be playing three matches against
Belgium and two matches against Spain during
the week-long tour.
Upadhyay will be making a comeback after
having last played during the men’s World Cup
in Bhubaneswar. Rupinderpal had missed out on
the Olympic Test Event earlier this year.
Goalkeeper PR Sreejesh joins the side after
being rested for the Olympic Test Event while
Krishan B Pathak is the other goalkeeper in the
team.
“All the players in the squad complement each
other very well and we are hoping that the team
continues its good form. We are delighted to have
Lalit back in the squad as he will play a vital role
in the forward line,” chief coach Graham Reid
said.
He was also happy that Rupinderpal worked
on his game during his time away from the
national team and is now back in the mix.
“It’s fantastic to have Rupinderpal back in the
side as well, he has improved his game since the
Men’s Series Finals. We are still looking to finetune a few aspects of our game before we leave
for Belgium,” said Reid.
The Australian said that the tour of Belgium
will be the perfect preparation for the FIH Hockey
Olympic Qualifiers match against Russia in
Odisha.
“Belgium are a strong team and if we perform
well against them at their own backyard, then the
team will gain a lot of confidence ahead of the
Olympic Qualifiers match against Russia. We are
expecting a tough challenge from Spain as well.”
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International squads for
India’s last two series hasn’t
bothered Kuldeep Yadav too much
as the chinaman bowler feels it is an
opportunity for him to do well in
five-day cricket.
Kuldeep was dropped from
India’s T20I squads for the West
Indies tour and home series against
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South Africa but that hasn’t dented his confidence.
“So far, I have done a good job
in limited-overs format. I feel very
comfortable with the white ball,”
Kuldeep told reporters.
“I am not worried about not
being picked for the last two T20I
series. Maybe the selectors felt I
needed a break. Maybe the team
thinks some changes are required.
I respect that, and I have no com-

plaints. I see this as an opportunity to do well in Tests.”
Kuldeep was part of the India A
side for the second unofficial Test
against South Africa A, which
ended in a draw in Mysore on
Friday.
The wrist spinner had a decent
outing in the game, scalping 4 for
121 in 29 overs in the only innings
India bowled in the match.
In 68 T20 matches since that
2016 T20 World Cup, Kuldeep has
taken 81 wickets at an average of
22.97 (ninth-best in the world,
second among Indians), and an
economy rate of 7.60 (fifth among
Indians).
And, he feels wrist spinners are
in demand currently.
“There is no doubt that wrist
spinners are dominating the world,”
Kuldeep said.
“But sometimes, when you try
to stop runs, you actually turn out
to be expensive. We need to work
on our accuracy. You need to accept
that you do get hit for runs and
work on being economical.”
Kuldeep, however, feels it is very
difficult to adjust to red-ball cricket after consistently featuring in the
limited-overs formats.
“It’s hard to play red-ball cricket when you aren’t consistently
playing that format,” he said.
“If you aren’t a regular in this
format, it takes time to get into your
rhythm. When you are consistently playing limited overs and suddenly switch to Tests without much
preparation, it will be tough to
excel.
“You need to bowl long spells,
play practice games, to understand
field placements and to know how
to pick wickets. It was important for
me to come here (in the India A
game) and bowl as many overs as
possible. There is still plenty of
work to do,” Kuldeep added.
He said with Ravichandran
Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja in
fray for Tests, he will have to utilise
the limited chances he gets.
“When three spinners like
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ormer Indian skipper Sourav
Ganguly feels Lokesh Rahul will
be kept on his toes by Shreyas Iyer
and Manish Pandey for the No 4 slot
in ODIs, a position which has been
debated a lot by the team management over the last couple of years.
Iyer was preferred over Rahul in
the three ODIs against the West
Indies and he grabbed the opportunity with both hands by scoring two
half-centuries in the two games he
played and forced his way into the
T20I side.
Meanwhile, Rahul, who has
been in indifferent form in all the
three formats of the game, recently
lost his place in the Test squad for the
upcoming three-match series against
South Africa.

“With Rohit and Shikhar at the
top as the best possible opening pair,
KL Rahul will be pushed. He has lost
his place in Test cricket due to indifferent form and the likes of Shreyas
and Manish Pandey will keep him on
his toes if he wants to hold onto the
No 4 slot,” Ganguly wrote in his column for The Times of India.
“Shreyas Iyer finds a place in the
T20 squad, a reward for his good
show in the 50-overs games in West
Indies,” he added.
The former India skipper also
spoke about the visiting Proteas
team and said that they are in a
rebuilding phase. “They need to look
at the system back home. Not very
long ago, they boasted of having
enormous talent, but like many
teams, they have dropped a few levels down,” Ganguly said.

Ashwin, Jaddu (Jadeja) and I are in
the squad, it’s challenging to pick
the right combination. You need to
be ready to grab your chance. Of

course, there is pressure because
you only get a few chances, and you
have to make full use of them,”
Kuldeep said.
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irat Kohli looks an effective
captain in the international
arena simply because he has got
two successful captains like
Mahendra Singh Dhoni and
Rohit Sharma in the side, former
India opener Gautam Gambhir
said.
Dhoni is considered as one of
India’s greatest captains having
won two World Cups while Rohit
has been a very successful franchise skipper leading Mumbai
Indians to an unprecedented four
IPL titles.
“Still a long way to go for him
(Kohli). Kohli was very good in
the last World Cup (in England)
but he has a long way to go. He
captains so well in international
cricket because he has got Rohit
Sharma, he had MS Dhoni for a
long time,” Gambhir told
reporters on Thursday.
Citing Kohli’s record in the
Indian Premier League, Gambhir
said a skipper’s effectiveness is
tested when you don’t have the

services of several talented players. “Captaincy credentials are
noticed when you are leading a
franchise, when you do not have
other players supporting you,” said
Gambhir, who led Kolkata Knight
Riders to two IPL titles.
“I have been honest whenever I have spoken about this. See
what Rohit Sharma has achieved
for Mumbai Indians, see what
Dhoni has achieved for Chennai
Super Kings. If you compare that
with RCB, the results are there for
everyone to see”, the cricketerturned politician said.
Gambhir also backed limited
overs vice-captain Rohit Sharma
to open the batting in the Test format.
“I think KL Rahul has been
given a longer run. It is time for
Rohit to open the batting in Test
cricket. If you pick him in the
squad, he has to be a part of the
playing XI. If he does not fit your
playing XI, no point in picking
him in the squad of 15 or 16. He
is too good a player to be sitting
on the bench.”

